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ABSTRACT 
It is imperative that the cancer research community has the means with which to 

effectively locate, access, manage, analyse and interpret the plethora of data 

values being generated by novel technologies. 

 

This thesis addresses this unmet requirement by using pancreatic cancer and 

breast cancer as prototype malignancies to develop a generic integrative 

transcriptomic model. 

 

The analytical workflow was initially applied to publicly available pancreatic 

cancer data from multiple experimental types. The transcriptomic landscape of 

comparative groups was examined both in isolation and relative to each other. 

The main observations included (i) a clear separation of profiles based on 

experimental type, (ii) identification of three subgroups within normal tissue 

samples resected adjacent to pancreatic cancer, each showing disruptions to 

biofunctions previously associated with pancreatic cancer (iii) and that cell lines 

and xenograft models are not representative of changes occurring during 

pancreatic tumourigenesis. 

 

Previous studies examined transcriptomic profiles across 306 biological and 

experimental samples, including breast cancer. The plethora of clinical and 

survival data readily available for breast cancer, compared to the paucity of 

publicly available pancreatic cancer data, allowed for expansion of the pipeline’s 

infrastructure to include functionalities for cross-platform and survival analysis. 

 

Application of this enhanced pipeline to multiple cohorts of triple negative and 

basal-like breast cancers identified differential risk groups within these breast 

cancer subtypes.  

 

All of the main experimental findings of this thesis are being integrated with the 

Pancreatic Expression Database and the Breast Cancer Campaign Tissue Bank 

bioinformatics portal, which enhances the sharing capacity of this information and 

ensures its exposure to a wider audience.  
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A comprehensive model capable of analysing, harnessing and integrating 

complex heterogeneous cancer data with clinical covariates has been developed. 

Application of this workflow to pancreatic cancer and breast cancer data has 

helped provide novel insights into the biology underlying both these 

malignancies, with the findings having potential prognostic and therapeutic 

implications.  
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THESIS OUTLINE 
Chapter 1 is a selective rather than exhaustive review of pancreatic cancer 

and breast cancer literature. This chapter introduces the histopathological and 

molecular classification of these two cancer types, and aims to provide the 

reader with an idea of the contrasting amount of clinical and molecular 

information publicly available for each. 

 

Chapter 2 the focus of the second chapter shifts to present current resources 

available for the analysis, mining, integration, and biological interpretation of 

cancer data. In keeping with the essence of the thesis, the emphasis is 

maintained on pancreatic cancer and breast cancer. 

 

Chapter 3 evaluates the open source algorithms and computational packages 

available for integrative transcriptomic analyses. This chapter focusses on 

presenting the fundamental principles underlying the computational methods 

addressed in subsequent chapters of the thesis. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the workflow developed for the large-scale meta-analysis 

of transcriptional data and the observations resulting from implementing this 

pipeline to publicly available pancreatic cancer data. This study identified three 

main biological findings. Firstly, there was a clear separation of samples based 

on experimental type, with patient tissue samples, cell lines and xenograft 

models showing distinct transcriptomic profiles. Secondly, closer inspection of 

histologically normal samples resected adjacent to cancer identified three 

subgroups, each exhibiting disruptions to pathways previously associated with 

pancreatic cancer. Finally, ectopic subcutaneous xenograft and cell line models 

are not able to effectively recapitulate pancreatic cancer progression. 

 

Chapter 5 presents an expansion of the aforementioned transcriptomics 

workflow and its application to publicly available triple negative and basal-like 

breast cancer. Integration of modalities for cross-platform integration, survival 

analysis and machine learning, enabled the identification of novel multi-gene 

signatures capable of identifying prognostically relevant subgroups within these 
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breast cancer subgroups. Both the paucity of therapeutic options and the dismal 

survival rates of patients diagnosed with triple negative and basal-like, relative to 

other breast cancer subtypes, highlight the importance of understanding the 

biological mechanisms underlying these subgroups. Identification of molecular 

prognostic signatures has the potential to assist in identifying novel molecular 

targets specific to a subgroup. 

 

Chapter 6 provides an overview of bioinformatics and computational biology 

resources where the novel analytical pipelines developed throughout my thesis 

will be presented. Firstly, the Pancreatic Expression Database will be introduced. 

This section will present how each version of the database evolved to become 

the well-established and globally used resource it has become today. Secondly, 

the novel Breast Cancer Campaign Tissue Bank bioinformatics portal will be 

unveiled and its similarities and differences to the Pancreatic Expression 

Database will be discussed. This chapter will conclude with the presentation of 

the workflow underlying the O-miner analytical suite. Throughout this chapter, 

examples of use and the future plans for each resource will be presented. 

 

Chapter 7 presents a general conclusion to the thesis.
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION: 

THE BIOLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR FEATURES OF 

PANCREATIC CANCER AND BREAST CANCER 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis, I shall show how bioinformatic and computational methods are 

employed to create a generic model for the integrative analysis of transcriptomic 

cancer data. Discussions about how application of this workflow to pancreatic 

cancer (PC) and breast cancer (BC) data has provided deeper insights into the 

genesis, development, diagnosis and therapeutic management of these 

malignancies will also be presented. 

 

PC and BC were selected to model and test the transcriptomic workflow 

developed because of the disparity between the quality and quantity of molecular 

and clinical data publicly available, and the bioinformatics resources dedicated to 

these two cancer types. PC is relatively understudied from a bioinformatics 

perspective compared to other cancer types, with both sparse primary and 

clinical data accessibility, and limited bioinformatics resources available.1-3!
Contrastingly, the amount of experimental and clinical BC data available vastly 

overwhelms that accessible for PC. Using these cancer types as proof of 

concepts would effectively test the robustness and flexibility of the analytical 

model developed while also providing a multi-dimensional view of the biological 

and molecular mechanisms underlying these malignancies. 

 

In the first part of my introduction, I present an overview of the biological and 

molecular taxonomies used to classify PC and BC. The second introductory 

section will focus on the contributions of bioinformatics and computational biology 

to cancer research.  

 

For reasons of simplicity, the bioinformatic and computational biology 

contributions to my research will be addressed in isolation, with sections relating 

to database management and expansion being presented separately from those 

referring to analyses and biological interpretations. 
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PANCREATIC CANCER 
PC is one of the leading causes of cancer-related mortality worldwide, with 

therapeutic interventions having minimal ameliorating effects on survival statistics 

over the past 30 years.4,5 The one-year survival rate for this malignancy is 24%, 

decreasing to less than 5% at five years.5,6 This dismal prognosis has been 

attributed to late diagnosis, early systemic dissemination and the minimal effects 

of chemotherapy and radiotherapy.7,8 

 

The main section of this subchapter will discuss current clinical classification and 

management of PC. I will then briefly introduce the application of molecular 

techniques to this malignancy as a means of identifying potential novel molecular 

targets and prognostic gene signatures. 

CLINICAL CLASSIFICATION 
Currently, diagnostic tests for PC are performed after presentation of symptoms. 

These tests comprise computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI), and the invasive imaging modalities, endoscopic ultrasound 

(EUS) and endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP).9-11 

Use of the contrast-enhanced multidetector helical CT (MDHCT) and/or EUS-

guided fine needle aspiration (EUS-FNA) for the initial assessment of PC are 

widely accepted as the most accurate imaging techniques for PC diagnosis, 

achieving sensitivity rates of 89-97% and 98%.12-19 

MDHCT not only permits visualisation of the pancreatic mass but also allows for 

evaluations of peripancreatic vasculature involvement, which is vital when 

determining the benefits of surgical intervention.15-17,19 However, EUS-FNA is 

useful when CT scans are inconclusive, such as with the detection of small 

masses, or as a post-MDHCT confirmatory test for resectability. Furthermore, in 

instances in which MDHCT shows evidence of a non-resectable tumour or of a 

pancreatic mass that is not pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC), EUS-

FNA is required for pathological confirmation to address patient management.20
 

Accuracy in determining these tumour characteristics is imperative, because 

these will be used for tumour staging and subsequent therapeutic 
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determinations.  

Current staging of PC is based on the tumour-node-metastasis (TNM) system, 

which uses MDHT to determine the viability of surgical involvement.21 T1 and T2 

tumours are both potentially resectable, with management of the disease being 

identical in both instances.15,19,21 It is vital that T3 and T4 tumours are effectively 

classified because, while T3 tumours may still be classified as resectable, T4 

disease is classified as unresectable. Furthermore, evidence of distant 

metastasis and arterial invasion are also key determinants in tumour 

resectibility.22  

With advances in CT technology, the predictive power of MDHT to determine 

lymph node involvement (N) and distant metastasis (M) has improved 

significantly, overcoming the issues with underestimations that plagued its 

predecessors.11 That said, the problem of undetected micrometastases to the 

liver and peritoneum still needs to be addressed.19,22,23 

There are many PC malignancies, of which PDAC accounts for approximately 

95%.24,25 In the following section, the terms PDAC and PC will be used 

synonymously. However, it is important to remember that, while PDAC comprises 

the vast majority of PC, other pancreatic neoplasms exist. These include acinar 

cell carcinoma (<1%), pancreatoblastoma (<0.5%), solid pseudopapillary 

neoplasms (1-2%), serous cystadenoma (1%) and pancreatic endocrine tumours 

(<3%).26-34 

THERAPEUTIC MANAGEMENT  
Currently, surgical resection is the only possible curative treatment for PC. 

However, with up to 85% of patients presenting with vascular dissemination and 

distant metastases, only a small subset of patients is eligible for this surgical 

procedure.35 Even with resection, most patients will die within three years of 

surgery due to local recurrence and/or distant metastases.36 

 

Gemcitabine remains the front-line therapy for treatment of advanced stages of 

PC, its administration increasing overall survival to approximately six months.37 

Modest prolongations to survival rates on a scale of weeks have been observed 

on application of the gemcitabine-based doublet chemotherapy gemcitabine and 
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erlotinib. However, apart from this exception, results from phase III trials report 

that combination gemcitabine-based therapies, in which different cytotoxic and 

targeted chemotherapeutic drugs are administered in conjunction with 

gemcitabine, have failed to improve patient outcome.38 

 

In September 2013, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved 

Abraxane (albumin-bound paclitaxel, Celgene) in combination with gemcitabine to 

treat patients with metastatic PC. Phase III trials reported increased median 

survival, progression-free survival and response rate for patients administered 

both Abraxane and gemcitabine relative to those receiving the gemcitabine 

monotherapy (8.5 vs 6.7 months, 5.5 vs 3.7 months and 23% vs 7%, 

respectively).39 While the proportion of life-threatening adverse events remained 

consistent between the two treatment cohorts, there was an increase in peripheral 

neuropathy and myelosuppression reported in patients receiving the combination 

therapy. 

 

The European Commission has approved the administration of the combined 

treatment for first-line treatment for metastatic PC. While this therapeutic regime is 

readily available to private patients, it is not routinely provided to patients treated in 

the National Health Service (NHS). NHS patients are able to gain access to 

Abraxane by other means, such as via requests to the Cancer Drugs Fund and the 

Primary Care Trust (PCT) or by taking part in clinical trials. 

 

In 2010, the FOLFIRINOX (oxaliplatin, irinotecan, fluorouracil and leucovorin) 

regime was proposed as an alternative first-line therapy for the treatment of 

metastatic PC.40,41 Improved median survival (11.1 vs 6.8 months), increased 

progression-free survival and better response rates were reported for this 

chemotherapeutic compared with gemcitabine alone. However, patients treated 

with FOLFIRINOX were subject to significantly more toxicity-associated events, 

such as diarrhoea, sensory neuropathy, neutropenia and febrile neutropenia, 

than those on standard therapy. As such, this more aggressive therapeutic 

modality has been proposed as an alternative first-line treatment for patients 

meeting specific criteria.41 
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It is evident that novel therapeutic approaches for patients for whom surgery is 

not feasible are desperately required to tackle this disease. For instance, recent 

mouse models examining dual targeting of tumours with gemcitabine and the 

gamma secretase inhibitor MRK003 have reported promising results, with 

significant increases in survival rates relative to current therapies being 

observed.42,43 

 

EVOLUTION OF PANCREATIC CANCER 
Histological*features*
There is increasing evidence to support the concept that PC does not arise anew 

but instead originates from premalignant lesions that subsequently evolve from 

an accumulation of cytological and architectural alterations to invasive PC — a 

concept first suggested over a century ago.44-46! Given the late clinical 

presentation and bleak prognosis associated with PC, an enhanced 

understanding of the underlying systems that facilitate premalignant lesion 

progression to malignancy could prove invaluable because these represent 

promising targets for early detection and the development of effective 

chemoprevention strategies. 

 

PDAC is proposed to evolve from three morphologically distinct precursor 

lesions: the macroscopic mucinous cystic neoplasia (MCN) and intraductal 

pancreatic mucinous neoplasia (IPMN), and the microscopic pancreatic 

intraepithelial neoplasia (PanINs). The latter constitute the best characterised.44 

 

The conventional PDAC progression model describes the transitional 

progression of PanIN lesions, from hyperplastic cells (PanIN-1) to more severe 

dysplasia (PanIN-2 and PanIN-3), culminating in PC. Furthermore, this has been 

shown to be paralleled at the molecular level by the successive accumulation of 

gene mutations, with almost ubiquitous alterations being reported in at least one 

of four genes ! the CDKN2A, TP53 and DPC4 tumour suppressors or the KRAS 

oncogene (Figure 1).30,44,47-53 
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Figure 1 The traditional PDAC progression model (adapted from29,45,54). 

The conventional model suggests that cytological and architectural alterations to 

PanIN lesions result in the transitional progression of these premalignant lesions 

to PDAC (from A-E).  

 
Clinical trials aimed at detecting PC precursor lesions and early-stage PC are 

currently underway.55 However, not all precursor lesions will progress to PDAC 

and, with no means with which to differentiate between neoplasms that will 

remain in situ and those that will evolve to invasive carcinoma, overtreatment of 

the test population is commonly reported. Furthermore, the screening process is 

not always effective, often being unable to detect early lesions. 

 

The ultimate screening tool needs to identify the precancerous lesions known to 

evolve into PC successfully, thereby ensuring that invasive intervention is 

maintained to a minimum. Unfortunately, current screening methods lack the 

sensitivity and specificity required to perform this task. For this reason, 

multimodality screening techniques aimed at combining the strengths of multiple 

evaluative techniques, such as combining imaging with tests for serological 

markers, are currently in use. However, to make a significant impact on PC 

survival better diagnostic methods need to be developed.56! Furthermore, the 

traditional PC progression model is based on the supposition that PDAC arises 

from ductal cells but this is a matter of controversy within the scientific 

community, with current studies suggesting that acinar cells have the potential to 

serve as a cell of origin.57-61 

*
Molecular*features*
Recent findings suggest that four-year survival rates of up to 78% can be 

achieved with the diagnosis and resection of early-stage PC.62 As such, the 

A" B" C" E"D"

CDKN2A"KRAS" p53,"DPC4"

Normal'duct' PanIN/1' PanIN/2' PanIN/3' PDAC'

Accumula6on'of'muta6ons'
KRAS CDKN2A TP53, DPC4 
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development of effective early detection strategies is of paramount importance.62-

64 The benefits of identifying and treating early stage PC or preneoplastic lesions 

are reflected by significantly improved survival rates reported in other solid 

malignancies, such as colorectal cancer, BC and cervical cancer.65,66 

 

Recently, multiple mouse models with KRAS aberrations have been reported to 

recapitulate PC development and progression.58,67-70!Novel findings from these 

genetically engineered mouse models suggest that acinar cells may play a key 

role in PanIN development via a process of Acinar-Ductal Metaplasia (ADM), 

which causes acinar/centroacinar cells to differentiate into atypical flat lesions 

that, in turn, can lead to pancreatic carcinogenesis.61!This new dual model of PC 

development is complementary to the traditional model with the addition that it 

proposes atypical flat lesions as an alternative precursor of PC.57 

 

Recent sequencing studies report pancreatic tumour progression to take more 

than a decade — a broad window of opportunity for PC detection.64 With 

improved survival rates reported from the early detection of other cancers, these 

findings suggest that therapeutic interventions applied during the early stages of 

the genetic evolution of this disease have the potential to result in phenomenal 

improvements to survival.62,63 

MOLECULAR CLASSIFICATION 
The advent of high-throughput technologies has led to dramatic leaps in our 

understanding of PC progression. Today, we are able to perform large-scale 

comparisons between primary and metastatic tumours71,72, we can identify 

potential diagnostic and therapeutic biomarkers73-77, and we have gained greater 

insight into the biological mechanisms and pathways underlying this 

malignancy51,78-81. Furthermore, increasing application of sequencing 

technologies to PC research has also resulted in generation of data on an 

unprecedented scale.48,64,82 

 

Research efforts have elucidated specific genetic events and aberrant pathways 

involved in the evolution of PC and proposed a number of novel molecular 

biomarkers for PC and pancreatic neoplastic lesions.83-87 Ideally, these 
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biomarkers would be detectable from samples obtained in an easy and non-

invasive manner because invasive biopsy material is not usually readily available 

and percutaneous biopsies have the potential to seed cancer cells. 

 

That said, pancreatic biomarkers currently have a limited role in the diagnosis of 

PC in the clinic. This is predominantly attributable to a lack in desired specificity 

and sensitivity of the markers, with problems differentiating between PC and 

other non-neoplastic pancreatic lesions being reported. Preliminary data from 

emerging biomarker studies based on identifying atypical miRNA production and 

aberrant DNA methylation in plasma, fine-needle aspirate biopsies and faecal 

samples are yielding promising prognostic results with high sensitivity and 

specificity for PC being reported.88,89 

 

Many studies have explored the molecular profile of PC in an attempt to identify 

prognostically relevant subgroups with the tumours.48,78,90-92 Each research effort 

uses clinical and molecular data to propose distinct prognostic multi-gene 

signatures capable of stratifying patients into differential risk groups in their 

respective clinical studies. However, in order for this molecular characterisation 

of PC to achieve its maximal potential, the lack of comparability and 

reproducibility of these molecular signatures when applied to external cohorts 

must be addressed.93-95  
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SUMMARY 
As discussed, an increasing number of studies are being dedicated to integrating 

complementary clinicopathological and molecular data. This permits researchers 

to explore PC biology and propose promising new prognostic and diagnostic 

targets.  

The nature of this disease in combination with the limited data and therapeutic 

options currently available relative to other cancer types prompted me to 

investigate the transcriptional landscape of this malignancy further. The details 

and results of this investigation will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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BREAST CANCER 
BC is one of the leading causes of cancer-associated deaths among women 

worldwide.5 It is a heterogeneous disease exhibiting distinct histological and 

biological characteristics, diversity in clinical behaviour and variability in response 

to treatment.96-98 The ability to reliably classify and address these entities 

independently has important diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic implications 

and is a major step towards a more personalised approach to BC.99-106 

 

This third section of the introduction will review the morphological and molecular 

subtypes of BC, discuss clinical targets currently used in the clinic and finally 

concentrate on triple negative (TN) and basal-like (BL) BC — two, largely similar, 

BC subgroups investigated in this thesis. 

 

CLINICAL CLASSIFICATION 
Classically, BC taxonomy is based on the histological diversity of the tumours, 

with specific morphological and cytological features being associated with unique 

clinical presentation and/or outcome.105-107 This classification scheme separates 

BC into 18 distinct histological entities, the most prevalent of which is "invasive 

ductal carcinoma not otherwise specified". These tumours represent up to 80% of 

all BCs and are defined as those that fail to exhibit sufficient histomorphological 

characteristics for assignment into any other subtype.106 As such, these tumours 

exhibit large heterogeneity in prognosis and response to treatment.108 

 

The next most common type of BC is invasive lobular carcinoma, which accounts 

for about 10% of BCs, with the remaining 10% comprising medullary, 

neuroendocrine, tubular, apocrine, metaplastic, mucinous (A and B), 

inflammatory, adenoid cystic, and micropapillary types.106,109 Assignment to a 

given subgroup is subjective and dependent on pathological interpretation, which 

has been reported to vary significantly between pathologists and 

institutions.110,111 

 

Currently, numerous histomorphological and clinicopathological indicators are 

used to prognosticate and guide the treatment of patients in the clinic.108,112,113 
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While invaluable, classification systems based solely on histopathological 

information have limited clinical value because they provide insufficient 

prognostic and predictive potential.104 Use of the TNM staging system in 

conjunction with histologic grade has been shown to be key prognostic 

determinants in BC.114,115 These features have also been incorporated into many 

widely used prognostic algorithms, such as the Nottingham Prognostic Index.113 

 

Assessment of the histopathological variables in combination with 

immunohistochemical features, such as receptor status, serves to ameliorate the 

clinical management of BC by allowing for a better stratification of patients for 

prognostic determination and for the selection of treatment options.112,113,116 This 

means of classification is not infallible, with tumours with similar 

clinicopathological features exhibiting a range of outcomes. 

 

THERAPEUTIC MANAGEMENT 
BC was originally treated with chemotherapeutics that acted indiscriminately on 

all rapidly dividing cells. However, due to the high toxicity profile of this therapy, it 

became necessary to find a means of tailoring treatment to specific BC groups. 

The development of treatments, such as endocrine therapies, capable of 

targeting specific biomolecules, has resulted in a significant betterment in 

survival rates in subsets of BC patients presenting with determined 

immunophenotypic and clinicopathological characteristics.117-119
 

 

All cases of invasive BC are subject to pathologic evaluation of hormone 

receptors and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her2) status. 

Immunohistochemical determination of oestrogen receptor (ER) and 

progesterone receptor (PR) status has proven these receptors to be of limited 

prognostic value as markers of outcome but robust predictive factors of response 

to endocrine-based therapeutic interventions.120,121 The capacity of Her2 status to 

determine response to several systemic therapies has resulted in the 

determination of overexpression and/or amplification of Her2, by 

immunohistochemistry (IHC) and fluorescence in-situ hybridisation respectively, 

to become routine clinical practice.122 
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That said, discrepancies in pre-analytical and analytical variables during the 

immunohistochemical classification process have resulted in classification 

inaccuracies, with reports of false positive and false negative rates of up to 20% 

and 60%, respectively.97,123,124 These misclassifications must be addressed to 

optimise patient treatment and ameliorate survival statistics. 

 

Oestrogen and progesterone receptor status 
The role of PR testing for its prognostic value is largely debated, with the 

National Institute for Clinical Excellence in the UK stating that routine PR 

assessments are not mandatory for patients presenting with early BC.125-129 

Contrary to this view, multiple studies have reported ER+ tumours exhibiting PR 

positivity (PR+) to have significantly higher response rates to endocrine therapy 

relative to their PR negative (PR-) counterparts both in the metastatic and 

adjuvant setting.125,130,131 As such, differentiation between these two groups is of 

prognostic relevance. However, it appears that, at least for now, the role of PR 

status in the clinic is to provide additional prognostic value to ER status rather 

than to be a predictive marker in its own right. 

For the 70% of women that present with ER+ BC, endocrine treatment remains 

the most effective form of therapy.132 The two primary modes of treatment act by 

either targeting the ER itself, using selective oestrogen modulators (SERMs), or 

by suppressing oestrogen biosynthesis, using aromatase inhibitors (AIs).133-135!
 

Tamoxifen is a SERM that competes with oestrogen for binding to ERs.118,133,135 

The resulting complex inhibits the proliferative effects of oestrogen on breast 

cells. Conversely, AIs, such as anastozole, exemestane and letrozole, target the 

aromatase enzyme and suppress its role in the final aromatisation step in the 

conversion of androgen to oestrogen.135-138 These drugs do not block ovarian 

oestrogen production — the primary site of oestrogen production in 

premenopausal women. As such, the efficacy of AIs is vastly superior when 

administered to postmenopausal women or premenopausal women who have 

had an oophorectomy, for whom the main source of oestrogen synthesis is in 

peripheral tissues.138,139 
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Despite tremendous advances in endocrine treatment, intrinsic and acquired 

resistance severely limits the effectiveness of these therapies.140 As many as 

50% of ER+ tumours will either not respond to selective oestrogen modulators or 

recur as endocrine resistant BC.141 The mechanisms underlying this resistance 

remain elusive with recent studies proposing resistance to be mediated by 

oestrogen-Her2 pathway crosstalk or “adaptive hypersensitivity”.141-143 

 

Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 status 
Approximately 20-30% of all BC tumours overexpress the Her2 protein, a 

member of the ErbB family of receptor tyrosine kinase.144 Overexpression of this 

dominant oncogene is associated with poor prognosis.  

 

Currently, Trastuzumab (Herceptin; GeneTech, South San Francisco, CA) and 

Lapatinib are used in the treatment of Her2 positive (Her2+) BC.144 Systemic 

administration of Herceptin as an adjuvant treatment is currently the standard 

first-line therapy for Her2+ tumours. In combination with cytotoxic chemotherapy, 

Herceptin has remarkable success, with significant improvements in disease-free 

and overall survival statistics being reported.119,144 

 

Her2 receptors activate by forming either homodimer or heterodimer receptor 

complexes resulting in constitutive kinase activation, which in turn is associated 

with increased proliferation and invasion.145-147 Herceptin binds to an epitope in 

the juxtamembrane region of Her2 disrupting tumour growth via multiple modes 

of action, such as interfering with heterodimer formation and antibody-dependent 

cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC).146,148 

 

While Herceptin has proven to be successful in treating Her2+ BC, this drug is 

not effective in a large proportion of patients due to both de novo and developed 

resistance.144,149 In these instances, Lapatinib, which targets the intracellular 

kinase domain of both EGFR1/HER1 and Her2, tends to be administered. 

However, issues with resistance to this drug mean that this, too, has been met 

with varying success. 
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There are many promising new drugs in development aimed at tackling issues 

associated with drug resistance. These assortments of drugs target Her2 or 

Her2-associated pathways and comprise monoclonal antibodies, additional 

tyrosine kinase inhibitors and immunostimulatory peptides.145
 

 

Triple negative status 
Approximately 20% of all BC are TN, demarked by a lack of clinically significant 

ER, PR and Her2 expression.150-152 TN tumours tend to affect younger women, 

are usually large and of high-grade, exhibit distinct patterns of recurrence, with 

most relapses occurring within three years following diagnosis, and have the 

lowest five-year survival rate relative to other types of BC.97,153,154 

Although there have been great advances in hormonal- and Her2- directed 

therapies, the lack of obvious markers in TNBC is a huge barrier to the 

therapeutic management of this malignancy.150,153 As such, chemotherapy is 

currently the only modality of systemic treatment. However, even with adjuvant 

chemotherapeutic regimens, less than 30% of women with metastatic TNBC 

survive five years.152,154 

Furthermore, the lack of standardisation regarding the definition of TNBC based 

on IHC, with positive threshold values for ER and PR ranging from <1%-10% of 

cells showing immunoreactivity, serve to further confound interpretations in 

TNBC research.155 

Information pertaining to morphology, histology, IHC and clinical variables is 

used by different taxonomy systems to guide treatment. To aid in the endeavour 

to effectively classify BC into meaningful groups, microarrays were proposed as 

a means to study the transcriptomic profiles of individual tumours, thus using 

molecular subtyping as an alternative means to stratify patients.106,109,156,157 
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MOLECULAR CLASSIFICATION 

Seminal studies applying microarray-based technology to BC research 

demonstrated the phenotypic heterogeneity of breast cancer to be accompanied 

by a parallelised diversity in transcriptomic profiles.156,157 The studies segregated 

BCs into molecular subtypes each with distinct transcriptomic signatures, thus 

allowing the development of a novel BC taxonomy. These landmark studies 

resulted in a shifting paradigm in the classification process, with increasing 

emphasis being placed on the biological characteristics of the tumour relative to 

histopathological interpretations.  

 

The original molecular subtype classification model identified five primary 

molecular subgroups by applying hierarchical cluster (HCL) analysis based on an 

intrinsic gene set of approximately 500 genes.156 These subgroups can be 

divided at the highest level based on ER status, with ER+ subtypes comprising 

two subgroups (luminal A and luminal B) and the ER- subtypes consisting of 

three subgroups (BL, Her2+ and normal breast-like) (Figure 2). Although survival 

covariates were not used to derive these molecular signatures, the different 

molecular subgroups have important prognostic implications.157,158 
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Figure 2 The original subtype classification model (adapted from156). 

HCL showing the distinct expressional profiles of the molecular subgroups – 

normal-like, Her2, BL, Luminal B and Luminal A. 

 

The luminal tumours are the most common subtypes, representing between 

60%-80% of all BC.159 Studies have shown that subgroups within the ER+ 

subtype are associated with better prognosis than those within the ER- subtype. 

Differing prognosis of molecular subgroups within the ER+ subtype is a matter of 

debate, with certain studies suggesting that luminal A cancers are associated 

with better outcome relative to luminal B tumours and others proposing that all 

luminal tumours are part of a continuum and should not be regarded as two 

separate groups.157,158,160,161 

 
Molecular subgroups within the ER- subtype, normal breast-like, BL and Her2+, 

exhibit distinct molecular and behavioural characteristics. The close association 

of normal breast-like tumours with fibroadenoma and normal breast samples has 

HER2+&Normal-like& Basal-like& Luminal&B& Luminal&A&

genes 

patients 
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led to the suggestion that samples are allocated to this subgroup because of the 

presence of a disproportionate amount of normal tissue in the sample.160 This 

belief is supported by a lack of normal breast-like subtypes identified in 

microdissected samples with tumour contents of 90% or greater.98 

 

Both the BL and Her2+ molecular subtypes are associated with aggressive 

clinical behaviour and poor outcome. Approximately 15% of all BC correspond to 

the Her2+ subtype, characterised by overexpression of Her2 and Her2-

associated genes.159 The development and implementation of Her2-targeted 

therapies, such as Herceptin, has resulted in significant ameliorations to the 

survival rates of this subgroup. This suggests that the molecular classification of 

Her2+ tumours could be clinically applicable. However, consensus between the 

Her2+ molecular subtype and Her2+ immunohistochemical subtypes is 

inconsistent, with concordance rates of 50-80% being reported between 

taxonomies.160-162 

 

The BL subtype represents 10-25% of all BC and is of particular interest to the 

cancer research community because of its aggressive clinical behaviour, its 

lower overall survival relative to the other ER- molecular subtypes and its lack of 

targeted therapy.96,154 Clinically, this subtype is characterised by high prevalence 

in premenopausal women, particularly those of African descent, large tumour 

size at diagnosis and specific metastatic patterns favouring dissemination to the 

brain and lungs.154,159,163 For BLBC patients, the first-line treatment would be 

conventional chemotherapy. 

 

This molecular BL subtype shares many features with the 

immunohistochemically-defined TN subgroup, with these terms having been 

used interchangeably in the past. The aggressive nature of BLBC and its 

resistance to standard systematic therapy serve to highlight the urgent unmet 

need for potential targets that can be used in the development of novel effective 

systemic therapies.155,164 

 

With chemotherapy being the only option available to both TN and BL patients, it 

is vital that tailored therapies for these subtypes of BC are developed. The 
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interplay between the clinicopathological and molecular features of TN and BL 

tumours is fascinating and will be discussed further in this section and is explored 

in Chapter 5.151,163,165 

 
Subsequent evolution of classifier models has permitted the identification of 

additional molecular moieties pertaining to the ER- subtype — claudin-low, 

molecular apocrine and interferon-rich subtypes.98,166,167 

 

SUBTYPE CLASSIFICATION MODELS AND SINGLE SAMPLE PREDICTORS 

Subtype classification models (SCM), such as those applied in the 

aforementioned taxonomy process, are performed retrospectively and are 

dependent on the availability of large cohorts of samples. To overcome this 

limitation, single sample predictor (SSP) models have been proposed as an 

alternative strategy for the molecular grouping of individual tumours.98,160,168,169 

While SCM classify samples based on Gaussian distributions, using an intrinsic 

gene list and hierarchical clustering to split samples into transcriptionally distinct 

groups, SSPs identify the molecular subtype of a single tumour by hierarchical 

clustering using the nearest centroid classifier. For instance, the PAM50 BC 

intrinsic classifier is a well-established molecular diagnostic assay capable of 

prospectively assessing and assigning individual samples to a molecular 

subgroup.160 This RT-qPCR assay measures the expression of 50 classifier 

genes to identify the intrinsic subtypes, thus allowing for a level of objectivity to 

the classification process not possible in morphological and 

immunohistochemical taxonomies. 

 

With researchers advocating for molecular subtyping to be applied to the design 

of clinical studies and to influence clinical interventions, it is vital for the validity 

and reproducibility of any findings that a standardised approach is implemented. 

However, assessments of the stability of SSP-based classifications report low 

concordance between their capacities to reliably assign patients to the same 

molecular BC subtype but high consistency in identifying associations between 

molecular subtype and prognosis.98,101,102 This inconsistency between results 
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must be addressed to increase reliability in the classification of patients prior to 

incorporating these molecular approaches into routine clinical practice.  

 

THERAPEUTIC MANAGEMENT 

While some expression-based assays have been approved, their implementation 

into routine clinical practice and sole use to define treatments are not yet reality.!
103,113 That said, there has been a noticeable change in the manner that BC is 

perceived, with mounting interest being directed towards molecular approaches. 

Furthermore, there has been a huge increase in the number of investigations 

using molecular discoveries for the identification of efficient molecular markers 

for prognosis and diagnosis.103,113,170,171 

 

MULTI-GENE SIGNATURES  

Identification of distinct transcriptional profiles with either prognostic or predictive 

value has provided the foundations for the development of a number of 

commercial multi-gene expression-based assays. For instance, OncotypeDX®103 

and MammaPrint®113 are prognostic assays applied to ER+ tumours to stratify 

patients based on predicted recurrence status and identify individuals that would 

benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy. 

 

While both assays were developed to guide therapeutic options, the signatures 

and methods used to achieve this are very different. For instance, OncotypeDX® 

requires formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue as a starting sample and 

MammaPrint® uses fresh or frozen tissue. OncotypeDX® is a 21-gene quantitative 

reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR-based assay that provides an assessment of 16 

genes identified as prognostic predictors and five house-keeping genes used in 

the normalisation process. Whereas MammaPrint® is a 70-gene expression 

profile that predominantly comprises proliferation-, invasion-, metastasis-, 

stromal- and angiogenesis- related genes. 

 

The prognostic and predictive capabilities of these assays are being evaluated by 

large-scale clinical trials. Implemented in 2006, TAILORx (Trial Assigning 
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Individualized Options for Treatment [Rx]) aims to investigate the value of 

adjuvant chemotherapy for patients with intermediate recurrence scores.!172 This 

trial evaluates the feasibility of using the molecular signature, as defined by 

OncotypeDX®, for application in clinical practice. Similarly, the MINDACT 

(Microarray in Node-Negative Disease May Avoid Chemotherapy) prospective 

clinical trial evaluates the efficacy of MammaPrint® and the RASTER 

(microarRAy prognoSTics in breast cancER) study assess the feasibility of 

implementing this signature into routine clinical practice and the impact of using 

MammaPrint® to influence adjuvant systemic therapy.172-174 

 

Most prognostic gene signatures, OncotypeDX® and MammaPrint® included, are 

successfully applicable to ER+ tumours. However, application of prognostic 

signatures to ER- tumours, such as those with the TN phenotype is severely 

limited.102 In addition, application of multiple molecular signatures to a single 

dataset has been found to produce consistent results in high- and low- risk 

patients but have reported discordance rates of up to 50% for those at 

intermediate risk.102,175 As such, BC signatures are not currently used as sole 

predictors of prognosis and treatment, but as a means to guide clinical 

management. 

 

TRIPLE NEGATIVE AND BASAL-LIKE BREAST CANCER 

As discussed previously, TNBC and BLBC differ by class assignment being 

based on immunohistochemical and molecular phenotypes, respectively. 

Discordance rates of approximately 30% have been reported between tumours 

with the TN phenotype and those with the BL molecular phenotype, with not all 

TNBC displaying the BL phenotype and not all BL cancers expressing ER, PR 

and Her2 negativity. As such, it is important that researchers address these 

definitions as distinct BC entities. 

 

Currently, expression profiling is the gold standard for the classification of BLBC 

but, because of the practical issues associated with gene expression-based 

platforms, continuous efforts are being made to define BL tumours using 

surrogate immunohistochemical markers.154,163,176,177 The main barrier to this 
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process is the lack of consensus regarding the optimal BL classification 

signature, with multiple immunohistochemical markers being proposed by the 

literature.176,178,179 This results in BL sample allocation being study-dependent, 

thus increasing the possibility of ambiguous results, which inhibits efficient 

collaboration and restricts cross-study evaluations.  

 

Triple negative tumours assigned to the basal molecular subgroup (TNBL) have 

been associated with lower median age at presentation, higher pathological 

grade, increased tumour size and distinct differences in clinical outcome relative 

to TN tumours allocated to one of the other molecular subtypes (TNnonBL).165,180 

 

Until now, the heterogeneity of TNBC has hindered the progress of its treatment. 

Treating this BC subgroup as a single disease with untargeted therapy is proving 

suboptimal. Instead, the identification of molecular subgroups within TNBC, with 

the features unique to each group being subsequently investigated, could help 

identify viable molecular targets specific to each subset. 

 

A recent study applied transcriptomic analysis to TNBC and identified six distinct 

subgroups, classified as BL (1 and 2), immunomodulatory (IM), mesenchymal 

(M), mesenchymal stem–like (MSL), and luminal androgen receptor (LAR).152 

The basal subtypes were dominant within the TNBC, accounting for 

approximately 50% of all the TN samples. About 10% of TNBC samples were 

found to overexpress the androgen receptor, categorised as pertaining to the AR 

group. This suggests that this subgroup of TN tumours may be susceptible to the 

effects of androgen-receptor antagonists commonly administered for the 

treatment of prostate cancer. Using the molecular characteristics distinct to each 

TN entity, cell line models representative of these groups were identified and 

predicted driver signalling pathways targeted with the drug deemed most 

appropriate for the subgroup being tested. Findings showed that cell lines 

representing each subgroup exhibited differential sensitivities to different 

therapeutic agents. This suggests that stratification of TN tumours into one of the 

six subgroups could prove meaningful in terms of influencing therapeutic 

intervention. 
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Some studies have reported multi-gene predictive signatures seemingly able to 

stratify TN or BL tumours into prognostic groups.181 However, to date, there are 

no rigorously validated prognostic assays available for either TN or BL BCs. 
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SUMMARY 
Currently, clinicohistopathological variables and predictive algorithms designed 

using these clinical features remain the standard against which patient outcome 

is determined and therapeutic decisions are based. However, attempts to stratify 

patients are proving to be more complex than expected, with BC patients 

presenting with similar clinical and pathological features often exhibiting 

significant variability in tumour progression and outcome.  

 

Visualisation of the histomorphological heterogeneity of BC at the molecular level 

has served to elucidate the complexity of the BC portrait. This has resulted in an 

alteration in the way in which breast cancer is perceived and conclusively shown 

that breast cancer is not a single disease but instead comprises multiple 

molecularly heterogeneous entities.  

 

The issues addressed in this section serve to highlight the futility in using a one 

size fits all approach to BC diagnosis, prognosis and therapeutic management. 

There is an urgent requirement for a standardised and quantitative approach to 

diagnose and tailor therapeutic strategies to generate an individualised approach 

to therapeutic intervention. To achieve this and gain a deeper understanding of 

the facets contributing to BC heterogeneity, it is essential to unravel the features 

of BC at both the clinicopathological and molecular levels. 

 

The heterogeneity of TNBC, the lack of targeted treatments available for this 

subgroup and its intricate relationship with BL tumours, prompted us to attempt to 

identify prognostically relevant molecular subgroups within TN and BL tumours. 

These could help provide a better understanding of the principal molecular mode 

of actions of these BC subtypes and provide potential molecular targets for future 

therapies. It is for this reason that the transcriptomics workflow with the extended 

survival analysis capability was applied to TN and BL data. The analytical 

workflow and the main findings of this analysis will be discussed further in 

Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 

 
INTRODUCTION: 

 ONLINE RESOURCES TO ACCESS, ANALYSE, STORE, 

MINE AND INTEGRATE PANCREATIC CANCER AND 

BREAST CANCER TRANSCRIPTOMICS DATA 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many scientists draw distinctions between bioinformatics and computational 

biology. This thesis deals with both of these fields of research and, as such, it is 

important to introduce both. While both bioinformatics and computational biology 

straddle the division between episteme and techne, each field places differing 

emphasis on these two contributing.182,183 

 

When dealing with interdisciplinary nomenclature, the greatest contributor is 

indicated last. For instance, with bioinformatics, the stress is on informatics. That 

is to say bioinformatics consist of developing informatics tools and designing 

software tools. The main components of this discipline comprise databases, 

tools, algorithms and software.  

 

Conversely, when referring to computational biology, the stress is on the 

biological aspect. This approach uses computational methods, such as machine 

learning (ML), statistics and bioinformatic tools, to analyse and interpret 

biological data, with a goal of gaining greater insight into the biological 

hypothesis being tested.  

 

In reality, the situation is not as clear-cut, with bioinformatics and computational 

biology existing at the extremities of a continuum.  

 

CANCER RESOURCES 
A critical factor in the battle against cancer lies with the facility with which 

researchers are able to effectively manage, integrate, analyse, share and 

interpret the volume and different types of data. As such, interoperability issues 

between independent research databases and resources must be 

addressed.93,184-187 

 

Traditionally, a single-faceted approach has been applied to cancer research, 

with studies examining data types in isolation. However, the recent technological 

advances permit integrated global profiling to be achieved, thus allowing for the 
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identification of numerous interacting events contributing to 

carcinogenesis.48,96,188-190 

 

Meta-analyses of novel data with publicly available datasets have become pivotal 

in integrative systems biology research. However, the availability of 

overwhelming amounts of high-throughput profiles from prominent public 

repositories, such as the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)191, ArrayExpress192 

and the European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) pose challenges to 

computational biologists. There is a requirement for analytical suites capable of 

conducting robust and rigorous integrative data analysis to allow these data 

profiles to be processed in either a single- or global- analysis manner. Only by 

addressing these bioinformatics and computational biology caveats will the vision 

of a global-systems approach and the interpretations of biological information 

keep pace with the generation of data. 

 

To this end, multiple cancer research initiatives, with integrative technologies and 

software systems at their core, and computational suites for the analysis, re-

analysis and integration of data, have been realised.193-198 

 

This final introductory section will briefly present some prominent cancer 

research efforts and analysis suites dedicated to the systematic study of human 

cancers, paying particular attention to PC- and BC- specific resources. 

 
INTERNATIONAL CANCER GENOME CONSORTIUM 
Established in 2008 as a consortium of funders and research institutions 

worldwide, the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) aims to 

comprehensively characterise somatic genomic aberrations in 50 major tumour 

types or subtypes.196,199 

 

The geographically distributed nature of the ICGC project and the complexity of 

the data being generated make implementation of a central repository 

impractical. As such, the Consortium has adopted a “franchise” model for the 

integration of data. This was originally achieved by using BioMart technology, a 

data federation management system architecture.196,200 Both current initiatives, 
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such as The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), and future projects will retain their 

independence and will be able to act separately from one other, to develop 

individualistic data models, and to manage and sustain their databases locally. 

 

The ICGC Data Coordination Centre acts as an umbrella organisation, 

supervising the flow of complex information submitted by each participating 

centre, thereby ensuring that the data is available to the research community via 

the ICGC data portal. The framework underlying the ICGC is being restructured, 

resulting in data currently being available from two data portals ! release 13 and 

release 15.1. Irrespective of the portal used, there is homogeneity in the query 

process across all systems, with results being returned in a unified manner 

regardless of the institution from which the data were originally generated.201 

 

The ICGC web portals provide entry to the open access data tier, allowing 

researchers to conduct interactive queries and bulk downloads of data files. In 

addition to cancer genomic data, the BioMart data management system 

underlying the original ICGC architecture also allows for the federation of other 

BioMart-compliant databases, such as Ensembl202 (release 75), COSMIC203, the 

Pancreatic Expression Database (PED)204 and the Breast Cancer Campaign 

Tissue Bank bioinformatics portal (BCCTBbp)195.205!Any data uploaded after this 

version is accessible from the ICGC data portal release 15.1, founded on a non-

BioMart structure. An external references section presented with every query 

provides links to Ensembl (release 69), COSMIC, Entrez Gene, Online 

Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)206 and UniProt207, with PED and the 

BCCTBbp to become accessible later in the year.  

 

The ICGC is proving invaluable in elucidating the genomic landscape of 

cancer.208,209! There is tremendous potential for the identification of novel 

biomarkers and prognostic targets, which in turn is the first step towards 

successful translation of genomic research into clinical practice.  

PANCREATIC CANCER-SPECIFIC RESOURCES 
PED was a major component of the FW6 EU MolDiag-PaCa project, a European 

initiative that brings together leading groups in PC research with the aim of 
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developing novel molecular diagnostic tools for the prevention and diagnosis of 

PC.210 Developed via collaboration between our Group and the Molecular GI-

Oncology group at the University of Bochum, PED is the leading repository for 

mining and integrating pancreatic literature data.194 Ideal for downstream 

analysis, this unique tool offers PC researchers the opportunity for broad and 

specific interrogation of over 280,000 measurements derived from a multitude of 

high-throughput profiles.204 

 

Researchers are able to access and combine data from a broad range of data 

types, experimental conditions, specimens and platforms into their own research. 

This serves not only to aid in the elucidation of the pathobiological events 

underlying PC but also contributes to the identification of diagnostic and 

therapeutic targets, cross-platform meta-analysis and the development of novel 

diagnostic tools.  

 

PED was designed using the BioMart architecture, an open source database 

system widely used for the management of biological data.187,194!The architecture 

of the system allows users to access and query multiple, geographically 

distributed, data sources from a single data portal. Details of the benefits 

associated with adoption of the BioMart architecture and compliance with this 

framework will be discussed further in Chapter 6. 

 

PED was designed to benefit from all the levels of compatibility and access 

offered by BioMart systems while being sufficiently flexible for these levels to be 

expanded in future. PED is interoperable with all other BioMarts. This allows data 

between resources to be queried and integrated from a single resource. All 

BioMart-powered resources can be accessed and queried from the BioMart 

central server, using third party software, such as R211, Cytoscape212! and 

Galaxy213, and programmatically through web services, using XML or Perl 

scripts. These resources can also be configured as Distributed Annotation 

System (DAS) servers214. DAS servers can collect and exchange biological 

information from multiple servers and provide DAS annotations for the wider 

community so they can be used in other resources or browsers, such as 

Ensembl GeneView using GeneDAS protocol.  
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In addition to the levels of access provided by BioMart compliance, PED is also 

accessible as a Linkout resource from NCBI EntrezGene215. This allows 

EntrezGene users to be alerted to pancreatic expression data by the presence of 

a data link for relevant genes that are in the database. The elevated levels of 

interoperability permissible with this level of compliance allow for PED results to 

be available from the ICGC data portal (release 13), meaning that researchers 

are able to conduct queries integrating the experimental data available from the 

ICGC with the published data available from PED. With PED scheduled to 

become available from future ICGC releases, the PC community will be able to 

continue to benefit from the synergistic relationship between experimental and 

literature data. 

 

Additional PC-specific tools recently developed and made available to the 

research community include the Pancreatic Cancer Gene Database (PC-GDB) 

and the Pancreatic Cancer Database (PCD). Like PED, both resources rely on 

manually extracting relevant information from published data and making it 

available to the researchers. However, unlike PED, these resources specialise in 

providing single-type information. For instance, the gene-centric PC-GDB is 

currently limited to displaying a list of 119 genes reported in the literature as 

potential targets for PC, with gene summaries and links to external resources, 

such as OMIM, PubMed and the Cancer Genome Anatomy Project (CGAP)216 

provided. Similarly, PCD also has limited dimensionality compared to PED. The 

PCD gives users access to transcriptomics (n=6,002) and proteomics data 

(n=3,393). This tool allows simple queries based on gene, protein, disease and 

experimental technique to be submitted, with results returned in a tabular format. 

The PCD also links individual entries to their associated EntrezGene217, OMIM, 

Human Protein Reference Database218, HGNC219 and miRBase220, and provides 

links to the original study from which the data was obtained. 

 

Relative to PED, the PC-GDB and PCD appear to provide access to a limited 

amount of data and data types, and the infrastructure upon which these 

independent research databases are founded is seemingly non-integrative with 

other cancer resources. The isolation of these pancreatic resources makes them 
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useful as stand-alone tools but limited in terms of their interoperability with other 

cancer resources.2,185,221 

 
BREAST CANCER-SPECIFIC RESOURCES 
Use of the generic BioMart framework as the foundation upon which PED is 

based means that the PED infrastructure can be used as prototype for the 

development of additional databases. This was, in fact, the case when our Group 

developed the BCCTBbp.195! Like PED, the BCCTBbp enables researchers to 

conduct extensive interrogation of multidimensional published BC data from a 

user-friendly portal. The BCCTBbp also benefits from interoperability with all 

BioMart-compliant resources and all the levels of access experienced by PED, 

thus ensuring its appeal to biologists and computational biologists alike.  

 

This BC resource was developed as the perfect built-in accompaniment to the 

BBCTB Tissue Bank, the UK’s first national cancer tissue bank developed from 

collaboration between leading NHS Trusts and BC research institutions. 

Complimentarity between the clinical data and samples available from the Tissue 

Bank and the literature-derived data provided by the BCCTBbp exemplify how 

biology and bioinformatics can be used synergistically to maximise research 

output. 

 

Seamless interoperability between the Tissue Bank and the bioinformatics portal 

allows researchers to examine published findings prior to applying for tissues. In 

future, each BCCTB sample will be linked to all the associated experimental 

findings relating to that sample. This ensures that researchers will have access to 

the most data possible for every sample of interest, thus optimising data sharing 

opportunities while minimising duplication of effort. While already undoubtedly an 

invaluable resource, the full potential of the symbiotic relationship between the 

Tissue Bank and bioinformatics portal will become reality as more experimental 

data from BCCTB-provided samples is returned and stored alongside the 

corresponding clinical information, and the analytical functionalities I have 

developed become available.222 
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Originally developed by the Cancer Informatics group at Breakthrough Tony 

Robins Breast Cancer Research Centre in the Institute of Cancer Research, the 

Research Online Cancer Knowledgebase (ROCK) database!is a resource for the 

mining and integration of different types of BC data.223 

 

Like the BCCTBbp, the data is manually curated from the literature and online 

resources before being uploaded into the repository. Researchers are then able 

to conduct a text search based on different features, such as gene or protein 

name, probe ID, compounds or pathways, with results returned in tabular and 

graphical formats, with hyperlinks connecting to relevant resources. 

 

As well as providing data-mining of published findings, ROCK has recently added 

analytical modules to the resource. This allows researchers to access re-

analysed microarray data, an Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Genome U133A 

platform-specific meta-analysis comprising 10 datasets and survival analysis of 

pre-processed datasets.223 

 

A prior compatibility issue with external resources has been addressed to an 

extent, but the underlying architecture of ROCK does not appear to have been 

designed to be completely interoperable with major cancer initiatives. As such, 

data sharing with different resources is limited. 

 

TOOLS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF TRANSCRIPTOMIC DATA 
A multitude of methods and algorithms have been developed for microarray 

analysis although many require the user to have programming skills or familiarity 

with bioinformatics methods. Since its inception, the Bioconductor project has 

continued to provide the programming community with packages for the analysis 

of high-throughput data within the R statistical environment.211! The flexibility of R 

in conjunction with the ever-increasing number of R packages has made this 

environment extremely popular for the analysis of microarray data. However, the 

majority of the functionality of this platform needs to be accessed 

programmatically, which tends to be an impediment to many researchers with 

limited programming experience. To obviate the requirement for specialised 
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computational skills, many tools that allow researchers to conduct their own 

analysis using graphical user interfaces (GUI) have been developed for 

transcriptomics analysis.224-231 While these analytical suites are not designed to 

be cancer-specific, they are able to analyse data obtained from any biological 

condition. 

 

Many web-based tools, such as ArrayMining, EzArray, WebArray, O-miner and 

Gene Expression Pattern Analysis Suite (GEPAS) to name just a few, are 

available for integrative transcriptomics analysis.224-226,229-231 Furthermore, 

additional tools have been developed for specialised-purpose tasks, such as 

biclustering of biological covariates232, co-clustering of samples based on genes 

with similar functional annotations233, functional analysis234, and quality control 

and pre-processing235.  

 

All of the aforementioned transcriptomic tools, with the exception of GEPAS, 

execute R scripts behind the scenes while presenting users with a simple 

graphical interface from which analyses and queries can be generated. These 

analytical resources require the user to upload an input file, usually in the format 

of image files or normalised data. The data is subsequently subjected to a 

multitude of data pre-processing steps, such as quality control and normalisation, 

prior to submission for extended analysis.224-226,229-231 

 

The utility of these tools is dependent on their flexibility, the range of analytical 

stages provided and the ease with which they can be used, with each tool having 

its own strengths and weaknesses. For instance, GEPAS provides an abundance 

of resources for integrated transcriptomics analysis, ranging from differential 

expression analysis to survival analysis, and the capacity to analyse time course 

and dose-dependent gene expression experiments.236 That said, issues with 

complexity of use and knowledge requirements about the system and microarray 

data analysis algorithms diminish the incredible potential of this suite. 

 

Developed and implemented by our Group, the newest release of O-miner 

provides researchers with the capability to conduct both transcriptomic and 

genomic analyses, with the results generated permitting users to identify 
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relationships between gene expression and copy number status. Furthermore, its 

use of parallel computing serves to enhance the computing speed of genomic 

analyses. The power of this analytical suite lies not only in its ability to analyse 

multiple data types on the fly but also in its capacity to accept multiple inputs, 

ranging from image files to various partially processed formats, as a starting point 

for any analysis.224 
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SUMMARY 
It is becoming apparent that seamless information connectivity and optimal data 

sharing is imperative for the cancer research community to be able to liberate 

and unify the exponentially growing volume of cancer data available. To this end, 

it is vital that the growing numbers of independent resources being developed 

adhere to a standard infrastructure and are interoperable with major international 

efforts in cancer research. Furthermore, the fast accumulation and availability of 

high-throughput data makes the requirement for comprehensive, integrative, 

easy-to-use, analytical suites ever more urgent. 

 

My research delves into the contributions of PED and the BCCTBbp to PC and 

BC research. These will be discussed further in Chapter 6, with references to 

how my work has assisted in expanding the content and utility of both resources. 

I will also discuss my involvement in the conception, development and future 

expansion of the O-miner analytical suite.  
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MAIN OBJECTIVES 
The main objective of this thesis is to create a transcriptomics model capable of 

analysing and integrating inputs from multiple biological conditions, apply the 

workflow to PC and BC data and subsequently focus on the biological 

interpretation of the results. The specific aims are to: 

 

1. Develop and implement a transcriptomic workflow capable of analysing and 

integrating raw cancer data obtained from disparate resources; 

2. Test the robustness and flexibility of the model by applying the analytical 

workflow to one cancer type that is poorly studied from a bioinformatics 

perspective — PC — and one cancer type that is well studied from a 

bioinformatics perspective — BC. To achieve this I shall: 

i. Explore the transcriptional space of different PC experimental models 

both in isolation and in relation to each other;2 

ii. Develop multi-gene prognostic classifiers for the TN and BL BC 

subgroups;237 

iii. Integrate the results with corresponding clinical covariates to identify 

BC prognostic subgroups within the data and assess the relative 

implications of findings in terms of cancer biology. 

3. Contribute to the development and automation of analysis workflows via an 

online tool;224 

4. Enhance the scope and analytical functionalities of pre-existing cancer-

specific resources developed by the Group.195,204,224,238  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
 

COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGIES 
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INTRODUCTION 
Advances in biotechnology have created an analytical void that needs to be filled 

— a requirement for computational processing methods for the management and 

analysis of the increasingly complex data being generated by these novel 

technologies. 

 

A prototypical analytical workflow for the analysis of primary transcriptomic data 

comprises multiple core stages. At the most basic level, pre-processing steps, 

data analysis steps and biological interpretation steps compose the fundamental 

analytical pipeline construct (Figure 3).239,240 

 

Figure 3 A generalised view of the core stages of a transcriptomics analytical 

pipeline.  

The main processes comprise pre-processing, data analysis and the biological 

interpretation of results, with each of these stages comprising multiple steps. 

 

Based on the R statistical language, the Bioconductor project is widely used for 

microarray analysis. R has an abundance of packages available. 

 

The popularity and widespread implementation of R has resulted in the 

development of a multitude of computational methods for each stage of a 

transcriptomics analysis.235,241 The documentation often available for each of 

these packages facilitates the understanding and selection of the most 
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appropriate method for each stage of a given analysis. I designed and developed 

all the transcriptomic workflows discussed in this thesis within the R statistical 

environment. 

  

This chapter will introduce computational packages and algorithms available in R 

for the main steps of my transcriptomics workflow. The intent is not to review 

exhaustively all the computational methods available for each analytical stage, 

but rather to select and compare the functionalities of a few common examples.  
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PRE-PREOCESSED DATA 
The first stage of any transcriptomics analysis is the pre-processing stage, 

arguably the most important component of microarray analyses.! 242,243! This 

comprises image analysis, quality control, background adjustment, normalisation, 

and summarisation steps.242,244,245 

 

Any errors introduced or retained at this stage will be present throughout the 

ensuing analysis and may compromise the statistical and biological significance 

of any results. As a result, a myriad of pre-processing methods and algorithms 

dedicated to checking for early errors are available.246-249
 

 

Before applying any quality control or normalisation methods to the data, the 

pixel intensities, which represent the hybridisation intensity measurement of the 

sample to the target sequence, must be converted to probe-level data. Both the 

image files and the raw matrix of probe intensities are used to conduct quality 

control assessments, with the latter serving as the primary data file used in the 

normalisation steps. 
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QUALITY CONTROL 
BACKGROUND 

For most journals, submitting raw data to public repositories is mandatory.250 

However, while public repositories verify the file format, the quality of the primary 

data is rarely assessed.  
 

Quality control assessments are imperative to any transcriptomic analysis. Data 

founded on poor quality assurances can confound the evaluative capabilities of 

an analysis, a limitation that can result in the exclusion of true positive results, 

lead to the allocation of valuable resources to pursuing false positives and have 

even proven dangerous in the clinical environment.251,252
 

 

The techniques used during the quality control step are vital in assessing the 

overall homogeneity of the data and in identifying any sources of variation and 

problematic samples.235,246,253 Quality control can be broadly divided into relative 

and absolute evaluations. Relative metrics refer to assessments that determine 

inter-array variability, whereas absolute metrics assess intra-array variations and 

are independent of the behaviour of other arrays. Any errant chips are then 

removed from subsequent analyses.  

 

A multitude of R functions and algorithms are available to conduct these checks, 

the functionalities of which often overlap. R functionalities for quality control 

metrics that examine a single aspect, such as hybridisation quality, are available. 

However, packages such as arrayQualityMetrics253 and arrayMvout246 provide a 

comprehensive evaluative capability by permitting a user to apply multiple 

relative and absolute quality control functions to the data. For this reason, the 

metrics offered by these packages were used for the quality control steps in my 

transcriptomics workflow. 
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METHODS 

arrayQualityMetrics 
This Bioconductor package requires an expression matrix of microarray 

intensities, which provide the expression value for each probe across all 

samples, as input. The output for arrayQualityMetrics consists of multiple 

diagnostic plots and a summary report for each sample. 

 

Quality control checks available for all microarrays, regardless of the platform on 

which the data were generated, include MA plots, boxplots of log-intensity and 

density estimate plots.  

 

MA plots represent an example of absolute metrics. These are fundamentally 

mean difference plots that allow for pair-wise comparisons between the log 

intensity and representative data to be visualised. These plots allow for the 

identification of intensity-dependent biases. In this instance, the difference is the 

result of dividing the intensity of a given probe by the median intensity of the 

same probe across all arrays.  

 

The relative metrics available display log-intensity values of perfect match 

probesets across all arrays (boxplots) and experimental log-intensity values 

against nominal representative values for each spike-in across all arrays (density 

estimate plots). For each plot, outlier arrays tend to stand out allowing for them to 

be identified easily. The distribution of perfect match raw log-intensities is 

expected to be similar, with summarised log-intensities being more comparable. 

As such, the boxplots tend to be generated both before and after normalisation, 

so that the effectiveness of the normalisation process can be assessed. 

 

For Affymetrix-specific arrays, arrayQualityMetric implements additional 

functionalities from the affy254, affyPLM255 and simpleaffy256
 packages to generate 

diagnostic plots. This generates four additional plots — an RNA degradation plot, 

a relative log expression (RLE) boxplot, a normalised unscaled standard error 

(NUSE) boxplot, and a QC stat plot.  
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The intensity value for the three probesets specific to each positive control, ß-

actin and GAPDH, are used to assess the quality of the RNA. Because of the 

initial site of RNA degradation, it is common for the probeset intensity at the 5’ 

end of the molecule to be lower than that reported for the 3’ end (Figure 4a). Any 

array exhibiting significant RNA degradation would be instantly visible because 

the global trend of degradation would be significantly different relative to the 

other arrays.  

 

RLE is an absolute metric that determines the variability of expression values by 

subtracting the expression of a given probeset from the median expression 

estimate of this probeset across all arrays in the experiment.245 An RLE value of 

zero would indicate that the number of upregulated genes approximates the 

number of downregulated genes.  

 

The NUSE quality metric focusses on the variability of the expression 

estimate.245 It is the measure of the relative array quality and is dependent on the 

application of the Robust Multichip Analysis (RMA) normalisation model to derive 

probeset summaries (Figure 4b).242,247 Because this is, in essence, a 

computation of standard errors that have been established for each gene across 

all microarrays, the expected NUSE value across all arrays is one. 

 

The QC stat plot allows for the visualisation of the results of multiple quality 

control metrics from a single plot. The most commonly used assessments are 

scale factor (SF), average background (ABG), percentage of present calls (PP) 

and 3’/5’ ratios (Figure 4b).242,256 

 

Most normalisation methods are founded on the assumption that the expression 

status of the majority of genes will remain constant between biological conditions. 

This means that the proportion of differentially regulated genes would not affect 

the average signal intensity significantly, which should, therefore, be comparable 

between arrays. The simpleaffy package employs the Affymetrix Microarray Suite 

version 5 (MAS5.0) algorithm to summarise and normalise the mean intensities 

of arrays by applying a scaling factor. SFs that are more than three-fold of each 

other suggest that array comparability may be compromised.256,257 
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An ABG value is a quantification of the optical background — the signal intensity 

caused by non-specific binding of the target molecule. The background intensity 

for each microarray should not be too low, with values between 20-100 

recommended.244 For instance, a high proportion of non-specific binding would 

result in a low signal-to-noise ratio. Probesets present at very low levels in the 

sample would subsequently be incorrectly classified as absent.  

 

Detection calls are used to evaluate the presence (detection) or absence 

(undetected) of a gene transcript.258!The MAS5.0 algorithm uses the difference in 

signal intensity between perfect match probes and their corresponding mismatch 

probes to make detection calls.257,259 Deviations on present calls can indicate the 

presence of an outlier microarray, especially if detected with inconsistent SFs 

and aberrant background values. 

 

The final metric examined by the simpleaffy package provides an assessment of 

RNA quality. Like the degradation plot described above, this function uses 

signals from the 3’/5’ ratios of the housekeeping genes, ß-actin and GAPDH, to 

determine RNA degradation. An ideal ratio would be 1, however values of up to 

3, for ß-actin, and 1.25 for GAPDH are acceptable.260 Ratios above these values 

suggest RNA degradation. 
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Figure 4 Sample of outputs available from arrayQualityMetrics.  

Affymetrix-specific quality control metrics provide a comprehensive view of 

results. 4a RNA degradation plots are used to view the RNA quality of 

housekeeping probsets. Similar trends of RNA degradation can be observed in 

all samples except one, highlighting this cancer sample as a potential outlier. 4b 

RLE values of about 0 and NUSE values about 1 represent acceptable quality 

samples. In both plots, the values of cancer sample 3 display great variability 

relative to both the desired values and the other arrays, again indicating this as a 

problematic sample. 4c Ideal ABG values and ß-actin/GAPDH ratios are 20% 

and 1, respectively. In support of the previous metrics, the elevated ß-actin and 

GAPDH ratios exhibited by cancer sample 3 continue to highlight this array for 

exclusion.  

 
arrayMvout 
Like arrayQualityMetrics, arrayMvout is a Bioconductor package that provides 

access to multiple quality control metrics.246 Developed for use by studies with 

large sample numbers, the selection of quality control assessments available 

from arrayMvout are similar to those offered by arrayQualityMetrics. Both 

packages offer the ability to examine ABG, SF, PP259, RLE, NUSE245,247 and 

RNA degradation measures254.  

 

However, arrayMvout also applies a dimension reduction step, with all 

components being analysed using the prcomp function from the stats base 

package in R to conduct principal components analysis (PCA - 1, 2, 3). This is 

followed by multivariate outlier detection testing on a subset of the resulting 

principal components.261 

 

ArrayMvout provides all the advantages of the arrayQualityMetrics package with 

the addition of extended quality control metrics and the addition of parametric 

multivariate outlier testing. For large meta-analysis projects, arrayMvout offers 

more power and could be used to investigate sample- and array- level metrics 

with ease.  
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NORMALISATION 
BACKGROUND 

Raw transcriptomic profiles obtained from microarrays comprise both interesting 

variation and obscuring variation.262! Interesting variations refer to transcriptomic 

differences attributable to the biological differences under investigation. 

Transcriptomic variations introduced during the experimental process, such as 

those related to sample preparation and the processing of arrays, are sources of 

obscuring variation. Without correcting for the impact of obscuring variations, 

direct comparisons between primary transcriptomic data would lead to 

confounding results and misleading findings.  

 

Originally, the average difference method was applied to correct for non-specific 

hybridisation.263,264 This involved calculating the average difference between the 

perfect match intensity and the mismatch intensity of a probe. The assumption 

was that this ratio was proportional to the actual expression of the gene, thereby 

allowing corrections for non-specific binding to be made.  

 

Multiple normalisation methods implementing log scale measures have 

superseded this linear scale metric. Of these, MAS5.0, RMA and GC-RMA tend 

to be the most widely used.247,249,257,265 Most of the normalisation packages 

available tend to combine the final three pre-processing steps — background 

correction, normalisation and summarisation — into the normalisation process.!
249,266,267 These algorithms aim to correct for noise in the data by adjusting for the 

effects of non-specific hybridisation, by normalising the data to allow 

comparisons to be made between measurements from different microarrays, and 

by summarising the intensity values of multiple probes in a given probeset to a 

single expression value for each gene.  

 

Like all functions and algorithms described thus far, there is no consensus as to 

a gold standard normalisation process.240,247,249,257 Therefore, the strengths and 

weaknesses of each method needs to be assessed before deciding which to 

integrate into the developing transcriptomics pipeline. 
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METHODS 

MAS5.0 
The MAS5.0 algorithm is available from the Affymetrix GeneChip Operating 

Software and as a function from the affy R package.254!MAS5.0 normalises each 

array independently and sequentially. It implements a two-step background 

correction process. Firstly, global background intensity corrections are performed 

by subdividing the microarray into quadrants of equal size. The 2% quantile value 

for each subsection is calculated and this value is used to correct probe 

intensities. Secondly, corrections for local background intensity are conducted by 

using ideal mismatch intensity and perfect match intensity values to correct for 

non-specific hybridisation.257 

 

After background correction, a summarisation step, based on a robust Tukey 

Biweight averaging method268
 is applied. This is followed by a final normalisation 

step in which the overall intensity of the expression indexes is obtained by 

multiplying each expression indices by a scaling factor. 

 

RMA and GCRMA 
It has been reported that one third of perfect match and mismatch probe pairs 

consistently yielded negative signals using MAS5.0, suggesting that the use of 

mismatch probes in the determination of non-specific hybridisation was not 

optimal.269 The RMA method is distinct from MAS5.0 in that it uses a multi-chip 

model. In addition, RMA uses only perfect match intensity values when 

performing the convolution background correction, meaning that only positive 

background corrected values are reported.247 The intensity is corrected, one 

array at a time, using a global model for the distribution of probe intensities. 

 

Unlike MAS5.0, the normalisation step is performed before the summarisation 

step. The background corrected log transformed probe-level data are quantile 

normalised to a common set of quantiles derived from the background corrected 

data “borrowed” across all microarrays.  
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Finally, a summarisation step assuming a linear component for background 

adjusted normalised probe-level data, using the median polish algorithm270, is 

performed, thereby generating a single expression value for each probeset.  

 

Use of both perfect match and mismatch intensities in the background 

adjustment step resulted in over adjustments and expression estimates with 

exaggerated variance being reported when using MAS5.0. By excluding the 

mismatch intensity values from this calculation, the RMA algorithm generated 

significantly more precise values with only a slight loss of accuracy. However, 

because RMA does not account for the different predispositions of probes to 

undergo non-specific hybridization, the extent of background noise is often 

underestimated.244 The GCRMA algorithm attempts to overcome this weakness 

by using probe sequence information when computing background corrections. 

 

The GCRMA algorithm was developed to combine the strengths of the RMA 

stochastic model with sequence information.249 This algorithm implements the 

same quantile normalisation and median polish processes implemented by RMA. 

The difference between the two models lies in the manner in which background 

adjustments are performed. GCRMA uses both perfect match intensity values 

and a priori knowledge of probe sequences to subdivide the background signal 

into optical noise and non-specific hybridisation components.  

 

So called “Spike-in” and dilution experiments, in which 11 cRNA fragments were 

added to a hybridisation mixture at specific concentrations, were conducted to 

compare the performance of different normalisation models.247,249,271 Both RMA 

and GCRMA have been reported to outperform MAS5.0 in terms of precision and 

their ability to deal with genes with low variability. However, evaluations between 

the two quantile normalisation methods have been, and are still, cause for 

debate.  

 

Both of these algorithms have been implemented in the workflow developed 

during this thesis. GCRMA was integrated and used in the original transcriptomic 

analysis. However, the computationally intensive nature of this algorithm and the 
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acceptability of RMA as an alternative led to the incorporation of RMA in the 

survival expansion functionalities of the analytical pipeline.272  
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PROCESSED DATA 
FILTERING 
BACKGROUND 

In microarray studies, the number of instances (samples) being analysed tends 

to be small relative to the number of features (probesets), which contributes to 

high rates of false discovery.273,274 This is known as the “curse of 

dimensionality”.275 To reduce the high dimensionality of data, filtering techniques 

have been developed. 

 

Filtering methods eliminate non-informative features, thereby decreasing the 

number of tests being investigated. This reduced complexity of the filtered data 

increases the power of subsequent differential expression analyses by increasing 

its sensitivity analysis and limiting false discovery contributions.273,276,277 

 

There are several filtering packages offered by R and Bioconductor, including 

those that filter using variance, signal and MAS detection call.278 Filtering using 

MAS detection calls is specific to Affymetrix microarrays. It was important that the 

developing workflow was sufficiently generic to allow eventual cross-platform 

analyses and so this technique discarded as a filtering option. The next section 

will introduce the use interquartile range (IQR) as a signal filter and standard 

deviation (sd) as a variance filter.  
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METHODS 

Interquartile range and standard deviation 
IQR filtering eliminates probesets characterised by consistently low intensity 

values across the biological conditions being investigated, thereby leaving only 

probesets with large signal distributions for further analysis.279 The IQR 

measures the variance of intensity values for each probeset between the 25th 

percentile and 75th percentile. 

 

This type of filtering is quick and easy to implement, with extreme values having 

minimal influence on the results. However, IQR-based filtering is often too 

stringent, discarding potentially important probesets from analyses, and performs 

best when the data is split into comparative groups of approximately equal 

size.279 For instances in which one of the datasets is smaller than 25% of the 

overall sample size, a less robust and more sensitive measure of variance, such 

as sd, is advised. 

 

Sd gives an idea of the distribution of the expression of the data. Feature space 

reduction using sd calls identifies and removes probesets that exhibit greater 

variation from the mean than a desired cutoff. This performs best with normally 

distributed data.274 

 

Both IQR filtering and sd filtering can be applied to data easily as functions from 

the R genefilter278 package. Filtering, regardless of the method implemented, has 

been reported to increase the median sensitivity of differential expression 

analyses compared to no filtering.273,274 Application of a filter that is too lax or too 

stringent will result in insufficient improvements to sensitivity and the exclusion of 

potentially informative genes, respectively. Because of the parametric 

approaches selected for the normalisation and differential analysis stage and the 

unknown inherent variability of the sizes of comparative groups to be tested, I 

considered that application of an sd-based variance filter was most appropriate 

for the developing workflow.  
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DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION ANALYSIS 
BACKGROUND 

Differential expression analysis is a fundamental process to transcriptomic 

analysis. This process aims to identify genes whose expression profiles differ 

significantly between biological conditions.  

 

Traditionally, it was common practice to use t-tests to determine whether the 

mean expression values obtained from two experimental conditions were 

statistically significantly different from one another.241,280 However, computing t-

statistics can prove problematic when dealing with small variances and small 

sample sizes usually associated with microarray studies.281,282 

 

Two of the most popular t-test derivatives developed to stabilise the estimates of 

variance are LIMMA and Significance Analysis of Microarray Data (SAM) — both 

of these algorithms are available from the limma283 and samr284 R packages.  
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METHODS 

LIMMA and SAM 
The predominant differences between LIMMA and SAM lie in their assumptions 

of parametricity and the manner with which they calculate variance estimates.  

 

LIMMA is a parametric test that allows for the application of an unbiased 

Empirical Bayes correction to the data. The Empirical Bayes model “borrows” 

information from other transcripts to increase the stability of inferences on any 

single gene in studies with small sample sizes.283,285,286 

 

SAM is a hybrid method that combines parametric and non-parametric 

approaches.284 While the test statistic implemented is similar to that used by 

LIMMA, SAM calculates the variability of a gene by adjusting the standard errors 

by using a fudge factor (a constant). The non-parametric component of the test 

implements a resampling-based process to estimate the distribution of the test 

statistics and then controls the false discovery rate (FDR) using permutations.  

 

Comparisons between LIMMA and SAM tend to report similar performances 

when dealing with larger microarray studies with minimal background intensity 

but the Bayesian statistic tended to perform slightly better for experiments with 

smaller sample sizes or elevated background noise.280,287
 

 

When both parametric and non-parametric methods are applied to normally 

distributed data, test statistics reported by the latter procedure tend to exhibit a 

loss in statistical power compared to their parametric counterpart.288 With gene 

expression data predominantly assumed to conform to a standard Gaussian, the 

LIMMA procedure was selected for inclusion in the transcriptomic pipeline.  

 

Multiple testing 
When conducting transcriptomic analyses, it is not only important to calculate a 

test statistic for each gene but also to focus on controlling the FDR.273 For 

analyses comprising a large number of hypothesis tests, as is the case with 

microarray analyses, a large number of inferences may occur by chance, leading 
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to falsely significant results.289 Multiple testing procedures have been developed 

in an attempt to address and attempt to adjust for these type I errors (false 

positive) and type II errors (false negative).290-295 

 

Most methods tend to focus on increasing the specificity by controlling type I 

errors. To achieve this, the family-wise error rate (FWER) or FDR must be 

controlled. Both FWER and FDR refer to type I errors but, whereas, FWER refers 

to the probability of identifying one or more incorrectly rejected hypotheses (false 

positives) among all hypotheses, the FDR refers to the expected proportion of 

false positives in relation to the total number of rejected hypotheses (true 

positives).290-292,294 

 

The classical approach to control FWER is the implementation of the Bonferroni 

correction method. While simple to implement, the highly conservative nature of 

this procedure often results in undue sacrifices in power.296,297 Other, less 

conservative, Bonferroni derivatives include Holm, Hochberg and Hommel.293-295 

 

Benjamini and Hochberg (BH) introduced the FDR concept as a less 

conservative alternative error measure than Bonferroni or Bonferroni-type 

methods.290 This error rate tends to be implemented for the control large-scale 

hypothesis tests, as is often the case for transcriptomic studies.273,298 The 

reduction in stringency observed when implementing BH and other FDR 

controlling procedures, such as the Benjamini-Yekutieli method291, sacrifices 

sensitivity for a gain in specificity. 

 

Functions available within the limma package, implemented by the transcriptomic 

workflow developed during this thesis, allow for adjustments of error rates to be 

conducted. The adjustment methods available include none, BH, BY and 

Holmes, with BH set as default because it has been deemed to be most likely 

appropriate for microarray studies.283,286,299 

 

While conducting the LIMMA parametric test, histograms plotting the raw p-

values can be used as a means to visualise the structure of the data and 
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determine whether application of an adjustment method is feasible (Figure 5). 

This assessment will be performed as a part of the analysis workflow. 

 
Figure 5 Histogram of p-value distribution. 
The histogram displays a large proportion of differentially expressed genes 

(p<0.01). This suggests that application of an adjustment procedure, such as BH, 

would be appropriate for this data. 

 

 

 

In summary, the original workflow will apply the LIMMA algorithm in conjunction 

with the BH adjustment method to transcriptomic data to identify genes 

differentially expressed between biological and/or experimental conditions.  
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EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 
BACKGROUND 

Exploratory analysis can be applied to raw and normalised transcriptomic data as 

a means to visualise the global structure of the data and highlight any potential 

outliers. PCA and clustering are the most commonly used exploratory tools.!
2,277,300-302

 

 

An overwhelming number of core and add-on PCA and clustering methods, such 

as hclust, pvclust303, pcaMethods304, princomp, prcomp, have been developed for 

analyses conducted in the R statistical environment.305 

 

The underlying statistics and algorithms available for the calculations involved in 

PCA and dendogram generation are fundamentally the same for each of these 

packages. This section will present a general introduction to PCA and clustering, 

and provide examples of use. 
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METHODS 

Principal component analysis and clustering  
PCA is a multivariate procedure that aims to represent the data in a low-

dimensional space to identify key “components” of variation in the data.277,301 The 

data is transformed into a coordinate system and presented as an orthogonal 

projection, thus the distance relationships of the samples in the PCA should 

represent their relationships in the full dimensional environment (Figure 6).306,307 

 
Figure 6 PCA of the first two principal components of cancer and cancer-free 

profiles.  

This PCA shows the potential separation of the transcriptional profiles of cancer 

(red) and control (blue) samples. The primary source of variation (PC1) accounts 

for 61% of the total variation in the data. The second principal component (PC2) 

accounts for 31% of the total variation in the data.  
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Hierarchical clustering (HCL) is a popular method of re-ordering samples based 

on their distance in high dimensional space. This can be used to identify clusters 

and relationships between samples and also helps identify any potential outlier 

samples. The cluster is constructed based on the determination of two distances 

— the distance metric and the linkage criterion. 

  

Basic distance indices, such as Euclidean and Manhattan distances, are 

available to calculate these distance measures.308,309 These can be based on the 

similarity or dissimilarity of samples, differing predominantly in the objective of 

their proximity functions.  

 

Typically, studies tend to use the Euclidean distance but the results obtained 

from both metrics tend to be similar.310 This Euclidean index stems from 

Pythagorean theorem and involves computing the square root of square 

differences between coordinates. The Manhattan (taxicab geometry) distance 

between two points is calculated by taking the sum of the lengths of the 

differences between the coordinates.309,310 

 
The Euclidean distance calculates the shortest path, diagonally, between two 

coordinates — √ (xA-xB)2 + (yA – yB)2. The Manhattan distance is not measured in 

a straight line but on horizontal (x) and vertical (y) axes — (xA-xB) + (yA – yB). 

 

Linkage methods, such as minimum distance (single linkage), maximum distance 

(complete linkage), average distance (average linkage) and Ward have been 

developed for use in conjunction with the distance metrics.309,311,312 Of these, the 

first three cluster groups are based on cluster distances (Figure 7a-c) and the 

Ward linkage clustering groups are based on within-cluster sum of squares. 
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Fig 7 Linkage methods available for use with distance metrics (adapted from309).  

The calculations underlying the different linkage methods differ slightly, resulting 

in slight variations in the way groups are clustered. Groups can be merged based 

on (i) the minimum distance between two samples in two groups — minimum 

linkage (7a); (ii) the maximum distance between two samples in two groups — 

complete linkage (7b);  (iii) and the average distance of all the samples in one 

group to all the samples in the other — average linkage (7c). 

  

(a)$

(b)$

(c)$
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The results obtained for summarising the data structure of transcriptomic data 

between PCA and HCL often portray similar findings. For instance, if HCL shows 

a clear segregation of the data, a PCA of the same data will support this (Figure 

8).  
 

 
Figure 8 HCL of cancer and cancer-free profiles replicates the findings from the 

PCA. 

HCL implementing the Euclidean distance metric and the average linkage 

distance method to analyse the same data used to generate the PCA in figure 6 

determines that the data clusters into two predominant groups — one comprising 

all cancer samples and the other consisting of all control (healthy) samples. This 

indicates that the cancer transcriptomic profiles are more similar to each other 

than any of the control samples. These findings are reflected by those obtained 

from the PCA.  
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SURVIVAL ANALYSIS 
BACKGROUND 

Rather than provide a comparative assessment of the various computational and 

statistical techniques available for survival analysis, this section will focus on 

introducing the core principles underlying this type of analysis. 

 

Survival analysis is the collection of statistical methods designed to explore the 

time to an event, denoted as time to failure.313-315 An event traditionally implies 

death but it can also refer to variables such as relapse or metastasis. As such, 

the term survival time can sometimes prove confusing.  

 

One predominant problem present in most survival analyses is censoring.315!
Censoring of an individual can occur when time to failure is unknown, attributable 

either to failure not being experienced during the study period, to the patient 

being lost to follow-up during the time of the study, or because the person has 

withdrawn from the study because of the occurrence of an unrelated event.!313,315 

 

Alternatively, a less common type of censoring can occur when the survival time 

of an individual is less than the observed survival time. For instance, consider a 

study focussed on determining time to metastasis (failure) following a specific 

treatment. All patients are examined two years after treatment and a subset of 

these have already experienced the event. In these instances, the actual time of 

failure is not known because the true survival time is actually less than the 

observed survival time. 

 

Two key variables vital to any survival analysis are survivor function and hazard 

function. The survivor function [S(t)] refers to the probability of an individual 

surviving beyond a specific point of interest t. The hazard potential [h(t)] assumes 

survival up to time t and denotes the instantaneous potential rate of an event 

occurring at a given moment. In essence, S(t) focusses on an event not occurring 

and h(t) focusses on failure. 
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METHODS 

Kaplan-Meier survival estimate 
The relationship between the survival and hazard covariates is exploited to 

derive survival probabilities.  

 

The Kaplan-Meier (KM) method316 of estimating survivor function is based on a 

step function that alters every time a failure occurs. For instance, if every single 

individual were to fail by the end of the study, S(t) would drop to zero. KM plots 

can provide a good summary of changes in estimated survivor functions over 

time. 

 
Logrank test 
Multiple KM curves will be generated for studies examining multiple experimental 

or biological conditions, such as the survival differences between treated and 

untreated patients (Figure 9). The Logrank test317,318 is one of the most widely 

used methods to determine the statistical significance of differences in survival 

between two or more groups. Similar in its application to a chi-squared test, the 

Logrank statistic, presented as a p-value, is used to determine whether the null 

hypothesis is accepted. 

 

In addition to the statistical significance, it is also important to estimate the 

magnitude of this difference — the hazard ratio (HR)319. Use of a statistical 

model, such as the Cox proportional hazards model (Cox)320, which is able to 

also account for censored data, provides the means to estimate HRs effectively. 

 

Use of functions available from the survival R package allow for the Cox 

proportional hazards regression model to be fitted to the data. For instance, use 

of the complementary coxph and survdiff functions will generate a survival object 

for which both a significance value for the differences in survival between 

comparative groups and a HR value are generated.321 The flexibility and 

comprehensive nature of the survival package made its use ideally suited for 

integration into the survival analysis module of the analytical workflow. 
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Figure 9 KM plot displaying survival differences between treated and untreated 

cancer patients. 

The two risk groups displayed in the KM curves represent treated and untreated 

patients. The survival difference between the two treatment groups is significant 

(HR=4.62, p=0.002 Logrank test), with a patient in the untreated cohort 4.62 

times more likely to experience an event than a patient in the treated cohort. 
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THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF MACHINE LEARNING 
BACKGROUND 
Machine learning employs multiple statistical, probabilistic and optimisation 

techniques to allow computers to learn from past examples and detect patterns 

for large, complex datasets.322 Previous reliance on macro-scale data using 

clinical and histological criteria to predict cancer risk and outcome ensured that 

the number of variables being investigated was relatively small. However, the 

volume of data generated from high-throughput techniques has resulted in 

predictive medicine becoming increasing reliant on computational approaches, 

such as machine learning.  

 

Multiple algorithms, such as PAM323,324, Lasso325! and random forests326, have 

been adopted and adapted from the field of ML and applied to classify cancer 

samples.91,96,237,327,328 The principles of ML are founded on employing these 

statistical, probabilistic and optimisation tools to learn patterns from a set of 

complete data, adapt to changes and then improve the predictive performance of 

these rules and identification of patterns with experience. 

 

The training dataset is used to estimate the parameters of an adaptive model and 

the category of each sample is expressed in a target matrix. For instance, for an 

outcome-based analysis the target matrix would specify the identity of each 

sample based on survival characteristics. Once the training data is assessed, the 

parameters are estimated. During this phase, a model capable of characterising 

samples in the test set is developed via the implementation of one or more 

classification algorithms.329,330 

 

To facilitate the learning phase, a pre-processing stage to transform the data into 

lesser dimensions is usually implemented. This feature selection process is 

necessary to ensure that the approximator model is small by prioritising an 

informative feature subset, such as the top candidate prognostic genes.331,332 

Only this informative subset is taken forward for classifier development, thereby 

enhancing the prediction performance of the models developed using this 

data.322 
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Subsequent application of the training model to the validation dataset, comprising 

independent data, assesses the predictive performance of a classifier.329,332 

 

Unsupervised class discovery is vital to the betterment of prognosis and 

therapeutic options.324,333 The ability to identify cancer subtypes accurately will 

reveal hidden features in transcriptomic profiles that are able to reflect the 

molecular signatures of the sample of origin.334 

 
As mentioned previously, the complex nature of high-throughput data presents 

challenges for computational biologists and bioinformaticians. Dimension 

reduction methods, such as the clustering-based algorithms implemented by k-

means335, nonnegative matrix factorisation (NMF)162 and PAM324, have been 

successfully applied to transcriptomic data for class discovery.333,336,337 

 

The ML framework discussed above was implemented for the analysis of BC 

data, discussed further in Chapter 5. The three clustering-based classifier 

models, k-means, NMF and PAM, will now be briefly presented in the following 

section. 
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METHODS 
K-means clustering 
The k-means algorithm is one of the most commonly used clustering paradigms 

for the identification of subgroups.335 This method attempts to group the data into 

clusters with low within-class variance.  

 

The k-means algorithm can be easily implemented programmatically by using the 

kmeans function available from the gplots R package.  

 

Once the analytical parameters have been set to define that the data should be 

split into n groups, n points within the sample are selected at random and used 

as initial means. During the assignment step, each subsequent data point is then 

assigned to the closest mean. At this point, the new means is computed and the 

re-estimation step, in which the above process is repeated, is conducted.338 This 

continues until convergence is achieved.  

 

Running multiple iterations can assess the stability of the clusters. Each run will 

select different initial means from which to start the analysis. The consensus of 

sample cluster allocation from each run can then be determined and used to 

determine the frequency with which each sample is assigned to the same cluster. 

 

The strength of k-means lies with the simplicity of this model. However, unlike the 

clustering-based models presented below, k-means does not have a learning 

functionality. It is also reliant on user definitions of n, which may not always be 

known. Finally, the presence of extreme outliers may distort the distribution of the 

data, influencing sample assignment. That said, the implementation of robust 

quality assessments and filtering methods should identify and remove these 

outliers in the pre-analytical stage. 
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Nonnegative matrix factorisation 
NMF is a robust formulation for class discovery. It is an unsupervised, part-based 

learning method in which the transcriptomic information for a subset of the 

features is simplified to identify a distinct set of genes capable of class prediction.!
162,336 

 

In brief, the algorithm requires an expression matrix of N features and M 

instances as input (Figure 10a). This matrix is subsequently subdivided into two 

submatrices — the coefficient matrix and the metagene expression profile 

matrix.339,340 The coefficient matrix provides information about genes and their 

assignment to a metagene. Each gene is allocated to metagene and a coefficient 

value is defined for each gene (Figure 10b). The metagene expression profile 

matrix links the metagene expression values to the corresponding samples 

(Figure 10c). The information from this second matrix is used to cluster samples 

according to the most highly expressed metagene in the sample. 

 

A convergence test to determine the meaningfulness of the class allocation and 

the estimation of ranks applied is integrated into the NMF algorithm.336 This 

consensus clustering is founded on the theory that, if samples are consistently 

assigned to a given class, then the classes are stable. A cophenetic correlation 

coefficient value, which indicates the stability of the clusters, is also generated. 

This coefficient guides the choice of the appropriate number of classes, with a 

high correlation coefficient indicating homogenous clusters. The data obtained 

from running multiple iterations can be quickly visualised by plotting the 

consensus cluster (Figure 10d). 

 

NMF is a powerful method that has been used successfully in a variety of fields 

of research, ranging from image analysis to cancer research.162,333,341 Relative to 

other class discovery methods, the NMF340 R package requires a good 

understanding of the concepts underlying the algorithm and is computationally 

intensive when run, even when parallel computations from the parallel package 

are being used. 
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Figure 10 Summarisation of the NMF clustering process.  

10a NMF requires an expression matrix as input. This matrix is broken down into 

a coefficient matrix (10b), in which each value represents the metagene 

coefficient for a given gene, and a metagene expression profile matrix (10c), 

where each value represents a metagene expression coefficient for a given 

sample. The robustness of sample cluster assignment can subsequently be 

assessed using a convergence test and visualised by plotting a consensus 

cluster (10d). 

 

Prediction analysis for microarrays 
The unsupervised techniques mentioned thus far do not require a priori 

knowledge of the relationship between gene expression patterns and a given 

phenotype. As such, the subgroups identified for a given dataset may be 

uncorrelated with clinical outcome. 

 

PAM is a semi-supervised, part-based learning technique that uses expression 

data and clinical information to determine subgroups within the data and isolate a 

subset of key genes that contribute towards this class discovery process.324!The 

algorithm implements a nearest shrunken centroid classification method to 

identify subgroups of patients with similar transcriptomic profiles. This is achieved 

by calculating the mean expression of every gene within a given class and then 

shrinking each centroid towards the overall mean for that gene.  

 

The PAM model is available from the pamr R package.324 The different functions 

of pamr allow for a model to be developed on a dataset, for which all the survival 

data is known, and then generate class predictions using new datasets.  

 

PAM seemingly provides a good balance between the clinical information capture 

and computational speeds associated with k-means and the robust learning 

functionalities associated with NMF. The semi-supervised approach implemented 

by PAM, which allows for both labelled and unlabelled data to be used in the 

modelling process, is associated with increased accuracy during the learning 

phase. As such, the PAM algorithm was used as the class discovery method 

functionality of the ML framework.  
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SUMMARY 
Advances in biotechnology have created an analytical void that needs to be filled. 

This void needs computational processing methods to manage and analyse the 

increasingly complex data being generated by novel technologies. 

 

The assortment of algorithms available for each stage of a high-throughput 

analysis can confound scientists but understanding of the strengths and 

weaknesses of each of these allows for the personalisation and optimisation of 

analytical workflows. This ensures that the most appropriate method or algorithm 

is implemented for the data being investigated. 

 

By developing and thoroughly testing the flexible, generic and robust workflow 

being developed, I am hoping to help bridge the analytical gap present in cancer 

research. Use of this workflow will limit computational duplication of efforts, 

ensure that analytical methods are reproducible, and appeal to both biologists 

and bioinformaticians by allowing biologists to implement the comprehensive 

workflow directly while permitting bioinformaticians to modify and personalise the 

underlying R code.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
 

A GLOBAL INSIGHT INTO PANCREATIC CANCER 

TRANSCRIPTIONAL SPACE 
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ABSTRACT 
As the fourth global cause of cancer death, PC is difficult to diagnose, typically 

presents in late stage, with chemotherapy and radiotherapy tending to be 

ineffective. As a result, a multitude of studies have been dedicated to 

understanding the molecular changes underlying this malignancy. These studies 

tend to use high-throughput technologies to examine different experimental 

models, resulting in an exponential increase in the volume of data generated. 

However, despite this increasing wealth of available data, the structure of PC 

transcriptional space — the dimensional space in which summarised 

transcriptomic data can be viewed in context to each other — remains largely 

unknown because most studies focus on profiling a single experimental model or 

condition. Analysis of this space could provide novel insights into the complexity 

of cancer, assess relative implications in complex biological processes and 

responses, evaluate the effectiveness of cancer models and help uncover vital 

facets of PC biology not apparent from current small-scale studies.  

 

The analysis workflow was developed to generate a global transcriptomics map 

of PC by compiling, integrating and analysing 309 transcriptomic data files from 

15 individual studies obtained from the public domain. These samples were 

derived from three experimental types — patient tissue, xenograft models and 

cell lines. 

 

After stringent quality control analysis, the remaining primary data were 

normalised jointly, filtered and subjected to rigorous statistical analyses. All 

findings are freely available for independent interrogation by the scientific 

community from a user-friendly online interface accessible from PED.  

 

Results indicated a separation of profiles based on experimental type, with 

samples derived from patient tissue, cell lines and xenograft models being 

located in distinct areas of this “transcriptional space”. In addition, three groups 

were identified within the NAD tumours, with each subgroup presenting with 

disruptions to biofunctions previously linked to cancer. This suggests that, 

although appearing histologically normal, these tissues may have acquired a 

number of genetic alterations previously associated with this malignancy. This 
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brings into question their validity as baseline profiles against which cancer 

profiles are compared.  

 

Furthermore, the murine and cell line models investigated do not appear to 

effectively represent the genetic changes occurring in PC. Therefore, alternative 

experimental models may need to be investigated for their ability to recapitulate 

accurately aspects of this malignancy.  

 

This analysis serves primarily to highlight limitations inherent with a lack of raw 

data availability, insufficient clinical/histopathological information and ambiguous 

data processing.  

 

For certain biological hypotheses, applications of uni-dimensional small-scale 

studies provide answers to the biological question being posed. However, 

application of a global systems approach to PC enables a portrait of this disease 

to be achieved.  

 

In this chapter I shall discuss how I developed a unified transcriptomics model to 

perform a comprehensive analysis of PC data. It will present the analysis 

pipeline, focussing on the biological findings resulting from its application to PC. 

Finally, emphasis will shift to mention benefits of applying a global-systems 

approach to PC. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, many studies have used microarray-based platforms to better 

understand pancreatic carcinogenesis and progression and have resulted in 

terabytes to petabytes of data being generated on a daily basis.71-73,79,81,84,342-344 

This data covers transcriptional regulation differences in tumourigenesis from 

multiple histological cancer types, cultured cells and xenograft models. Although 

critically needed to maximise cancer research, the interconnections between the 

molecular events that govern this transcriptional space in cancer are still largely 

unknown because most studies focus on molecular profiling a single sample type 

or condition.  

 

Possibly the biggest limitation to attaining a global view of PC transcriptional 

space is the lack of statistical power associated with testing large numbers of 

hypotheses on small sample sizes. Increases in sample size, attainable from 

integrative analyses, overcome this issue by enhancing the sensitivity of the 

analysis, which reduces the proportion of false positives reported and yields 

improved statistical power. This helps confidently assess sources of variability in 

the data and remove poor-quality arrays that could compromise the statistical 

and biological significance of the original study.345 

 

META-ANALYSES 
Two approaches to integrative analyses have traditionally been proposed. These 

are dependent on whether the raw data or published findings are used as a 

starting point for the analysis.346 Firstly, the comprehensive re-analysis of primary 

data involves merging and re-analysing original patient data and, as such, is 

reliant on the accessibility and quality of these underlying datasets. This merged 

data is subsequently subject to a single analytical workflow, thus generating 

robust and reliable results. The advantages to this type of approach are that 

datasets can be treated in a continuous manner, with minor modifications and 

improvements to the analytical workflow. Furthermore, availability of additional 

patient data at a later date could also be effortlessly incorporated into the 

analysis. This said, its application is limited in research because of problems with 
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access to raw data and associated clinical information, complications associated 

with cross-platform analyses, and the complexity of the analyses. 

 

The second approach to integrating microarray-based results relies on identifying 

genes consistently reported deregulated between biological groups by the 

literature. It is based on the premise that essential genes will be frequently 

reported as differentially expressed across studies and, as such, identification of 

concordant results will help identify these. While not dependent on raw data 

availability, as with any integrative analysis, it is dependent on the quality of data 

generated by each study.347 

 

Published results have also been shown to differ based on the pre-processing 

and analysis methods applied and the annotation builds used in the original 

publication.94,95,348 Even though the quality of the underlying data will influence 

findings, integrating results from multiple, well annotated, studies will help reduce 

the influence of aberrant samples. However, conducting an integrative analysis 

using raw data could potentially eliminate this issue altogether. By ensuring 

transparent design and the public deposition of raw data, the reproducibility and 

repeatability of published findings and, by proxy, their impact to the research 

community will be enhanced.94 

 

Both of these integration methods have been applied to cancer research, the 

results of which are available as both published meta-analyses and online 

resources dedicated to mining literature- and experimentally-derived data. In the 

field of PC research, PED194 uses this second approach to permit researchers to 

combine published data generated from multiple technologies and/or integrate 

them into current research. The re-analysis of raw pancreatic data remains 

severely limited but it is desperately needed to make sense of the multifarious 

interactions between the molecular and biological functions underpinning this 

malignancy. 

 
EXPLORATION OF TRANSCRIPTIONAL SPACE 
Transcriptomic analysis has enabled the identification of gene signatures unique 

to molecular cancer subtypes and response to treatment, thus potentiating the 
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identification of key diagnostic and prognostic players. Key to this profiling 

strategy is the capacity to identify successfully genes differentially expressed 

between the biological groups under investigation.  

 

Even with the abundance of transcriptomic information available across different 

histological cancer types, cell lines and xenograft models, the inter-relationship 

between their findings ! referred to as the "transcriptional space" ! continues 

to remain largely undefined. This is because most studies tend to comprise small 

sample sizes and focus on a single sample type or experimental condition.  

 

In 2010, a comprehensive integrated analysis was conducted on 369 distinct 

biological groups, comprising diverse cell and tissue types, disease states and 

cell lines.302!A total of 5,372 samples profiled using the Affymetrix GeneChip® 

Human Genome U133A technology were merged and subject to a single 

analytical workflow, which generated a global map of human transcriptional 

space. From this, six key transcriptional classes attributable to the tissue of origin 

and independent of disease state were identified. The authors also reported the 

transcriptional profiles of cell lines to be distinct, finding them to exhibit greater 

similarities to each other than to their tissues of origin. These findings 

demonstrated the strengths of applying integrated analyses relative to relying on 

findings from individual experiments. However, despite the extensive range of 

cancer types incorporated into this analysis, PC-specific data was absent.  
 

PANCREATIC CANCER TRANSCRIPTIONAL DATA 
One of the first examples of integrative analyses being applied to PC was 

performed using data generated by microarray technology.349 This study 

compared publicly available gene lists extracted from 10 PC-specific 

transcription-based studies and identified 548 genes published across all 

contributing studies. Of these, only 86 were reported as commonly differentially 

expressed in at least two studies. This low concordance between results 

prompted attempts to conduct comparative analyses based on the merging of 

raw data from each study. However, the inaccessibility of raw data in conjunction 

with the scarcity of normalised data available resulted in normalised data files 

from only four studies being used. In addition, difficulties associated with cross-
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platform analyses meant that the datasets could not be merged in the initial 

stages of the workflow. Instead, each dataset was analysed individually and the 

results were collated to produce a single gene list. From this, a consensus list 

comprising 2,984 genes present across all four studies was generated. 

 

Evaluation of PDAC profiles compared to normal pancreatic tissue identified 568 

differentially expressed genes, of which 127 were common to all four datasets. 

Poor overlap continued even when intersecting the consensus list with the 

original 548 genes reported differentially expressed in all 10 studies. It is 

probable that the low consensus reported between the studies is attributable, at 

least in part, to experimental bias and attainability of incomplete or selective gene 

lists. 

 

Using genes found consistently altered between PDAC samples and normal 

tissues for pathway analysis enabled the identification of disruptions to both 

novel and cancer-associated biofunctions, such as cell-adhesion-mediated drug 

resistance pathways and phosphatidylinositol signalling system pathways.  

 

The findings of this study demonstrate the power of conducting meta-analyses 

relative to relying solely on results reported from individual studies in PC. The 

identification and subsequent validation of genes commonly found differentially 

expressed between the tumour and normal transcriptional profiles allows for the 

generation of a more accurate list of genes with the potential to serve as 

prognostic, diagnostic or therapeutic targets in future.  

 

Importantly, there are two approaches to integrate primary data derived from 

multiple datasets. The first involves a two-step approach that analyses each 

dataset individually and subsequently aggregates the summary statistics from the 

analysis of each dataset (as presented previously). The second method involves 

the application of a single data processing workflow in which all raw data are 

merged and analysed simultaneously as a single dataset. Both approaches are 

valid with the appropriateness of the method applied being dependent on the 

data used and the biological hypothesis being addressed. Because of the range 

of sample types employed in this project, development and application of a one-
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step transcriptional integrative analysis workflow was deemed most appropriate. 

 

The benefits of conducting integrative analyses are demonstrated throughout this 

chapter. The unified transcriptomic pipeline developed during this project was 

applied to primary transcriptomic data to conduct the largest multi-cohort 

retrospective analysis of PC data, generated on a high-resolution expression 

array, to date. The breadth of samples and experimental types studied has 

enabled a comprehensive model of the architecture of PC transcriptional space 

to be constructed for the first time. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The principal aims of this PC transcriptomics section are to: 

 

i. Evaluate the availability and quality of PC datasets accessible from 

prominent public repositories; 

ii. Collate platform-specific publicly available transcriptomics data 

representing multiple experimental models; 

iii. Implement a unified transcriptomic workflow to these data and conduct a 

comprehensive analysis of PC transcriptional space; 

iv. Perform additional statistical and pathway analyses to identify key players 

in pancreatic carcinogenesis and determine if molecular events can be 

explained at the biological level.  
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METHODS 
A multi-step analytical workflow for the integrative analysis of primary PC 

transcriptomics data was developed. This bioinformatics pipeline was designed 

to run completely within the R environment using Bioconductor packages. This 

analysis was implemented in R version 2.12 (Figure 11).  

 
Figure 11 Overview of the transcriptomic pipeline developed for the integrative 

analysis of raw PC data.  

This pipeline incorporated, and expanded upon, the workflow presented in Figure 

3. 11a The pre-processing steps: (i) identify poor quality arrays, allowing them to 

be removed from the analysis; (ii) adjust the expression data to remove 

systematic biases and allow for the comparison of different probesets from 

different arrays; (iii) and reduce the dimensionality of the data, thus facilitating 

subsequent analyses. 11b Exploratory analyses allow the structure of the data to 

be visualised and major variations in the data to be identified. 11c Statistical 

analyses identify genes differentially expressed between the biological conditions 

being tested. 11d These gene lists are then used in the biological interpretation 

step to highlight key pathways disrupted between the comparative groups. 11e 
Finally, a query portal has been developed to allow researchers to access and 

query the re-analysed data. 
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DATA COLLECTION 
A total of 309 raw pancreatic cancer expression data files generated on the 

highly comprehensive Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 

array (~47,000 transcripts) were assessed for eligibility of inclusion into the 

comparative analysis. PC datasets were obtained from the GEO191, Array 

Express192!and the expO project, with additional normal pancreas sample data 

being obtained commercially from GEO and Affymetrix. In instances in which 

data were available from multiple sources, concordance between information 

provided was ascertained. To avoid publication bias, all complete datasets 

available were evaluated, regardless of whether or not they had been published. 

 

QUALITY CONTROL 
To remove variability introduced by poor quality arrays, quality control 

assessments were made to determine the overall homogeneity of the data, 

identifying any sources of variation and highlighting problematic samples.350,351 

These outlier chips and their negative contributions to results were then 

eliminated from subsequent analyses.  

 

The arrayMvout246 package was used to implement substantial stringent quality 

control criteria to the datasets. This package, ideal for use with large datasets, 

applies nine quantitative features of array quality to each array: ABG; SF; PP; ß-

actin 3’/5’ratio; GAPDH 3’/5’ ratio; median NUSE median RLE; RLE-IQR; and 

RNAS. Quality control analysis and metrics are covered in more detail in Chapter 

3. 

 

Principal component (1, 2, 3) analysis was then implemented to reduce the 

dimensionality of the data. Subsequently, calibrated parametric multivariate 

outlier detection was applied to the resulting principal components. For this latter 

step, a false positive rate of 0.01 for outlier detection, adjusting for multiple 

comparisons according to Caroni and Prescott’s adaptation of Rosner (1983) 

was applied.352 This employs a sequential approach to the data founded on an 

adaptation of Wilks's test to multivariate samples of reducing size, in which the 

type 1 error is controlled.261!All data files passing the quality control checks were 
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normalised jointly to create a global space of gene expression in PC and this 

normalised matrix was subsequently subjected to in-depth analysis. 
 

NORMALISATION  
After evaluating multiple normalisation methods, the broadly adopted GCRMA 

algorithm using the GCRMA package was selected for normalisation of the raw 

data. This method was implemented because, while being based on the RMA 

algorithm, it also accounts for GC-content background correction and has been 

reported to provide the best balance between accuracy and precision in enabling 

the detection of differentially expressed genes.267 

 

FILTERING 
For this analysis, probesets were filtered using standard deviation calls to isolate 

a list of the top 10,000 most variable probesets across all experiments. This 

resulting reduction in the complexity of the data helps decrease the effects of 

noise and facilitates subsequent hypothesis testing by reducing false discovery 

rate.277 

 

EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS 
PCA, using the R stats package, was applied to reduce the dimensionality of the 

data, thus allowing for the identification of the major contributors to variability. A 

second R package, pcaMethods304, was used to determine the optimal number of 

principal components to be applied via cross-validation of the PCA model with 

the explained variance coefficients Q2 and R2, respectively.!While Q2 estimates 

the model's predictive ability to represent the data structure, the R2 diagnostic 

provides an indication of how well the model fits the data, with low variable 

diagnostic values indicating that the model is affected by a large amount of noise. 

Moreover, as an internal validation, 10% of the data was randomly removed to 

ensure the cluster tree was not affected. 

 

The Bioconductor cluster package was used for further analysis, providing an 

increased insight of interactions via subgrouping of the histologically non-

malignant adjacent (NAD) expression data. Using the A2R package, 
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unsupervised hierarchical clustering (HCL), based on the Euclidean distance 

matrix and the average linkage algorithm, was performed. 

 

Because the study groups are effectively nested within the microenvironment 

factor, the relative effect sizes cannot be estimated. However, HCL and PCA 

were performed to ensure that any results generated were primarily a result of 

biological, rather than study, effects. In addition to their biological characteristics, 

each sample was also labelled with their corresponding study information. Inter- 

and intra- study clusterings were subsequently investigated.  

 

Further statistical analyses in which Pearson’s correlation coefficients and 

average similarities between: (i) samples in the dataset, (ii) samples from 

different studies but within the same biological group, and (iii) samples from the 

same study but representing different biological groups were implemented to 

determine whether biological effects were significantly greater that study effects 

[Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test]. In instances in which a single study contributed 

towards a biological group, direct distinctions could not be made between the 

study and the biological effects.  
 

DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION ANALYSIS 
Genes differentially regulated between biological groups were identified using the 

limma283 package. Use of limma for this analysis ensured that a linear model was 

applied and that the variance across the whole panel of samples was estimated, 

which ensured that all comparisons had the same power.  

 

Replicates within some of the xenograft and cell line datasets were handled 

using the duplicate correlation function within the limma package in order to 

extract more information from these by estimating the strength of the correlation 

between them. This involves fitting separate linear models to the expression data 

for each gene but with a common value for the between-replicate correlation.  

 

Further stringency was applied to the significance threshold by employing 

multiple corrections to adjust the p-values. In this instance, the popular BH false 

discovery rate was used for multiple testing corrections.290 A double cut-off of 
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false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.01 and an absolute value of fold change of at least 

two were set for the discovery analysis. Further, more stringent, thresholds of 

FDR<0.005 and absolute fold changes of ≥ 2, 3 and 4 were also used to narrow 

down the list of de-regulated expression for the biological comparisons taking 

into account within-group correlation, by treating the study group as a random 

effect in a mixed effects model.  

 

Subsequently, visual representations of differentially expressed genes common 

and unique to each biological group were generated using venn diagrams, with 

four groups being generated by using an extension on the code from the limma 

package. 

 

BIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION 
Pathway analyses were conducted using the top genes identified as differentially 

expressed between the different biological groups/subgroups. For this, Ingenuity 

Pathway Analysis, version 8.5, was used as a means to investigate this data 

further and identify the various biofunctions deregulated within these samples.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF A QUERY INTERFACE 
A query interface has been incorporated into the new version of PED (PED 3.0), 

thus permitting users to mine and visualise all of the main findings from this 

study. This portal enables researchers to query by: gene/probe of interest; 

comparison; biological function; and canonical pathway. Furthermore, the 

expression and differential expression levels across each of the sample types 

can also be viewed as boxplots.204 
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RESULTS 
DATA SELECTION 
Publicly available raw pancreatic-related transcriptomic data files generated on 

the Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 array were collected 

from prominent gene expression repositories and subjected to stringent quality 

control checks. Samples (n=309), obtained from 15 different datasets, 

comprising: four normal pancreas (cancer-free donors obtained from commercial 

sources); 55 NAD pancreas (PC patients); 96 PC, of which 91 PDAC and five 

other PC types (PC patients); 65 PC cell lines (29 distinct cell lines), 24 saliva 

specimens representing 12 healthy and 12 PC samples (healthy subjects and 

PC patients); 59 ectopic xenografts (PC patients); and 6 orthotopic xenografts 

(PC cell lines), were evaluated (Table 1).344,353-362 Of these, 52 raw expression 

files were excluded from further analyses because they were classed as outliers 

from quality control assessments and one data file was identified as corrupt and 

thus unusable. These eliminated profiles encompassed all the saliva samples, 

three pancreatic cell lines files (Capan1, HPAC and SW1990), orthotopic 

xenografts from L3.6pl cell line and one non-functional islet tumour (Table 1). 

Once removed from the sample set, the remaining data files were normalised 

jointly, filtered and statistical analyses performed.  
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Total Number
 of Samples

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDAC) 
Normal-adjacent 1

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDAC) 
Normal-adjacent 1

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDAC)
Intraductal papillary mucinous carcinoma invasive 
Carcinoma with osteoclast-like giant cells 
Colloid adenocarcinoma with intraductal papillary mucinous tumour 
Mucinous adenocarcinoma
Non-functional islet cell tumour 1

4 3 Healthy donor Normal pancreas Normal pancreas (commercial source) Affymetrix **

5 GSE7307 E-GEOD-7307 1 Healthy donor Normal pancreas Normal pancreas (commercial source) Human body index

Pancreatic cancer saliva 12
Healthy control saliva 12

Treated with Hsp 90 Inhibitor (IPI-504)
Untreated with Hsp 90 Inhibitor (IPI-504) 1

Resistant to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors erlotinib and cetuximab 1
Sensitive to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors erlotinib and cetuximab

Treated with SMO-acting antagonist of the Hh pathway
Treated with vehicle controls

Central zones of tumour 3
Peripheral zones of tumour 2

MiaPaCa2 cells sensitive to methotrexate
MiaPaCa2 cells resistant to methotrexate

Untreated MiaPaCa2 cells 
MiaPaCa2 cells treated with masitinib 
MiaPaCa2 cells treated with gemcitabine
MiaPaCa2 cells treated with masitinib and gemcitabine

PaTu8988S adenovirus insensitive cells
PaTu8988T adenovirus sensitive cells

AsPC-1
Capan1 3
Capan-2 3
HPAC 3
HPAFII 3
HuPT4
SW1990 3
YPAC
MiaPaCa2 3

Excluded Experimental Factor(s) ReferenceStudy GEO ArrayExpress Sample origin Sample Characteristics

Badea et al. 20081 GSE15471 E-GEOD-15471 Pancreatic cancer patients PDAC and normal-adjacent78

GSE2109 E-GEOD-21093 Pancreatic cancer patients Pancreatic cancer (PDAC and others) expO project *

2 GSE16515 E-GEOD-16515 Pancreatic cancer patients PDAC and normal-adjacent Pei et al. 2009

GSE14701 Cell line Sensitivity and resistance to oncolytic adenoviruses Wang et al. 2009

Saliva from pancreatic cancer and healthy individuals Zhang et al. 2009

GSE12113

13 6

14 E-MTAB-37 Cell line Pancreatic cancer cell lines

Song et al. 2008

6 GSE14245 Saliva from pancreatic cancer patients and healthy controls

Jimeno et al. 2008

9 GSE11981 E-GEOD-11981 Ectopic xenograft from human pancreatic tumour
Effect of SMO-acting antagonist of the Hh pathway (HhAntag) treatment compared
to vehicle controls

Nakamura et al. 2007

Yauch et al. 2008

11 GSE16082 E-GEOD-16082 Cell line Sensitivity and resistance to methotrexate Selga et al. 2009

7

Orthotopic xenograft from L3.6pl cell line Central and peripheral zones of each tumour

Ectopic xenograft from human pancreatic tumour

Treated and untreated with masitinib and/or gemcitabine

Sensitivity and resistance to epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors                                   erlotinib and cetuximab

E-GEOD-12113 Ectopic xenograft from human pancreatic tumour Treated and untreated with Hsp 90 Inhibitor (IPI-504)

GSE782410 E-GEOD-7824

8 GSE9599 E-GEOD-9599

52

24

15

36

8

4

6

6

21

12 GSE17987 E-GEOD-17987 Cell line Humbert et al. 2010

27 Krupp et al. 2013
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Table 1 Overview of the datasets and related characteristics selected for the meta-analysis. 

A total of 309 samples derived patient tissue, xenografts models and cell lines and multiple experimental factors were deemed 

eligible for inclusion in the meta-analysis. As shown, 52 samples were excluded. This is because these microarrays did not pass 

the quality control assessments implemented by the workflow. The expression profiles of the remaining 257 samples were then 

examined further. 

!

AsPC-1
BxPC-3
CaPan-2
CFPAC
Colo357
HPAF-II
HS766t
L3.6pl
MiaPaCa2
Mpanc-96
Nor-P1
Panc10.05
Panc2.03
Panc2.13
Panc3.27
Panc3.3
Panc5.04
Panc6.03
Panc8.13
Panc-1
PL45
SU86.86

*: https://expo.intgen.org/geo/home.do
**: www.affymetrix.com

22 Maupin et al. 201015 GSE21654 Cell lineE-GEOD-21654 Pancreatic cancer cell lines
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PRELIMINARY CLUSTERING ANALYSIS 
PCA of the underlying structure of the filtered data showed two axes 

representing the two main empirical principal components. These correlated to 

the microenvironment in which the tumour evolved and the degree of 

malignancy. These first two principal components account for ~42% of 

variability. As such, expression profiles were found to separate initially based on 

origin of the samples, with patient tissue samples, xenograft models and 

cultured cell lines located in distinct areas of expression space (first principal 

component), and secondary dispersal were based on their tumour content 

(second principal component) (Figures 12-14). Cross-validation showed that 

there did not appear to be overfitting of the data by using two components.  
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Figure 12 The global structure of PC transcriptional space.  

This figure shows the filtered data projected on the first two principal 

components. Each point represents the orientation of a single sample in 

multidimensional transcriptional space projected on the PCA, with the different 

colours representing the biological group to which the sample belongs. The 

samples can be seen to separate into three areas: xenograft models (yellow), 

cell line models (purple) and patient tissue profiles (red, green, blue and black). 
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Figure 13 Biological interpretation of the empirical PCA first and second 

components  

The box and whisker plots show the samples grouped by biological category 

along the x-axis and ordered along the y-axis according to the (i) 

microenvironment in which the cancer evolved (ii) degree of malignancy for PC1 

and PC2, respectively. The points within each box represent the median 

expression value across all the samples within the group. PC1 correlates with 

the microenvironment, showing a gradual increase from xenograft, cultured cell 

lines to patient tissue. PC2 correlates to the degree of malignancy. 
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Figure 14 The variances captured by the principal components. 

The histogram demonstrates the variance captured by each principal 

component. The first two principal components explain ~42% of the total 

variability. 
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Similar results were observed with the application of unsupervised HCL. Two 

predominant subgroups were identified within the data. The first subgroup 

comprised normal and cancer samples, with xenograft models and cell lines 

being identified within the second subgroup (Figure 15). Furthermore, HCL 

supported observations from the PCA of a broad range in the variability of NAD 

profiles. These samples were found interspersed between the cancer-free 

donors and the PC samples. 
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Figure 15 HCL of the normalised PC data. 

HCL shows the profiles to separate into two clusters. The first group represents 

patient tissue profiles and the second comprises the profiles from cell lines and 

xenograft models. 
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Before subsequent analyses were applied to the data, it was important to 

ascertain that any findings could not be predominantly attributed to laboratory 

influences. As such, PCA of sample origin was conducted, suggesting that the 

biological effects were stronger than any laboratory impact (Figure 16). 

Additional correlation analysis confirmed this postulation (K-S p<0.001) (Figure 

17).  

 
Figure 16 Determination of study effects to patient tissue samples. 

Determination of any study effects was assessed by PCA, with each colour 

representing the study from which the samples originated. This analysis of 

sample origins suggests laboratory influences are not as great as the biological 

effects. 
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Figure 17 Influences of study effects as calculated by Pearson’s correlation 

coefficients and average similarities. 

Distribution of all pairwise correlations between the samples in the dataset 

(black); between the sample subgroups from different studies within the same 

biological group (green); and between the different biological groups within the 

same study (red) determined biological effects to be stronger than study effects. 
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BIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS FROM THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF 
PATIENT TISSUE SAMPLES 

Initial analyses focussed on examining the heterogeneity of the NAD profiles. 

From these, three distinct subgroups, classified as NAD1, NAD2 and NAD3, 

respectively, were identified from HCL and bivariate cluster analysis (Figure 18, 

Figure 19). Of these, the NAD1 group comprised normal donor samples and the 

NAD profiles most closely resembling these, the NAD2 group profiles were 

sufficiently distinct as to form their own subgroup, and, finally, NAD sample-

profiles within the NAD3 group comprised those most closely resembling PDAC 

profiles.  
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Figure 18 HCL of normal pancreas and NAD profiles. 

In support of observations made from bivariate clustering, HCL of all the 

histologically normal samples finds these to divide into three independent 

groups. 
* significant fibrosis and/or tumoural infiltration. 
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Figure 19 Bivariate clustering of normal and NAD transcriptional profiles. 

Partitioning of the data identifies three distinct subgroups, NAD1, NAD2 and 

NAD3. The first group (blue and red circles) (NAD1) comprises normal donor 

and the NAD samples whose profiles most closely resemble those of normal 

donors. The second group (NAD2) reflects sample profiles sufficiently diverse 

from NAD1 to form a distinct subgroup (green triangles). The third subgroup 

(NAD3) consists of samples whose transcriptional profiles most closely resemble 

those of PDAC (dark blue crosses). The first two principal components explain 

90.96% of the point variability in the normal subgroups. 
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To investigate the features of these subgroups further, in-depth analyses of 

PDAC and NAD subgroups, relative to normal donor profiles, were conducted to 

identify common and unique genes differentially expressed between the groups. 

The initial application of a “subtractive effect” permitted genes consistently 

deregulated between normal, NAD and malignant tissues to be highlighted.  

 

Furthermore, subsequent identification and comparisons of common and unique 

genes differentially expressed between PDAC and the three NAD subgroups 

were also conducted and permitted the intersection of genes commonly affected 

between these groups (Figure 20). This circumvents issues with a lack of 

statistical power in other conventional individual-study analyses with lower 

sample numbers and identifies gene sets that define a molecular signature 

capable of differentiating between NAD tissue and cancerous tissue. 

 

Figure 20 Venn diagram identifying common and unique genes differentially 

expressed between PDAC and the NAD subgroups, relative to healthy donors.  
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Pathway analyses using the top genes reported differentially expressed in the 

three NAD subgroups and PDAC were conducted to identify frequently altered 

pathways and processes. Three predominant groups of biofunctions were 

identified as extensively affected between all the normal subgroups and PDAC.  

 

The first group comprises cancer-specific pathways, such as alterations to the 

apoptotic pathways, disruptions to cell cycle regulation, altered cellular growth, 

proliferation and development, and altered morphological characteristics in cells 

and tissues (Figure 21a).  

 

The second group comprises moieties associated with inflammation and other 

immunological response pathways. Inflammation and inflammatory diseases 

have been linked to an increased risk of tumourigenesis. Processes, such as 

leukocyte infiltration and increased presence of soluble mediators with up-

regulation of cytokine and chemokine signalling, were affected. These have 

previously been reported as hallmarks of cancer-related inflammation, with 

explorations into targeting these pathways for the treatment of PC currently 

underway (Figure 21b).54,363 Furthermore, aberrations in the transcription factor 

NF-kappaß (NF-kß), a major player in inflammation, was also evident in both the 

NAD tissues and PDAC. It is possible that these observations are attributable to 

the accumulation of these molecules to form a microenvironment capable of 

assisting the malignancy to evade the immune system.364 These observations 

suggest that various mediators capable of influencing the immune and 

inflammatory pathways may already be disrupted in the NAD subgroups. 

 

Finally, the third deregulated biofunctions involves multiple metabolic 

bioprocesses, particularly those involved in lipid metabolism, metabolic disease 

and vitamin and mineral metabolism (Figure 21c). This observation is supported 

by recent findings suggesting that lipid metabolism pathways are important 

during cellular transformation.365,366 In agreement with previous findings for 

mammary carcinomas, prostate adenocarcinomas, colorectal cancers and 

limited PC research, the lipid-related genes OLR1, GLRX and SNAP23 were 

also affected.337,344,367,368 OLR1 was found up-regulated solely in PDAC, but 

GLRX and SNAP23 were already affected in the NAD subgroups. 
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Unsurprisingly, as the biologically active eicosanoids derived from this 

metabolite have been implicated as key mediators in inflammation and cancer, 

arachidonic acid metabolism was also found up-regulated in the NAD2 and 

NAD3 subgroups. 
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Figure 21 Frequently altered pathways between PDAC and the NAD subgroups. 

21a The first biofunction group comprises cancer-specific pathways. 21b The 

second group consists of inflammatory and immunological response pathways. 

21c The third set of pathways involves those involved in metabolic 

bioprocesses. 
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Cross-referencing of these observations with the published literature available in 

PED determined that each of these processes has previously been reported as 

disrupted in PC. Furthermore, many commonalities were also observed when 

comparing aberrant pathways in the NAD subgroups to those previously 

reported as deregulated in PDAC (Table 2).51 In addition to the aforementioned 

pathways, other common disruptions of PC-related regulatory pathways present 

in the NAD subgroups include deregulated Wnt/ß-catenin signalling, TGF-ß 

signalling, integrin signalling and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) signalling. 

These observations suggest that differing similarities in pathways deregulated 

between each of the NAD subgroups and PDAC may exist. 

 
Table 2 Overlap of signalling pathways previously reported as commonly 

deregulated in PDAC.51 

The number of labels assigned to each biological group (+) is indicative of the 

extent of the overlap. The red labels highlight the biological group with the 

greatest commonality between pathways previously identified as deregulated in 

PDAC and those identified in this thesis. 

  

Regulatory+pathway+ NAD1+
+

NAD2+ NAD3+ PDAC+

Small GTPase-dependent signalling + ++ +++ + 

DNA damage control by regulation of G2/M checkpoint + ++ + + 

Regulation of G1/S phase transition + + ++ ++ 

Inflammatory response + ++ +++ ++ 

Invasion + + ++ ++ 

Wnt/ß-catenin signalling + + ++ + 

Apoptosis signalling + ++ ++ 

TGFß signalling ++ +++ +++ 

Sonic hedgehog signalling + + + 

Integrin signalling ++ ++ +++ 

Notch signalling + + + 

C-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) signalling ++ ++ 
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MURINE AND CELL MODELS OF PANCREATIC CANCER 
Investigation into whether cell lines and xenograft models are able to effectively 

recapitulate pancreatic cancer biology was conducted. The xenotransplanted 

profiles shared greater similarities with the cell lines, regardless of any 

treatments administered to these, than to the PC patient tissue samples, 

suggesting that these models may not be truly capable of accurately preserving 

and reflecting the genetic alterations associated with this malignancy (Figure 

12). Differential expression relating to the effect of various drugs and treatments 

on ectopic xenografts and PC cell lines were also investigated. Although these 

studies could not be fully replicated at the gene level, pathway-level results 

tended to agree with the original findings. 

 

In addition, attempts to identify main biological features capable of identifying 

similarities and differences between four well-characterised pancreatic cancer 

cell lines for which at least three replicates were available (AsPC1, YPAC, 

HuPT4 and MiaPaCa2) were also conducted (Figure 22, Figure 23). The 

expression profiles of these samples tended to split primarily based on 

phenotypic characteristics, such as features associated with adhesion and 

invasion, with a secondary effect being exerted according to the origin of the cell 

line.369 This interpretation of the biological separations is supported by additional 

pathway analyses in which invasion- and metastasis- associated pathways and 

molecules were reported as deregulated to a greater extent in the more 

aggressive cell lines. 
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Figure 22 PCA of the PC cell line-derived profiles. 

Sample clustering shows that the pancreatic cancer cell lines separate 

predominantly according to their phenotypic characteristics. All the MiaPaCa2 

samples are localised in a distinct area of transcriptional space relative to all 

other cell lines. 
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Figure 23 HCL of the PC cell lines. 

Sample clustering indicates that the pancreatic cancer cell lines tend to separate 

according to phenotypic characteristics, regardless of the study from which the 

data originated. A secondary effect based on the origin of the cell line is also 

observed. 
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Interestingly, all the expression profiles derived from the MiaPaCa2 cell line, 

regardless of the study of origin or treatment exposure, remained in a distinct 

area of transcriptomic space relative to all the other PC cell line profiles. As 

performed previously when examining the patient tissue samples, the risk of bias 

from individual studies was evaluated and the biological effects were concluded 

to be greater than any laboratory influences (Figure 24). 

 

 
Figure 24 PCA determining study effects to cell line samples. 

The influence of study effects was assessed by PCA, with each colour 

representing the study from which the samples originated. The PCA of the study 

origins of the cell lines suggests biological effects to be greater than any 

laboratory influences. 
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PORTAL FOR DATA-MINING 
To promote easy data-sharing and study transparency, all of the main findings 

from this comparative transcriptional analysis are freely available via the 

Expression Landscape portal  

(http://www.pancreasexpression.org/PancreaticCancerLandscape.html). Here, 

the data can be independently interrogated from different levels of the analysis. 

 

Implementation of a user-friendly interface allows scientists to mine and assess 

cancer-specific changes from one of four ways ! by gene/probe, comparisons, 

biological function, or pathway. While gene(s) of interest and additional gene-

centric mining is achievable, thereby facilitating the design of validation 

experiments, lists of pathways to which these genes are linked are also 

generated. This increased dimensionality of the research could enable novel 

findings and conclusions to be made, and lead to improved classification and 

usage of NAD tissues in future studies. The expression and differential 

expression levels across the sample types can be viewed in tabular format, with 

options for comparative expression levels to be presented as boxplots (Figure 

25).  
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Figure 25 Querying re-analysed data using PED 3.0. 

25a The main findings of the meta-analysis of PC data are available for 

interrogation. A gene query simply requires the name of a gene/probe of interest 

to be supplied. 25b Results are initially retrieved in tabular format. 25c Specific 

comparisons can then be viewed as boxplots. 
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DISCUSSION 
This is currently the most comprehensive meta-analysis of PC profiles generated 

on a high-resolution expression array to date. The research also provides a 

novel perspective into PC transcriptional space. Application of a single data 

processing pipeline to the merged primary data files eliminated differences in 

results often attributable to analytical diversity. This robust integrative analysis 

increased the ability to provide novel insights not apparent from the individual 

studies alone, thus serving to highlight some important findings and concerns. 

 

MAIN FINDINGS 
Differential expression of genes common to both NAD subgroups and PDAC, 

relative to normal donors, in conjunction to pathway analyses, in which these 

genes are linked to dysregulation of cancer-related pathways, inflammatory 

bioprocesses and metabolic biofunctions, suggests that histologically-defined 

normal tissues resected adjacent to cancer may be subject to transcriptional 

changes in expectation of or in reaction to PC.  

 

The identification of distinct gene signatures for each NAD subgroup, often used 

as a baseline against which cancer profiles are compared, highlights the 

possibility of a “field effect” surrounding pancreatic tumours. This suggests that 

these “normal-appearing” tissues are not an optimal baseline for comparative 

analyses and may not provide a complete and accurate depiction of PC genesis 

and development. This observation may go part of the way to explaining the lack 

of reproducibility between studies. Another important factor to consider is the 

controversy surrounding the origin of PDAC, and whether acinar cells or ductal 

cells would be the most appropriate baseline for PC analyses. 

 

Unique profiles were also observed when examining transcriptional profiles 

based on cell lines and xenograft models compared with those obtained from 

cancerous patient tissue samples. Xenograft models were originally developed 

in the attempt to create more clinically relevant tumour models capable of 

mimicking tumour behaviour. However, in this analysis subcutaneous xenograft 

models were found to display greater similarity with PC cell lines than to tumour 
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samples, which suggested that these are not truly representative of the changes 

occurring in PC.  

 

The separation of transcriptional profiles generated by the different PC cell lines, 

in particular the clear segregation of all the MiaPaCa2 samples from the other 

cell line profiles, serves to emphasise the importance of examination of the 

origin and properties of cancer cell lines prior to use. It is important to ensure 

that the appropriate model has been selected to recapitulate the characteristics 

under investigation. 

 

The primary goal of this analysis was to provide greater insight into the 

molecular events governing PC transcriptional space. However, this 

investigation served primarily to highlight issues associated with the availability 

and quality of publicly available transcriptomics data. Further barriers to 

reproducibility and the accurate interpretation of results included insufficient or 

incomplete documentation, such as clinical/histopathological information, and a 

lack of detailed experimental and analytical information. When required, 

requests for additional documentation were made to the authors but often were 

not met with success. In the majority of cases, this hindered or prevented the 

completion of more in-depth analyses of the data.  

 

CONCERNS 
While the main findings of this analysis indicate promising avenues of research 

to understanding PC better, great heterogeneity in the quantity and quality of 

information available to PC scientists hinders accurate interpretations of the 

data. There are many instances in which these issues have acted as barriers to 

the effective use of PC data in this study. 

 

Firstly, addressing the primary finding in which distinct transcriptomic profiles 

were identified for the NAD subgroups, to add support to, or to disprove, 

evidence for a “field cancerisation effect”, comparisons of NAD profiles to 

chronic pancreatitis (CP) profiles would need to be made. This would enable the 

exclusion of any alterations attributable to inflammation and/or fibrosis. 

Assessments on the scarce amount of CP samples available on a similar 
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platform determined that these did not pass the quality checks implemented to 

the rest of the samples. This prevented direct comparisons between the NAD 

and CP transcription signatures from being achieved. 

 

Furthermore, the majority of studies incorporated in this integrative analysis did 

not provide information pertaining to margins of resection or associated sample-

specific histopathological data. With recent research reporting that a lack of 

standardisation of histopathological examinations significantly influences the 

reporting of resection margin status, the possibility that the findings of this study 

are attributable to differing degrees of cancer cell infiltrating the NAD samples 

cannot be excluded.370 

 

Secondly, with respect to observations pertaining to the analysis of ectopic 

xenograft- and cell line- derived profiles in which these models were not found to 

recapitulate tumour behaviour effectively, further investigations would include 

comparing samples obtained using the same sampling procedures.  

 

For instance, the patient tissue samples used in this analysis were derived from 

bulk tissue. PDAC has been shown to comprise the three critical lineages: 

ductal, acinar and islet.371 However, a defining feature of this malignancy is its 

prominent desmoplastic stromal contribution, implicated with cancer-related 

inflammation and tumour progression.79,100 This results in the bulk of PDAC 

tumour volume consisting of desmoplastic stroma, inflammatory, nerve cells, 

and non-neoplastic fibroblastic components. As such, this integrative analysis 

compared PDAC profiles, comprising both cancer cell and stromal influences, to 

high-cellularity cell line and xenograft models. It is probable that some 

differences in the resulting transcriptomic profiles are attributable to the influence 

of the tumour microenvironment. 

 

Use of microdissected PDAC samples in which tumour tissue is isolated would 

have enabled more accurate comparisons to be made between these 

experimental models and allowed for the relative implications of stromal 

influence to PDAC to be assessed. Unfortunately, the microdissected samples 
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available in the public domain were of poor quality and could not be included in 

this study.  

 

To enhance transparency and avoid the effects of publication bias, all the 

findings from this analysis are publicly available from PED 3.0. This will allow the 

pancreatic cancer community the opportunity to access, query and conduct 

comparative analyses on findings from both literature analysis and the re-

analysis of raw data. Use of data from these two main comparative approaches 

will increase the utility of both resources and help overcome weaknesses 

associated with any one type of analysis. 

 

This investigation has served to highlight issues associated with the limited 

availability of both good-quality raw data and complete associated 

documentation reported in a homogenous fashion on efficient and reliable 

integrative analysis. Use of datasets of poor quality assurance and for which 

insufficient documentation has been provided will not only prove problematic to 

re-analyse but will also restrict the evaluative capabilities of aggregate analyses. 

These limitations have been shown to have severe implications in the clinical 

environment in which misinterpretations and inaccurate inferences have 

obscured accurate results, resulting in ineffective, or even contraindicated, 

therapeutic agents being proposed as potential treatments in clinical trials.251 As 

such, it is important that when data are deposited into public repositories, these 

resources attempt to perform quality control checks. Furthermore, without 

access to concise patient survival statistics, the opportunity to identify prognostic 

subgroups within the data remains all but impossible.  

 

CONCLUSION 
This comparative analysis of PC transcriptomics data has demonstrated the 

potential of meta-analyses in providing valuable information and insights not 

achievable from the analysis of each dataset individually. However, barriers to 

confident biological interpretation, such as a lack of quality control assessments, 

leading to the use of poor quality data in analyses, and insufficient or absent 

clinical and histological documentation need to be addressed to glean novel 

biological insights from the data. It appears that this problem is particularly 
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common in PC, a complex disease known for its confounding features, such as 

poor cellularity, high stromal contribution, accompanying non-malignant lesions 

and the presence of various tumour-associated inflammatory cells. 

 

Novel insights into the plasticity of pancreatic cells and evidence suggesting the 

potential development of PDAC from acinar cells via acinar-to-ductal metaplasia 

have resulted in the identity of PDAC cell of origin to be put into debate. 

Identification of this cell of origin, whether ductal or acinar, is important when 

generating the normal baseline to which PDAC profiles will be compared.  

 

For most journals, submitting raw data to public repositories is mandatory. 

However, while public repositories verify the file format, the quality of clinical and 

raw data is not assessed. It is vital that both original submitters and public 

repositories ensure that good quality raw data in conjunction with full histological 

and clinical data, detailed experimental design, and unambiguous analysis 

pipelines are made publicly available. Without addressing these obstacles, the 

increasing abundance of any disease data becoming available cannot be used 

to its maximal potential. 

 

Application of transcriptomic approaches to PC has led to an enhanced 

understanding of PC biology. However, it is a challenge to understand tumour 

behaviour fully based on the one-dimensional perspective provided by focussing 

on an individual component of a complex system. Collation and merging of 

"omics" data obtained from different profiling technologies would enable a 

system-level approach to pancreatic cancer to be employed. To this end, 

integration of experimental results with those available in PED would help 

achieve this. 

 

In addition, the development and increasing use of next-generation sequencing 

is driving a paradigm shift in cancer research ! from microarray-based 

technologies to sequencing methods. Integration of these complementary data 

types offers huge possibilities and an unprecedented formidable approach to the 

study of PC. The global view obtained from the full and seamless integration of 
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PC datasets generated using different technologies and access to interoperable 

bioinformatics tools and resources are vital to achieving the ultimate global 

systems approach to pancreatic cancer and to ensure that the era of 

“personalised medicine” becomes reality.   
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CHAPTER 5 
 

 

 

IDENTIFICATION OF MULTI-GENE PROGNOSTIC 

SIGNATURES IN TRIPLE NEGATIVE AND BASAL-LIKE 

BREAST CANCERS 
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ABSTRACT 
Technological advances in the field of cancer research, guiding BC research 

from a histopathological age to a molecular era, have allowed for greater 

insights into the mechanics underpinning this malignancy.  

 

Reflection of the histopathological heterogeneity observed in the clinic at the 

molecular level has vast implications for the development of novel predictive 

markers. The unprecedented opportunity to integrate clinical and molecular data 

has permitted the development of molecular prognostic predictors, with these 

being most successfully applied to receptor positive tumours.  

 
This thesis addresses the requirement for reliable predictive markers for ER- 

BCs, more specifically the TN population. The transcriptomics workflow 

developed for the analysis of PC data was expanded to include both the 

functionality for survival analysis and the capacity to handle more data 

originating from multiple transcriptomic platforms. This enhanced pipeline was 

then applied to conduct a retrospective cross-platform analysis of 4,269 primary 

BC data files — a number vastly superior to those available for PC. 

 

Because of the close relationship between TN and BL BCs, both of these BC 

subtypes were analysed for the purposes of this investigation. Initially, the 4,269 

BC samples were subject to molecular characterisation to identify and isolate the 

TN (n=1,194) and BL (n=851) samples. Using the basic principles of machine 

learning, prognostic signatures, of 11 and 17 genes, for the TN and BL subtypes 

respectively, were developed from the discovery cohorts (TNBC n=554 and 

BLBC n=436). These training models were subsequently tested on their 

counterpart independent validation cohorts (TNBC n=640 and BLBC n=415), 

with both signatures being reported as good prognostic indicators of clinical 

outcome (TNBC HR=1.43, p<0.05 Logrank test and BLBC HR=1.64, p<0.01 

Logrank test). 

 
In this chapter, I shall present the survival and cross-platform modalities that I 

developed to optimise the transcriptomics model described in Chapter 4. These 

functionalities enable the workflow to address the greater volume and broader 
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range of clinical and experimental data available for BC relative to PC. Emphasis 

will be placed on the main findings resulting from the application of this analytical 

pipeline to TN and BL BC data.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Advances in biological technologies have been successfully applied to BC 

research, helping discover novel facets contributing to this malignancy at the 

molecular level.96,152,372,373 

 

Prognosis and response to treatment can vary immensely between patients 

classified as having the same BC subtype, with patients presenting with similar 

clinical characteristics often exhibiting significant differences in cancer 

progression and outcome. Increased awareness and screening procedures have 

resulted in a considerable rise in the number of early BC presentations.374 This, 

in turn, has led to the overtreatment of patients.374,375 

 

Currently, patient outcome and therapeutic management is guided by 

information provided by clinicopathological features. However, even with this 

information, the capacity to predict patient outcome or response to therapy 

accurately remains suboptimal. Therefore, there is an acute requirement for 

reliable classifiers capable of stratifying tumours into differential risk groups. 

 

Commercially accepted molecular signatures capable of predicting patient 

outcome or responses to treatment have been developed, with these being most 

successfully applied to ER+ and Her2+ BCs.103,113 When applied to receptor 

negative tumours, the reliability of these classifiers is significantly reduced. As a 

result, studies have attempted to develop molecular signatures capable of 

predicting patient outcome or response to treatment in this subset of 

tumours.152,165,170,178,181,376 

 

HETEROGENEITY OF TRIPLE NEGATIVE BREAST CANCER 
Application of microarray-based expression profiling to BC identified five main 

molecular subtypes — luminal A, luminal B, BL, Her2+ and normal breast-like — 

each exhibiting distinct molecular characteristics and a differential outcome.!
156,157 Of these, those presenting with the TN phenotype are found to be more 

aggressive, exhibit resistance to standard systematic therapy, display distinctive 

metastatic patterns and are associated with significantly shorter survival times. 
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Unlike tumours exhibiting overexpression of ER, PR and Her2, there is an 

absence of approved targeted agents for TN tumours, leaving conventional 

cytotoxic therapies the only therapeutic option.154 

 
The heterogeneity of TNBC makes the development of novel treatments 

challenging. Studies have conducted molecular subtyping of TN tumours to 

understand this diversity better and identify potential molecular drivers that can 

be therapeutically targeted.96,152,156-158,169 Furthermore, attempts to develop 

prognostic signatures applicable to ER- BC have demonstrated the difficulty of 

the task in hand.170,171,181,377 Identification of reliable molecular predictive 

classifiers would allow for increased personalisation of treatments, with the level 

of aggressiveness of the therapeutic approach being dependent on the 

prediction of outcome.  

 

CLASSIFICATION OF TRIPLE NEGATIVE TUMOURS 
Molecular subtyping of TN tumours has reported the majority of these as falling 

into the BL molecular subtype.117,180,378 However, recent studies have reported 

TNBC as comprising additional subgroups, including claudin-low and molecular 

apocrine.379,380 

 

In the past five years, studies have focussed on characterising the 

transcriptomic profiles of claudin-low tumours.380,381 These were deemed to be 

similar to those of BL tumours but to exhibit decreased expression of 

proliferative genes and enrichment of epithelial to mesenchymal transition 

markers, immune response genes and cancer stem cell-like features relative to 

their basal counterparts.158,380,381 While it is currently unclear whether this TN 

subgroup has differing prognosis from TN cancers classified as BL (TNBL), 

therapeutic assessments have determined claudin-low BC exhibited a lower 

pathological complete response rate after the administration of taxane-based 

neoadjuvant therapies compared to TNBL tumours.380 

 

The term “molecular apocrine” was originally coined in 2005 to describe a 

subgroup of ER- tumours outside the basal subtype. These tumours comprise 

about 10% of TNBC and are classified as exhibiting increased androgen 
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signalling and a higher expression of the interferon-related or apocrine 

genes.152,166,379 This molecular apocrine population appears to be almost wholly 

represented by the expression-derived LAR TN subgroup, presented in Chapter 

1.  

 

Histologic examination of the LAR population reported these tumours to be 

associated with lower histological grade and apocrine histological differentiation.!
379,382 Expression-based analyses have found LAR+ tumours to be associated 

with better prognosis than tumours that have lost androgen receptor expression, 

and that LAR- tumours are associated with increased incidents of early 

recurrence and worse overall survival than their LAR+ counterparts.383,384 

 

Furthermore, transcriptomic analyses of potential therapeutic applications 

associated with the LAR subgroup identified significantly higher expression of 

the androgen receptor mRNA relative to all the other subtypes. Drug sensitivity 

investigations identified LAR tumours to be most sensitive to the antiandrogenic 

agent, bicalutamide, and the Hsp90 inhibitor, 17-dimethylaminoethylamino-17- 

demethoxy-geldanamycin.152! This suggests that the androgen receptor 

represents a potential therapeutic candidate for this population of tumours.  

 

In addition to the molecular subgroups mentioned above, chemosensitivity 

studies have also identified subgroups within TN cancers.154,385 A subgroup of 

TNBC displaying increased sensitivity to cytotoxic agents, with up to 58% of TN 

tumours exhibiting pathological complete response to anthracycline- or 

anthracycline and taxane- based chemotherapy regimens and 17% exhibiting 

pathological complete response after neoadjuvant platinum-based 

chemotherapy, have also been reported.154,385-387 

 

Furthermore, several studies have also identified immune response 

transcriptomics modules capable of stratifying ER- tumours into prognostic risk 

groups.377,388,389 

 

All of these observations further support the premise that TNBCs are highly 

heterogeneous. 
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MACHINE LEARNING FRAMEWORK 
Advances in high-throughput technologies, allowing for molecular, clinical and 

histological data to be integrated, have resulted in the generation of BC 

transcriptomic predictive classifiers — sets of genes whose transcriptomic 

profiles can be used to predict the outcome of a given tumour.103,113,170,181 

 

During this thesis, a ML construct was designed to develop a robust 

transcriptomic signature capable of identifying differential risk groups in TN and 

BL BCs.  

 

All datasets were randomly assigned to a training or validation cohort. The 

survival information of each sample from the training datasets was used to 

develop the classifier.329,330 The learning phase of model development was 

conducted using the top candidate prognostic genes, derived from a feature 

selection process. Once the training model was developed, the efficacy of the 

classifier was determined by applying it to the validation dataset.329-332 

 

For additional information about the principles underlying each stage of the ML 

workflow and an evaluation of the algorithms available, please refer to Chapter 

3.  
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SUMMARY 
While TNBC has been reported to be highly heterogeneous, BLBC tends to be 

significantly more homogenous. As discussed in Chapter 1, to understand 

TNBC, it is important also to shed light on its relationship with basality. To this 

end, the study presented below investigated the development of multi-gene 

prognostic signatures for both of these BC subtypes. Incorporation of molecular 

prognostic and therapeutic signatures capable of identifying prognostic 

subpopulations of TN or BL tumours into routine clinical practice would 

significantly boost the bleak prognostic and diagnostic armamentarium available 

for these patients. 

 

A key challenge to BC research lies in the ability to address clinically significant 

queries via the integration of molecular and histopathological data. It is hoped 

that by attaining this goal, whether by using data generated using microarrays or 

sequencing technologies, that the promise of individualised therapies for each 

and every patient will finally be achieved. 

 

This chapter will present the increased dimensionality of the transcriptomics 

workflow and demonstrate how molecular and clinical data can be integrated to 

develop predictive signatures capable of stratifying TN and BL patients into 

prognostic risk groups.  
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OBJECTIVES 
This survival analysis aims to conduct a multi-cohort retrospective analysis of TN 

and BL BC transcriptional data to determine the presence of prognostically 

relevant subgroups within these BC subtypes. To achieve this I shall: 

 

i. Identify and collect publicly available datasets comprising primary BC 

transcriptomics data and corresponding survival statistics; 

ii. Use molecular profiling analysis methods to classify and extract TN and 

BL samples from the data; 

iii. Identify genes differentially expressed between defined subgroups and 

determine whether these groups are prognostically significant; 

iv. Divide the data into training and validation cohorts and apply ML 

techniques to train and validate prognostic signatures capable of 

stratifying TN and BL patients into differential risk groups and: 

a. Apply supervised and unsupervised feature selection to restrict 

the data to a subset of candidate genes; 

b. Develop a training model for each BC subtype by implementing a 

cluster-based algorithm to the training data; 

c. Test the robustness of the model by fitting it to the validation data. 
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METHODS 
A multi-step workflow for the integrative cross-platform analysis of primary BC 

transcriptomics data was developed (Figure 26). This pipeline implements two 

methodologies, differential expression analyses and survival investigations using 

ML frameworks, to identify prognostic subpopulations within TN and BL BCs — 

(Figure 26a, Figure 26b). 

 

The pipeline is designed to run within the R environment (version 2.15.3) 

recruiting Bioconductor packages. 
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Figure 26 The workflow applied for integrative analysis and model development 

using BC transcriptomic data. 

The pipeline comprises two main approaches. 26a Firstly, genes differentially 

expressed between the different biological groups are identified, with links 

between these genes and survival statistics being investigated. 26b The second 

branch of the analysis involves dividing the samples into training and validation 

groups, developing a training model from the training data and then validating 

this model against the validation cohort.217 
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DATA COLLECTION 
A total of 4,267 publicly available raw transcriptomic BC data files from 12 

datasets were downloaded from GEO191 and the EGA (Table 3).96,181,388,390-395 

These data were generated on four different platforms — the Affymetrix 

GeneChips® Human Genome: U133 Set (U133A and U133B) and U133 Plus 

2.0 array and the Illumina BeadChip® HumanHT12v3. These offer 

comprehensive coverage of the genome, with over 39,000, 47,000 and 48,000 

transcripts represented on the U133 Set, U133 Plus 2.0 and Illumina platforms, 

respectively. 
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Table 3 Overview of the biological and experimental characteristics of the datasets selected for inclusion in the survival analysis. 

A total of 4,269 primary BC data files, derived from four comprehensive platforms, were subject to the molecular classification 

process to isolate TN (1,194) and BL (851) samples. These samples were used in all subsequent survival analyses. 

Total Number TN BL

 of Samples Samples Samples

1 EGA: EGAS00000000083 Training 997 139 155 Primary breast cancer HumanHT12v3 Curtis et al. 2012

2 GEO: GSE7390 Training 198 48 44 Lymph node negative untreated breast cancer U133A Desmedt et al. 2007

3 GEO: GSE25055 Training 310 147 109 Newly diagnosed Her2 negative breast cancer U133A Hatzis et al. 2011

4 GEO: GSE3494 Training 251 85 32 Primary breast cancer U133 Set Miller et al. 2005

5 GEO: GSE21653 Training 266 75 69 Invasive early adenocarcinoma U133Plus2 Sabatier et al. 2011

6 GEO: GSE11121 Training 200 60 27 Lymph node negative breast cancer U133A Schmidt et al. 2008

7 EGA: EGAS00000000083 Validation 995 182 177 Primary breast cancer HumanHT12v3 Curtis et al. 2012

8 GEO: GSE16446 Validation 120 78 60 ER negative breast cancer U133Plus2 Desmedt et al. 2011

9 GEO: GSE25065 Validation 198 96 62 Her2 negative breast cancer U133A Hatzis et al. 2011 

10 GEO: GSE4922 Validation 289 93 39 Primary invasive breast cancer U133 Set Ivshina et al. 2006

11 GEO: GSE1456 Validation 159 59 20 Primary breast cancer U133 Set Pawitan et al. 2005

12 GEO: GSE2034 Validation 286 132 57 Lymph node negative breast cancer U133A Wang et al. 2005

Platform(s) ReferenceDataset Data Access Cohort Sample Characteristics
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PRE-PROCESSING 
MAPPING TO COMMON IDENTIFIERS 
Pre-processing steps were implemented to ensure intra- and inter- platform 

data comparability. For each dataset, probeset annotation was standardised 

by mapping each probe to its corresponding EntrezGene identifier.217 For 

instances in which multiple probes were mapped to the same EntrezGene 

identifier, the entry displaying the greatest variance in expression across the 

samples was chosen to represent that gene in a given dataset. 

 

To enable cross-platform comparisons to be conducted, all expression 

matrices were subset for genes common across all platforms (n=11,686) 

before implementing any further statistical analyses.  

 

NORMALISATION 
Each dataset was then normalised separately, with marginally different 

programming approaches applied between the Affymetrix and the Illumina 

technologies.  

 

Unlike the normalisation process implemented for the analysis of PC 

transcriptional data in Chapter 4, the GCRMA algorithm was not applied to the 

BC data. To ensure uniformity in the analytical process and reduce the 

processing power required to conduct the analysis, the RMA algorithm, and 

derivations thereof, were used to normalise the raw BC expression values. 

 

It was important that the expression profiles derived from different platforms 

were normalised in a consistent manner. There is not currently a GCRMA R 

package that can be applied to data generated by Illumina platforms. 

However, there are functions available from the beadarray396 R package that 

apply the same convolution model as RMA. In addition, application of GCRMA 

is computationally intensive. With the marked increase in BC samples 

collated, relative to those available for the PC analysis, the RMA algorithm 

was deemed the most appropriate choice for normalisation of the raw 

expression values. 
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All data derived from Affymetrix-based platforms were normalised by selecting 

the quantile normalisation algorithm parameter within the RMA247 function 

available from the Affy library. Data from the Illumina platform were also subject 

to quantile normalisation but using applied functions from the beadarray280,396 

library.  

 

CALLING OF TRIPLE NEGATIVE SAMPLES 
Functions within the MCLUST397,398 library were implemented to define ER, PR 

and Her2 positivity status based on their empirical expression distributions. The 

Mclust398 algorithm was set to calculate the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

for a 2-component Gaussian distribution model — that is to say, that the BIC 

was calculated assuming a 2-cluster component mixture.96 

 

From the initial cohort (n=4,269), all TN samples (n=1,194) were isolated and 

used in subsequent analyses. 

 

CALLING OF BASAL-LIKE SAMPLES 
Similarly, all samples were assigned to one of the five molecular subtypes 

(luminal A, luminal B, BL, Her2+ or normal breast-like) via the application of the 

PAM50 SSP classifier from the genefu160 library. The BL samples (n=851) were 

then segregated and subjected to further investigation. 

 

SURVIVAL ANALYSIS 
Two distinct approaches were investigated when developing the survival 

analysis module of the workflow. The first method involved applying differential 

expression analysis to identify the most variable genes between defined 

phenotypic groups and then generating links between the molecular and survival 

data.  

 

The second approach adopted an ML framework to train and validate a 

predictive model. This involved dividing the data into training and validation 

groups and identifying a subset of features in the training data to be used in the 
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modelling process. Using both gene expression and survival data, prognostic 

signatures were developed using the training data, with the efficacy of the 

models being tested on external datasets. 

 

DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION ANALYSIS 
For each dataset, the differentially expressed genes between biological groups 

were identified using the limma283 R package. TN samples were compared 

based on their basality status [TNBL versus TN samples that were not BL 

(TNnonBL)] and BL samples were compared based on their TN status [BLTN 

versus BLBC samples that were not TN (BLnonTN)] (Figure 27). 

 

 
Figure 27 Overview of the biological groups being compared. 

Comparative groups for TN and BL BCs comprise TNBL versus TNnonBL and 

BLTN versus BLnonTN, respectively. 

 

Multiple significance thresholds (p<0.05, p<0.01 and p<0.001) with BH 

adjustments for FDR were applied to the data. The resulting lists of differentially 

expressed genes generated for the TN comparative groups and the BL 

comparative groups, respectively, were then inspected collectively and a value 

was allocated to each gene to represent its rank across all datasets. 

 

Subsets of the top differentially expressed genes were subsequently tested for 

their ability to predict patient outcome in TN and BL BCs. Pathway analyses 

(Ingenuity version 8.5) were conducted using the top differentially expressed 

genes (Figure 27).  
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MACHINE LEARNING FRAMEWORK 
In response to the findings from the differential expression analysis, a second 

approach, using the basic principles of ML, was implemented. This aimed to 

identify subgroups in TN and BL tumours capable of predicting patient outcome. 

The datasets were allocated into training and validation cohorts. A user-defined 

partitioning process was conducted based on two criteria — the allocation of a 

dataset in the original study and maintenance of consistent in cohort sizes.  

 

All samples that were assigned to a training or validation dataset in the original 

publication continued to be designated to their respective cohort in this survival 

analysis. The main factor in determining the allocation of any dataset derived 

from studies that did not use multiple cohorts was maintenance of similar sample 

sizes between the training and validation sets.! 
 

Samples in the TN (n=554) and BL (n=436) training group were then used in the 

feature selection process. 

 

Feature selection 

Supervised feature selection 

Both supervised and unsupervised feature extraction methods were assessed 

for their ability to identify informative feature subsets in the TN and BL data. 

 

Like the comparison groups used during the differential expression analysis 

step, the supervised selection process divided TN and BL patient risk groups 

based on their basality or TN, respectively. To determine whether the groups in 

each BC subtype were related to survival, the coxph function in the survival399 

package was employed to fit the Cox proportional hazards model to the defined 

risk groups — TNBL versus TNnonBL and BLTN versus BLnonTN.  

 

Unsupervised feature selection 

The unsupervised selection process consisted of patients being assigned to risk 

groups based on the median dichotomisation of mRNA expression intensities. 

Using functions in the R survival package, the relative hazard for low and high 
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risk groups was estimated by fitting the Cox proportional hazards model to every 

gene in the expression matrix independently. These genes were collated and 

ranked based on their informativeness across all the datasets to generate lists of 

candidate genes. 

 
Developing the predictive model 
Subsets of candidate genes with the highest Cox scores (n=50, n=75, n=100, 

n=125, n=150, n=175, n=200) were used as inputs to develop training models 

capable of stratifying patients into differential risk groups. The complete gene list 

(n=11,686) was applied as a positive control.  

 

The training models were developed using the predictive modelling algorithm 

available from the pamr324 R package. The parameters of this algorithm were set 

so that all the samples were clustered into two k-groups (classes) using the 

nearest shrunken centroids procedure.  

 

The gene expression profile of each sample in the training cohort was taken and 

the squared distance from each of the two class centroids calculated. The class 

centroids were “shrunken” towards an overall centroid for the two classes by a 

threshold value, which was calculated using minimum error rates. The predicted 

class allocation for a test sample was the class whose centroid was closest to 

the nearest shrunken centroid of the test sample.  
 

The model was trained using the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) 

setting. Each training model was subsequently applied to the mRNA abundance 

profiles of the samples in the validation cohort to predict prognostic risk groups. 

The classification accuracy of the validation cohorts was then estimated by 

establishing 2x2 confusion tables of true positives, false positives, true negatives 

and false negatives. 
 

MAIN GRAPHICAL PRESENTATIONS FOR SURVIVAL ANALYSIS 
Kaplan-Meier plots were generated to enable the quick and easy visualisation of 

the effectiveness of the prognostic signatures to identify differential risk groups 

in the data. These plots were generated using the survfit and survdiff functions 
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available from the survival package and all p-values reported estimated using 

the Logrank test. 

 

Heatmaps were generated throughout the analysis, using the Heatplus package. 

To help elucidate sample relationships and the interplay between the molecular 

and clinical features, a dendogram, displaying sample similarity, and covariate 

bars, presenting risk group classification and immunohistochemically-defined 

tumour characteristics, were integrated into the heatmap.  

 

COMPARISON OF THE CLASSIFIERS TO PUBLISHED PREDICTIVE MODELS 
A gene-level comparison between the classifiers developed in this study and 

their counterpart published prognostic signatures was performed. The results 

were then presented as venn diagrams, using the venn.diagram400 package.  

 

ENRICHMENT OF GENE ONTOLOGY TERMS 
Taking each prognostic model in turn, the genes comprising these signatures 

were linked to their corresponding GO descriptions. Use of the GOTERM 

function available from the GO401 library generated a list of genes with their 

associated GO accession number, GO term and GO domains. 

 

LEHMANN SUBGROUPING OF TRIPLE NEGATIVE BREAST CANCERS 
All TN data was submitted to the TNBCtype402 classification tool for assignment 

to one of the six molecular subgroups (BL1, BL2, IM, M, MSL and LAR). Links 

between these subtypes and risk group allocation were conducted to determine 

whether patients in a prognostic risk group were more likely to pertain to a given 

molecular subtype(s). Barplots displaying subtype allocation between the risk 

groups were generated using the R barplot function provided as a part of the R 

graphics base package.  
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RESULTS 
CALLING OF MOLECULAR SUBTYPES 
Of the 1,194 TN samples, over 60.5% were identified as BL, with a number of 

tumours being assigned to one of the other molecular subtypes (n=472). A 

higher proportion of the BL samples  (84.8%) was classified as exhibiting the TN 

phenotype (Figure 28, Supplementary Table 1).  

 

 
Figure 28 Barcharts summarising both the proportion of TN samples that are BL 

and the proportion of BL samples that are TN.  

The proportion of TNBL samples exhibited across all the datasets tends to vary 

between 60%-85%. The proportion of BL samples that are also TN tends to be 

greater, at a median value of 84.8%. 
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USE OF DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED GENES TO PREDICT PATIENT 
OUTCOME 

Applying multiple significance thresholds, lists of genes identified as differentially 

expressed between TNBL and TNnonBL, and BLTN and BLnonTN, were 

generated for each dataset. Dataset-specific heatmaps generated using the 

genes reported differentially expressed (padj<0.01, absolute value of fold change 

≥1.5) suggest that the biological groups being investigated have distinct 

molecular profiles (Figure 29, Supplementary Figure 1a-l).   
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Figure 29 Dataset-specific heatmaps of the comparative groups being 

investigated. 

The results from two studies, Desmedt et al.390 and Schmidt et al.394 are 

presented. The molecular profiles of each comparative group appear distinct 

when conducting dataset-specific differential expression analysis. 20a The TNBL 

and TNnonBL samples (represented as black and red respectively by the 

covariate, Subtype, bar) exhibit differing expression of the 1,280 genes 

(padj<0.01, absolute fold change of ≥1.5) in the dataset. 20b Similarly, application 

of the same significance threshold to the BL data suggested the BLTN (black) 

and BLnonTN (red) groups to display distinct molecular profiles.  
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This distinction of molecular profiles continues to be observed when using sets 

of the most variable genes across all datasets (Figure 30, Supplementary 

Figures 2a-l).  
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Figure 30 Heatmaps of the comparative groups being investigated using ranked 

genes. 

Here the heatmaps for the top 200 differentially expressed genes using the 

same datasets in the previous example are shown.390,394 The TN molecular 

subgroups [TNBL (black) and TNnonBL (red)] and the BL molecular subgroups 

[BLTN (black) and BLnonTN (red)] continue to exhibit relatively distinctive 

expression profiles when plotted using the top genes differentially expressed 

across all datasets.  
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Biological interpretations of the differential expression analyses 

Attempts to link these transcriptomic subgroups to patient outcome generated 

insignificant results across all datasets (see the supervised feature selection 

below). So, while these comparative groups have unique gene expression 

signatures, these signatures are not able to predict patient prognosis. 

 

Two independent sets of pathway analyses were conducted, one for 

comparisons starting from the TN samples and one for comparisons starting 

from the BL samples. Lists of the top genes reported differentially expressed 

across all datasets between both the TNBL and TNnonBL (n=389), and the 

BLTN and BLnonTN (n=5) comparisons were used to identify the most 

frequently deregulated biofunctions. 

 

Both signalling and metabolic pathways were reported deregulated between the 

TN samples that were BL and those that were assigned to one of the other 

molecular subtypes (Figure 31). Prominent signalling pathways reported 

deregulated between TNBL and TNnonBL consisted of those comprising cancer-

related pathways, cell cycle regulation, cellular growth, development and 

proliferation, and apoptosis (Figure 31a). With over half of all deregulated 

biofunctions pertaining to those involved in cell cycle regulation, it appears that 

the basality of TN samples influences these pathways significantly. The main 

metabolic bioprocesses affected were nucleosides and nucleotides biosynthesis, 

cofactors, prosthetic groups and electron carriers biosynthesis, carbohydrate 

biosynthesis and amino acid degradation (Figure 31b).  
�
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Figure 31 Piecharts displaying pathways deregulated between the TNBL and 

TNnonBL the profiles. 

Biofunctions involved in both signalling pathways (31a) and metabolic pathways 

(31b) were reported deregulated between the comparative groups. 
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Five genes were reported differentially expressed between BLTN and BLnonTN, 

indicating that the transcriptomic profiles of these groups are very similar to one 

another and that there is less heterogeneity between these BL groups relative to 

their TN counterparts (Table 4). 

 
Table 4 Table of genes differentially expressed between BLTN and BLnonTN 

tumours. 

Only 5 genes were identified as differentially expressed (padj<0.05, absolute fold 

change of ≥1) between the biological groups under investigation suggesting that 

the expression profiles of the two groups are relatively homogenous. 

  

Gene Symbol Gene Name 

GATA3 
GATA Binding Protein 3 

XBP1 
X-Box Binding Protein 1 

GALNT6 
Polypeptide N-Acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 6 

WFS1 
Wolframin 

GPD1L 
Glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 1-like 
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MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES FOR MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
SUPERVISED FEATURE SELECTION 
The BC subtype in conjunction with BL status and TN status ascertained the TN 

and BL risk groups, respectively. The application of supervised feature selection 

to the training datasets individually and as a whole did not yield significant 

results, with patient outcome between the TN and BL risk groups not being 

significantly different (Figure 32, Supplementary Figures 3a-l). 
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Figure 32 KM plots showing differences in survival between phenotypically-

defined risk groups.  

Supervised feature selection, in which risk groups are defined by the TN status 

and basality of samples, did not return significant results (HR=1.25, p=0.163 

Logrank test and HR=0.91, p=0.662 Logrank test, respectively). This trend was 

observed across most datasets.  
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UNSUPERVISED FEATURE SELECTION 
Application of unsupervised feature selection to the training cohort served to 

identify lists of candidate prognostic genes (n=50, n=75, n=100, n=125, n=150, 

n=175, n=200). Using mRNA abundance values and survival data of the 

Metabric (training) dataset to develop the model, the pamr clustering algorithm 

was implemented to identify the most discriminating subsets of candidate genes 

that correlated with overall. 

 

This methodology identified multiple TN and BL prognostic signatures capable of 

splitting patients into high and low risk groups. To prevent any retrospective bias 

in the model selection process, the two prognostic signatures that best fit the 

training data on which the model was developed [Metabric (training) data], were 

selected for the validatory stage (Figure 33). 

 

These comprised an 11-gene TN prognostic classifier and a 17-gene BL 

prognostic classifier, derived from subsets of the top 100 and the top 75 

candidate genes, respectively (Table 5). Prognostic group identification 

accuracies of about 68% were reported for both the TN and BL classifiers in the 

training dataset.  
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Figure 33 KM plots displaying the results for the training model that best fit 

training data.  

33a Of all the TN prognostic classifiers developed, the 11-gene signature 

developed from a subset of the top 100 candidate genes was found to fit the 

Metabric (training) data the best (HR=4.11, p=3.61x10-8 Logrank test). 

33b The 17-gene BL prognostic classifier derived from a subset of the top 75 

candidate genes was found to fit the Metabric (training) data the best (HR=3.22, 

p=1.55x10-6 Logrank test).  
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Table 5 Table of genes comprising the TN and BL classifiers. 

The two prognostic signatures that best fit the training data were selected for the 

validatory stage. These comprised 11 genes for TN tumours (a) and 17 genes 

for BL tumours (b). 

Gene Symbol Gene Name 
 

CA9 Carbonic Anhydrase IX 

DOCK10 Dedicator of Cytokines 10 

HLA-DMB Major Histocompatibility Complex, Class II, DM Beta  

IFNGR2 Interferon Gamma Receptor 2 

LAT2 Linker for Activation of T Cells Family, Member 2 

MACF1 Microtubule-Actin Crosslinking Factor 1 

MAN2A1 Manosidase, Alpha, Class 2A, Member 1 

PLCL2 Phospholipase C-Like 2 

TGFB2 Transforming Growth Factor, Beta 2 

TPP1 Tripeptidyl Peptidase I 

WAPAL Wings Apart-Like Homolog (Drosophila) 

(a) 

Gene Symbol Gene Name 
 

ARNT2& Aryl-Hydrocarbon Receptor Nuclear Translocator 2 

BTG2 BTG Family, Member 2 

C12ORF4 Chromosome 12 Open Reading Frame 4 

CARD8 Caspase Recruitment Domain Family, Member 8 

COX6A2 Cytochrome C Oxidase Subunit Via Polypeptide 2 

CTSS Cathepsin S 

GADD45G& Growth Arrest And DNA-Damage-Inducible, Gamma 

GZMA Granzyme A (Granzyme 1, Cytotoxic T-Lymphocyte-Associated Serine Esterase 3) 

GZMH Granzyme H (Cathepsin G-Like 2, Protein H-CCPX) 

NECAP1 NECAP Endocytosis Associated 1 

P2RY13 Purinergic Receptor P2Y, G-Protein Coupled, 13 

PION Gamma-Secretase Activating Protein 

PPL Periplakin 

SLAMF7 SLAM Family Member 7 

TMEM50B Transmembrane Protein 50B 

UBAP1 Ubiquitin Associated Protein 1 

ZDHHC17 Zinc Finger, DHHC-Type Containing 17 

(b) 
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The predictor models were applied to each of the validation cohort’s constituent 

datasets independently and to the validation group as a whole (Figures 34 and 

35).  

 

When testing each disparate dataset, a significance threshold of p<0.2-0.25 

Logrank test was employed to take into account the influence of low sample 

numbers on effect size (the magnitude of a relationship). However, this cut-off 

was altered to p<0.05 Logrank test when applying the predictor models to the 

merged validation cohort data. 

 

The 11 genes comprising the TN signature were significantly associated with 

patient outcome in the Desmedt (HR=2.08, p=0.238 Logrank test), Metabric 

(HR=1.51 p=0.076 Logrank test) and Pawitan (HR=3.1 p=0.024 Logrank test) 

datasets (Figure 34a, 34d, 34e). Potentially promising results were indicated for 

the Ivshina dataset (HR=1.46, p=0.36 Logrank test) (Figure 34c). However, the 

gene signature was not confirmed in the Hatzis (HR=1.19, p=0.666 Logrank test) 

and Wang (HR=0.97, p=0.929 Logrank test) datasets (Figure 34b, 34f). Applying 

the training model to the validation data confirmed the prognostic ability of the 

TN classifier across multiple microarray platforms (HR=1.43, p=0.011 Logrank 

test) (Figure 34g). 
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Desmedt (validation) – triple negative classifier 
(a) 

Hatzis (validation) – triple negative classifier 
(b) 

Ivshina (validation) - triple negative classifier 
(c) 

Metabric (validation) – triple negative classifier 
(d) 

Pawitan (validation) – triple negative classifier 
(e) 

Wang (validation) – triple negative classifier 

(f) 
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Figure 34 KM plots demonstrating the effectiveness of the TN prognostic 

signature when applied to individual datasets and the entire validation cohort. 

34a-f Application of the prognostic signature to each dataset in the validation 

cohort yielded promising results in four out of the six datasets (34a, 34c-e) and 
was not confirmed in two of the datasets (34b, 34f). 
34g Application of the training model to the validation data confirmed the 

presence of prognostically relevant subgroups in TNBC. The 11-gene TN 

prognostic signature was able to stratify TNBC patients in the validation cohort 

into differential risk groups (HR=1.43, p=0.011 Logrank test). 

  

All#triple#nega,ve#samples#(g) 
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The 17 genes comprising the BL signature were significantly associated with 

patient outcome in the Desmedt (HR=5.94, p=0.006 Logrank test), Ivshina 

(HR=3.82, p=0.043 Logrank test), Metabric (HR=1.49, p=0.096 Logrank test) 

and Wang (HR=1.74, p=0.2 Logrank test) but not in Hatzis (HR=0.95, p=0.907 

Logrank test) or Pawitan (HR=0.88, p=0.854 Logrank test). The BL training 

model was able to prognosticate BLBC in the merged validation cohort 

(HR=1.63, p<0.003 Logrank test). 

 

Some of the inconsistencies observed could be attributable to the sample 

selection process implemented by the original studies. For instance, all of the BL 

samples in the Pawitan dataset were also classified as TN. As such, it may not 

be surprising that the predictive capability of the BL prognostic model was 

impaired. 

 

Examination of the KM plots in Figure 35 seems to highlight an interesting trend 

in the high risk group of the BL samples. For the majority of the validation 

datasets and the merged data (Figure 35a, 35c, 35d, 35f, 35g) there is a 

consistent decrease in survival between years 0-2, followed by a dip in survival 

at about 3 years, with maximal survival differences between the risk groups 

observed at this point, and finally a levelling of the survival statistics so that 

those of the high risk group start to mirror those of their low risk counterparts. 

With peak recurrence of relapse in TN and BL patients occurring at 3 years, it 

appears that the KM plots reflect this, with a higher incidence of relapse patients 

being allocated to the high risk group.403 Interestingly this trend was not as 

prominent in the TN analysis. 
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Desmedt (validation) – basal-like classifier 
(a) 

Hatzis (validation) – basal-like classifier 
(b) 

Ivshina (validation) - basal-like classifier 

(c) 

(d) 

Wang (validation) samples Metabric (validation) – basal-like classifier 

(e) 

Pawitan (validation) – basal-like classifier 

Wang (validation) – basal-like samples 

(f) 
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Figure 35 KM plots demonstrating the effectiveness of the BL prognostic 

signature when applied to individual datasets and the entire validation cohort. 

35a-f Application of the prognostic signature to each dataset in the validation 

cohort yielded promising results in four out of the six datasets (35a, 35c-d, 35f) 
and was not confirmed in two of the datasets (35b, 3e). 

35g Application of the training model to the validation data confirmed the 

presence of prognostically relevant subgroups in BLBC. The 17-gene BL 

prognostic signature was able to stratify BLBC patients comprising the validation 

group into differential risk groups (HR=1.63, p<0.003 Logrank test). 
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The overall reproducibility of the differential risk groups in the validation cohort, 

regardless of the platform on which the data were generated, confirms both the 

predictive capabilities of the TN classifier (n=11) and the BL classifier (n=17), 

further substantiating the presence of differential outcome groups in these BC 

subtypes, and the robustness of the model.  

 

Heatmaps of the expression profiles of these prognostic genes were also 

generated but, because the signature is not dependent on differential expression 

analysis, these did not display separation of samples based on differential risk 

group (Supplementary Figures 4a-b). 

 

The prognostic values of clinical parameters, such as tumour stage, tumour 

grade and lymph node status, were also investigated. The stark differences in 

clinical information available for each sample in the validation cohort made 

multivariate analyses unfeasible in this instance. However, univariate analysis 

for each clinical feature was conducted. 

 

The predictive ability of our molecular signature was compared to the prognostic 

value of: tumour grade (grade 1 and 2 relative to 3 and 4); tumour stage (stage 

IA, IIA and IB relative to IIB, III and IV); and lymph node status [lymph node 

negative (LN0) relative to lymph node positive (LN1)].  

 

KM survival of the four datasets (Hatzis, Ivshina, Metabric and Pawitan, n=407) 

with grade information and two datasets (Hatzis and Metabric, n=205) with stage 

information determined both these clinical covariates to be good predictors of 

patient outcome when applied to the merged data (HR=1.71, p=0.006 Logrank 

test and HR=2.04, p=0.004 Logrank test, respectively) (Figure 36a, Figure 36b). 

 

Contrary to published reports, lymph node status, available from three datasets 

(Hatzis, Ivshina and Wang, n=309), does not appear to be an effective predictor 

of outcome for TN patients (HR 1.39, p=0.127 Logrank test) (Figure 36c).28 

However, these findings are a matter of debate and will be discussed further 

shortly. 
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Figure 36 KM plots presenting the prognostic capability of tumour grade, tumour 

stage and lymph node status in TNBC. 

While tumour grade (HR1.71, p=0.006 Logrank test) and stage (HR=2.04, 

p=0.004 Logrank test) are able to stratify patients into differential risk groups, the 

predictive power of lymph node status is a matter of debate (HR=1.39, p=0.127 

Logrank test).  
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Fewer BL samples with associated clinical information were available relative to 

TN samples (grade n=285, stage n=168).  Analysis of these datasets revealed 

that stage but not grade was a good predictor of patient outcome when applied 

to the merged data (HR=2.27, p=0.002 Logrank test and HR=1.64, p=0.101 

Logrank test, respectively) (Figure 37a, Figure 37b).  

 

There was limited lymph node information available for the BL patients (n=153). 

Lymph node status did not appear to be a good prognostic indicator for outcome 

at both the individual and the merged level (Hatzis HR=1.15, p=0.748 Logrank 

test, Ivshina HR=0.58, p=0.494 Logrank test, merged HR=1.06, p=0.84 Logrank 

test) (Figure 37c). 
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Figure 37 KM plots presenting the prognostic capability of tumour grade, tumour 

stage and lymph node status in BLBC. 

Neither tumour grade (HR1.64, p=0.101 Logrank test) nor lymph node status 

(HR=1.06, p=0.84 Logrank test) was able to predict patient outcome. However, 

tumour grade was a good prognostic indicator of patient survival (HR=2.27, 

p=0.002 Logrank test).  
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Relative to the samples used to validate the prognostic signature, there was a 

significant reduction in sample size used to test the predictive ability of the 

clinical parameters, which will have influenced the robustness of any analyses 

performed. Furthermore, incongruities may have been introduced into the 

analysis because of an unbalanced contribution of samples from each study. For 

instance, the influence of the Metabric dataset to these results can be observed 

predominantly in the univariate analysis of tumour stage. Over 80% of the low 

risk group originate from the Metabric dataset. Therefore, it is possible that the 

results could be attributable to study bias rather than any biological effects.  

 

Similarly, assessing the predictive value of lymph node status also proved 

challenging. One dataset, Wang, comprised solely of LN0 samples. The effects 

that a single study can have on the interpretation of results are perfectly 

exemplified by the inclusion/exclusion of this dataset from the analysis (Figure 

38). Exclusion of this dataset has the ability to alter the significance of results 

(HR=1.39, p=0.127 Logrank test and HR=1.92, p=0.02 Logrank test when 

including and excluding the additional dataset, respectively).  
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Figure 38 KM plots demonstrating the influence that a single study can have on 

results. 

In this instance, exclusion of the Wang dataset from the analysis shifts the 

significance of the predictive ability of lymph node status, from insignificant 

(HR=1.39, p=0.127) to significant (HR=1.92, p=0.02). 
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In an attempt to address this issue, lymph node status of patients in the TN and 

BL risk groups were assessed using 2x2 contingency tables to determine 

whether there was a significant difference in the assignment of LN0 and LN1 

samples to the differential risk groups (Table 6). It appears that for both the TN 

and BL analysis, lymph node status distribution was not significantly different 

between patients in the high and patients in the low risk groups (p=0.423 and 

p=0.218 two-tailed Fisher’s Exact, respectively). 

 

 
Table 6 Contingency tables to determine whether there is a significant difference 

in lymph node status between high and low risk patients. 

Lymph node status assignment was not significantly different between the high 

and low risk groups identified by the TN (6a, p=0.423 two-tailed Fisher’s Exact) 

and BL (6b, p=0.218 two-tailed Fisher’s Exact) classifiers. 

  

LN0 LN1 

Low$risk$group 150 54 

High$risk$group 72 53 

LN0 LN1 

Low$risk$group 58 35 

High$risk$group 44 16 

(a) 

(b) 
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An overview of the genes identified during the feature selection stage and the 

clinically-defined tumour characteristics associated with each sample, such as 

the receptor status and tumour stage, was briefly observed. Integrated 

heatmaps, displaying the expression values of the candidate genes and HCL of 

samples based on the similarity of the expression profiles of these genes, were 

generated. The molecular subtype and any tumour-specific clinical information 

available from the literature are also presented as covariate bars (Figure 39, 

Supplementary figures 5a-l).  
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Figure 39 Integrated heatmaps of the expression values of candidate genes 

used in the modelling process. 

39a The top 100 candidate genes were used by pamr to develop the 11-gene 

TN prognostic signature. Examination of the expression profiles of these genes 

does not appear to indicate that samples cluster based on IHC status [receptor 

positive (black) and receptor negative (white)], grade (with the darkening of 

colours representing increasing tumour grade) or the risk group allocation of 

samples [high risk (red) and low risk (black)]. 39b The 17-gene BL signature was 

derived from the top 75 candidate genes. Like its TN counterpart, the integrated 

heatmap does not indicate that samples cluster based on tumour grade or risk 

group allocation [high risk (red) and low risk (black)]. 
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FURTHER ANALYSES OF THE PREDICTIVE CLASSIFIERS 
COMPARISON OF PROGNOSTIC SIGNATURES TO PUBLISHED CLASSIFIERS 
Published literature reports that many of the current predictive classifiers are 

unable to distinguish between prognostic groups in TN and BL patients 

effectively.181,404 As such, multiple predictive models aimed at identifying high 

and low risk groups in TN and BL patients have been recently 

developed.102,170,376 

A gene-level comparison of the pamr-derived prognostic signatures with those 

previously reported in the literature was performed to determine whether the 

newly identified classifiers represented a subset of the existing signatures.  

 

Only one gene was common between at least two of the TN signatures, with a 

complete lack of overlap being observed between genes comprising the BL 

signatures (Figure 40). 

 

 
Figure 40 Venn diagrams showing the overlap in genes between the classifiers 

developed in this thesis and published classifiers.  

40a No common genes were identified when comparing the pamr-developed TN 

classifier to two existing signatures.170,376 40b Similarly, gene-level comparisons 

between the BL signature developed from this analysis and two published 

classifiers also did not report any commonalities at the gene level.102,171! 
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GENE ONTOLOGY ANALYSIS 
The genes in the TN and BL predictors were associated with multiple GO terms. 

GO terms associated with at least two genes in the classifier were extracted and 

subdivided into the three GO domains — biological processes, cellular 

components and molecular functions (Supplementary Table 2, Supplementary 

Table 3).  

 

A range of GO terms were found to be associated with the genes comprising the 

TN classifier. Of these, there appeared to be an emphasis on metal ion binding 

and membrane-associated processes. Contrary to this, the GO terms associated 

with genes taken from the BL signature tended to reference apoptotic pathways 

and DNA repair processes. 

 

LEHMANN SUBGROUPING 
A brief investigation into the relationship between TN molecular subgroup 

allocation, using the online tool TNBCtype402, and the risk group allocations, 

determined by the TN classifier developed, was implemented using the 

validation data.  

 

The dominant TN molecular subgroup in the low risk patients was BL1, with 33% 

of all patients with good prognosis being allocated to this group. In the group 

comprising patients with poor prognosis, approximately 45% of all tumours were 

allocated to either the IM or MSL TN group (Figure 41).  
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Figure 41 Barchart displaying the TN subtype classification of the samples in 

the pamr-defined risk groups, using TNBCtype402. 

There is a significant difference in the TN subtype allocation of samples in the 

high and low riskgroups (Chi squared, p<0.0001). About 45% of samples in the 

low risk group are classified as either MSL or IM, whereas the same percentage 

of all high risk samples are allocated to one of the BL subgroups.  
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DISCUSSION 
MAIN FINDINGS 
This study was able to identify predictive molecular subsets in TN and BL 

tumours using a generic workflow. In this workflow, feature selection and model 

development was conducted on training cohorts, comprising six datasets each. 

The performance of each prognostic signature was subsequently tested on a 

validation cohort of six datasets.  

 

The stability of this predictive model was further supported by the cross-platform 

meta-analytical approach employed by the pipeline. The superior sample size 

available from the meta-analysis offers increased statistical power to the 

analysis and greater confidence in the results. Furthermore, the development of 

a cross-platform model ensures that these results and future applications of the 

workflow are not restricted to a single technology but are instead applicable to 

multiple platforms. 

 

Importantly, TNBC status was derived using molecular techniques based on the 

expression values of ER, PR and Her2 receptors, and not the 

immunohistochemical methods currently applied in the clinic. While this may be 

a caveat, it assures that all tumours, including those with incomplete 

immunohistochemical profiles, can be analysed using an objective standardised 

workflow and thus are not subject to unwanted variability introduced from 

individual interpretations of the data. 

 

SIMILARITIES BETWEEN TRIPLE NEGATIVE AND BASAL-LIKE BREAST CANCER 
The degree of overlap between the TN and BL populations in this investigation is 

similar to those reported previously.154,405 This supports the postulation that, 

while TN and BL BCs are similar in many ways, these BC subtypes are not 

synonymous of one another and that using these terms interchangeably can 

lead to misleading results.180 
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PROGNOSTIC VALUE OF BASALITY 
The prognostic value of the basality of TNBCs is a matter of debate. Studies 

suggest both that TNBL cancers have a worse prognosis than TNnonBL 

tumours and that there is no difference in prognosis between TNBL and 

TNnonBL BCs.170,179,406 

 

The differences between these observations can be explained, at least in part, 

by the classification process used by the studies in question. Literature reporting 

differential outcome based on basality of TN samples tended to approximate the 

BL molecular subtype with immunohistochemical markers. To confound factors 

further, there is a lack of a standardised definition of BLBC even in the IHC-

based studies, which may have led to additional variation in these observations. 

 

Therefore, the results from this analysis in which BLBC is classified using 

molecular definitions are not directly comparable to those in which the same 

tumour subtype are defined by immunohistochemical methods. Instead, the 

findings of this analysis have been compared to other molecular-derived reports 

and support findings in which basality is reported to be of limited prognostic 

value in TNBCs.170,180,379,407
 

 

CONCORDANCE WITH EXISTING SIGNATURES AND CLASSIFICATIONS 
Several groups have attempted to identify subpopulations in mRNA profiles of 

TN and BL BCs.170,171,376 Intersection of the genes comprising the predictive 

classifiers developed from this thesis to published signatures displaying 

prognostic potential yielded virtually no commonalities. 

 
This is in accordance with previous comparisons between independently 

validated predictors, which have been reported to yield little to no concordance 

at the gene level.124,408,409 With studies demonstrating that multiple stable 

prognostic signatures can be developed from a single dataset, the question 

should not be whether predictors demonstrate gene-level commonalities but 

whether these predictors exhibit concordance in their patient risk group 

allocation.124,410 
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While there does not appear to be a clear relationship between the risk groups 

determined by this thesis and the Lehmann TN subgroups at first glance, the 

differences in TN subgroup allocation between the groups are significant.  

 

Approximately 45% of all tumours in the low risk group were classified as IM or 

MSL. Because many of the prognostic genes identified as associated with 

immune response and inflammation, it was not surprising that a large portion of 

samples was allocated to these TN subgroups. 

 

The MSL subtype has been associated with the recently identified claudin-low 

tumours, characterised by low expression of many claudin genes and almost 

always associated with extensive immune cell infiltrations.152,158,165 ER- BCs 

exhibiting high infiltrations of immune cells have also been reported to be 

associated with enhanced survival.411  

 

A similar proportion of all high risk patients was allocated to the highly 

proliferative BL TN subtypes. BL1 and BL2 have been associated with greater 

genomic instability and increased DNA damage than the other subtypes. The 

BL1 subgroup has been found to respond preferentially to taxanes, such as 

paclitaxel or docetaxel, which function by targeting the proliferative aspect of 

tumours.  

 

A large part of the observations can be explained by the differences in the 

workflows employed. The design of the pipeline applied to identify the six TN 

subtypes used the expression profiles of samples to conduct differential 

expression analysis and unsupervised k-means clustering.152 

 

It should be noted that the workflow employed in this thesis to develop the TN 

prognostic signature used the nearest shrunken centroid classifier, pamr, which 

employs both the expression values and the survival statistics of each sample 

during the modelling process.  

 

Importantly, these workflows were developed to address different biological 

queries. The Lehmann et al (2011) analysis was designed to identify 
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therapeutically significant molecular subtypes. However, the research presented 

in this chapter was designed to identify prognostic subgroups within TN tumours. 

 

GENE ONTOLOGY ASSOCIATIONS  
Preliminary observations suggest that the genes comprising the TN predictive 

signature are associated with metal ion binding and membrane-associated 

processes. Disruptions to ion pathways, such as zinc and calcium regulation, 

have been previously associated with breast cancer development and 

invasion.412-416 

 
GO analysis of the genes in the BL classifier identified a potential 

overrepresentation of apoptotic pathways and DNA repair processes. This 

supports previous findings in which both of these biofunctions were reported as 

deregulated in BL tumours, with many studies observing distinctive patterns of 

genomic instability associated with TP53 and BRCA1 defects at both the 

transcriptional and mutational.417-420 

 

That said, aberrations to the DNA repair pathways and disruptions to TP53 have 

also been linked to TNBCs and thus not specific to BL tumours.421 Furthermore, 

alterations to zinc regulation have been associated with increased oxidative 

damage, the induction of chromosome breaks and disruptions to the 

conformation of TP53.422 These in turn affect apoptotic processes and DNA 

repair. So, while GO analysis has provided a list of potential functions linked to 

the two predictive models, conclusive interpretations of these findings would be 

unwise. The limited number of genes being investigated limits the utility of GO 

and pathway analyses because of difficulties in establishing confident network 

connections. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF FUNCTIONALITIES OF THIS SURVIVAL ANALYSIS TO 
PANCREATIC CANCER DATA 

Within the Group, a retrospective cross-platform meta-analysis of PDAC 

transcriptomic data (n=466) was initiated in parallel to this BC analysis.91 The 

pancreatic analysis followed the main analytical stages presented in Figure 26.  
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The successful application of key survival and modelling functionalities 

presented in this thesis to multiple cancer types shows the inherent flexibility and 

generality of the architecture of this pipeline. 

!
FUTURE WORK 
The scope of this chapter was to expand the analytical functionalities of the 

transcriptomic workflow, developed in previous chapters, to identify prognostic 

classifiers in TN and BL tumours. In this instance, differential expression 

analysis did not contribute to the signature development process. However, this 

doe not mean that these genes do not have predictive capabilities. For instance, 

analysis of the genes and pathways differentially expressed between TNBL and 

TNnonBL could provide the means to developing a therapeutic classifier or help 

identify novel therapeutic target. These findings could then be validated using 

cell line and xenograft models. It would be exciting to explore the potential of 

developing novel prognostic and therapeutic predictive classifiers in TN and BL 

tumours. 

 

Matched haematoxylin and eosin-stained tumour images have been collected for 

a subset of samples used in the transcriptomics survival analysis presented in 

this chapter. Previous studies have shown glimpses of the potential of digital 

pathology image analysis to cancer research.411,423-425 As such, integration 

between the transcriptomic results and corresponding digital images could 

provide greater insights into the stratifications being observed. Preliminary 

results of digital imaging on of a small subset of Metabric samples (n=77), 

appear to support the observation that increased immune infiltration is present in 

low risk samples. However, this work is ongoing and will be applied to a larger 

number of samples. 

 

Development of a computational model capable of interpreting and integrating 

both molecular and immunohistochemical data has amazing potential not only 

for the standardisation of clinical assessments of TN and BL patients but also for 

the development of integrated predictors of survival for these patients. 
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Attempting to stratify the TN samples into multiple biologically homogenous 

groups before training distinct prognostic models for each subgroup would serve 

to develop more robust predictive signatures. Comparisons between the 

subgroups and their associated digital images could then be performed. 

 

Furthermore, while this study focussed on stratifying patients based on outcome, 

the simplicity and generalised structure of the programming underlying this 

bioinformatic workflow allows for the scope of the analysis to be broadened. For 

instance, the analysis of TNBCs could be approached from both a prognostic 

and therapeutic angle.  

 

I am currently preparing a paper detailing the analytical workflow developed in 

this thesis and presenting its application to TN and BL tumours. Using samples, 

representative of both TN and BL tumours, and their associated survival 

information, obtained from the BCCTB Tissue Bank, I hope to collaborate with 

clinicians and biologists to study the expression signature of the classifiers 

further.  

 

CONCLUSION 
Robust multi-gene prognostic signatures capable of predicting patient outcome 

in TN and BL patients have been presented in this section of the thesis. The 

ability to distinguish between patients with significantly poorer prognoses and 

those with predicted better outcomes has great potential in terms of the 

therapeutic management of these BC subtypes.  

 

TNBC is a heterogeneous disease comprising multiple distinct entities. 

Molecular tools, such as microarrays and sequencing methods, will help to 

subclassify this BC subtype into more biologically homogeneous groups. This 

will allow future studies to determine the clinical usefulness of these subgroups. 

 

Further investigation into the molecular signatures of the differential risk groups 

with the potential to integrate these findings with digitised histopathology images 

has great potential in helping identify novel molecular targets specific to a given 
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prognostic group, thus contributing to the drug discovery process. The findings 

from this research have the potential to contribute towards the first steps in the 

bench-to-bedside philosophy for TN and BL BC patients.  
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CHAPTER 6 
 

 

 

ONLINE RESOURCES FOR MINING, MANAGING AND 

INTEGRATING PUBLISHED AND PRIMARY DATA 
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ABSTRACT 
The necessity for efficient, flexible, generic and scalable biological databases 

capable of providing the means to access, interrogate, integrate and exchange 

data in a rapid and interactive manner are urgently required by cancer 

researchers.  

 

The volume of cancer data being generated cannot be used to its full potential 

because of the absence of a community-wide adoption of standard vocabularies 

and issues with interoperability. Adoption of standard vocabularies will ensure 

the unambiguous interpretation of data and avoid duplication of effort. Data tend 

to be stored in independent research databases, each with proprietary data 

formats and each not fully compatible, nor integrative, with complementary 

resources.  

 

Interoperability refers to the capacity of multiple independent systems to be 

interfaced. This is vital for the interconnectivity, interactivity and productive use 

of any sustainable database. Only interoperable resources will ensure that data 

generated by different institutions can be shared to maximise the impact of the 

underlying research. This would permit the design of more sophisticated portals 

capable of enabling efficient mining of the stored cancer data while accelerating 

biological interpretation and scientific discovery of new relationships among 

factors contributing to the complex pathogenesis of disease. 

 

Acknowledgement of the pressing need for an interoperable bioinformatics 

structure has resulted in many groups attempting to develop integrative 

solutions. To this end, PED and, later, the BCCTBbp, were developed. These 

publicly available online resources provide PC and BC researchers with the 

means with which to access, mine and integrate cancer-specific data from 

multiple studies and technologies into ongoing research. The subsequent multi-

dimensional view of the data ensures that a more complete portrait of the cancer 

in question is achieved. 

 

Also vital to cancer research is provision of freely available tools and 
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functionalities that enable scientists to analyse their own data, re-analyse 

publicly available data and integrate these into current research. 

 

Originally implemented by our Group, O-miner was developed in response to 

this unmet requirement for a comprehensive, robust, user-friendly suite 

dedicated to the analysis of multiple data types. O-miner does not require 

programming knowledge and can handle primary and partially processed 

transcriptomic or genomic data on the fly. 

 

This chapter will present the functionalities of PED, the BCCTBbp and O-miner 

— online resources to which I have contributed, either by assisting in their 

development or by designing analytical modules to be integrated into their core 

infrastructures. For each resource, I will specify my contributions to its 

functionality and summarise these in tabular format at the end of each section in 

question. I will also present multiple examples of use, highlighting any additions 

or adaptions made to the platforms and analytical suite in response to my input. 

 

To promote data sharing and transparency, the results obtained from the 

analytical components of this thesis will be made available from PED and the 

BCCTBbp ! perfect platforms for the wider dissemination of these results to the 

PC and BC research communities. Similarly, O-miner presents the ideal 

resource with which to integrate my analytical pipelines, thus making them 

available for use in downstream analyses.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally, the most popular approach for integrating and organising large 

volumes of data was to collate all the data obtained from disparate sources into 

a single central location.426,427 Vastly useful in dealing with numerical data, this 

warehousing technique has a limited capacity to deal with the complexity and 

the descriptive nature of biological data.428 Consequently, federated databases 

are taking centre stage for the integration of biological data.427!The federated 

model organises and manages multiple independent initiatives, each initiative 

with its own database system, into what appears to be a unified integrated virtual 

database.428,429 

 

BIOMART 
BioMart is one of the most dominant open-source systems based on the 

distributed modelling architecture that has been optimised for the management 

and integration of biological data.187,201,430 Being based on the federated model, 

this system permits the integration and querying of all data from a single 

interface, irrespective of the database from which the data originated.  

 

All BioMart-compliant resources are accessible from the BioMart Central Portal, 

which provides users with a unified view of disparate data from an assortment of 

BioMart-powered domain-independent databases.201,428,430 

 

One of the central strengths of the BioMart system lies in its ability to permit the 

integration of any data source presented in a BioMart-compliant format. Each 

dataset is internally represented using the “reverse star” schema.! 187,431 To 

maintain homogeneity between BioMart functionalities, a common querying 

methodology based on filters and attributes is also adopted by all the systems. 

 

The reverse star schema used by BioMart databases is a variation of the 

traditional star schema in which certain key components of the latter 

organisational model are “reversed”. This database schema was designed to 

optimise the query process by facilitating the fast retrieval of large quantities of 

descriptive data.  
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In the star schema design, there are two fundamental types of tables — a core 

(main) table that stores factual information and multiple satellite (dimension) 

tables that store attributes associated with a particular factual element.432 

 

The main table is linked to the dimension tables using a primary key—foreign 

key relationship. In the course of a query, factual identity elements (foreign keys) 

from the main table are linked to their respective descriptives via a composite of 

primary keys in the dimension tables, with the data in these dimension tables 

being source of constraints. In this way, the star model constructs a “many-to-

one” relationship between the main table and each dimension table (Figure 42a).  

 

Unlike the star schema, in the reverse star model, the factual element being 

interrogated, represented in the main table as primary keys, is the focus of a 

query and used to determine the filtering process.187 The dimension tables are 

the source of the attributes to be returned as a part of the querying process. 

 

The primary key is then linked to its corresponding foreign key in the dimension 

tables to retrieve and display the attributes for a given query. The reverse star 

schema imposes a “one-to-many” or “many-to-many” relationship between the 

main table and the dimension tables (Figure 42b). 
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Figure 42 Diagram displaying the star and reverse star schemata. 

42a The foreign keys (FK) from the main table are linked to their respective 

primary keys (PK) in the dimension tables in a “many-to-one” relationship. 42b 
The primary keys (PK) from the main table are used to constrain a query and are 

linked to the foreign keys (FK) in the dimension tables. Unlike the star schema, 

this warehouse model imposes a “one-to-many” or “many-to-many” relationship 

between the two types of tables. 

main table 
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fact1_1 (FK) 
fact1_2 (FK) 
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fact1_5 (FK) 
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... 
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The global architectural similarities between both BioMart-based initiatives and 

web interfaces offered by version-specific BioMarts ensure increased familiarity 

with the querying process. Researchers are able to navigate between the 

different resources with ease and are not required to learn the intricacies of 

multiple systems to address individual resources.433 

 

The interoperability issues overcome by BioMart are crucial in ensuring the utility 

and productive use of its databases. The research community needs open-

source, fully interoperable resources to ensure maximal information connectivity 

and data sharing across disparate organisations.  
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SUMMARY 
The core strengths of BioMart lie in its ability to be easily applicable to any 

databases by adopting the “reverse star” schema, manage large amounts of 

data in a fast and efficient manner, provide multiple levels of access to the data, 

permit integration with third-party software, and ensure the availability of intuitive 

user interfaces.213,214,434-436 These assets are the reason that this model is the 

current underlying data management system for PED and the BCCTBbp.   
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PANCREATIC EXPRESSION DATABASE 
BACKGROUND 
In the literature, many results, often incomplete or subject to publication bias, are 

hidden in the recesses of supplementary files. Adding to the confusion, identical 

data are often represented using a myriad of identifiers, names and symbols. 

When attempting to analyse data from multiple sources and platforms, it is easy 

to overlook replicated results because of the inconsistencies with the 

annotations implemented, which results in potentially significant results being 

missed. For researchers, trawling through this mountain of confounding results 

to address a biological question is a frustrating and time-consuming process. 

 

Developed in 2007 by the Cancer Bioinformatics Group at the BCI as the first 

cancer-specific resource designed using the BioMart data management 

platform, PED was designed to overcome these obstacles by providing the PC 

research community with quick and easy access to comparable high-throughput 

values from PC-centred research and provide the means with which to merge 

these findings.194 

 

Since its inception, PED has undergone three major revisions. Having become a 

part of the Group in 2009, my main contributions have been directed towards the 

enhancement of this resource. These consist of assisting in the selection of 

studies for inclusion into the database, manually curating the published data, 

providing the re-analysed PC data for querying (detailed in Chapter 4), and 

intensively testing each new release for bugs and to assess ease-of-use. After 

each release, I also helped write the accompanying manuscripts and book 

chapters that either provided an update of the new features associated with the 

version in question or provided an overview of the resource and its 

functionalities.204,238,439,440 

 

The next section will present the improvements associated with each version of 

PED and provide examples of how these have served to enhance the 

functionality of PED and improve the querying experience.  
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QUERYING THE DATABASE VIA THE WEB INTERFACE 
Once the database has been accessed, biological queries can be conducted 

with relative ease, with the structure of a query remaining the same despite 

recent PED enhancements. 

 

Two features fundamental to the querying process are Filters and Attributes, 

available as selectional nodes from the configuration panel.433 Selection of pre-

defined filters and attributes enables the implementation of effective and specific 

parameters to a query. 

 

The filtering stage is necessary to define the parameters of a query — for 

instance confining a query to a given biological parameter, such as specimen 

type or high-throughput profiling technology/ies. Each filtering criterion can be 

expanded to provide researchers with multiple subselections related to the 

feature of interest. This provides the opportunity to funnel a query with 

increasing specificity. Once the query has been sufficiently limited to address the 

biological hypothesis under examination, researchers need to define the relevant 

information to be returned with the filtered results by using the Attributes node. 

Attributes refer to features to be extracted from the filtered data and returned as 

a part of the results. For instance, if conducting a platform-specific query, 

additional biological material, such as information pertaining to the pancreatic 

specimen being investigated or the comparisons being addressed in the original 

research, may be extrapolated.  

 

Like the filter infrastructure, the attribute domains are subdivided into relevant 

subcategories. This permits researchers to identify the type of attribute they 

require prior to refining their option to the precise feature they wish to be 

presented. For instance, selection of the GENE domain presents the researcher 

with an assortment of gene-related features that can be integrated into the 

results, such as the chromosomal location of the gene, the associated gene 

name, and a brief description of the gene.204 
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Throughout a search, the user is provided with a summary of the datasets, filters 

and attributes selected. In addition, users can check the number of genes 

returned at any given point in a query. On execution of a query, a preview of the 

results is presented in tabular format. These results are also available for local 

download as multiple file types. 

 

PED 1.0 
PED is a major component of MolDiag-PaCa, a European initiative that brings 

together leading groups in PC research with the aim of developing novel 

molecular diagnostic tools for the prevention and diagnosis of PC.194,210 

 

DATA CONTENT 
All data was manually curated prior to its integration into PED with the 

implementation of standard identifiers from Ensembl202 (Ensembl 41) for 

annotations. Ensembl identifiers were selected because of the improved 

annotation offered by mapping probeset sequences to Ensembl transcripts. This 

ensured that each data value was represented using a standard descriptive from 

Ensembl human genome annotations and microarray probeset mapping, thereby 

providing homogenous reporting of the data. The assignment of common 

identifiers to the data values is invaluable because it reduces ambiguity in the 

data, eases the burden of research from the scientists and facilitates the 

comparison and integration of data from multiple datasets. Annotations from 

additional public resources, such as UniProt207, the Human Protein Atlas437 and 

gene ontology databases were also provided, with subsequent links inferred 

from these mappings. 

 

The early PED release provided access to 7,636 transcriptomic and proteomic 

profiles. These, collated from 20 disparate studies, were derived from 22 

platforms and comprised multiple pancreatic cancer types, PanINs and chronic 

pancreatitis samples.194 
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DATA QUERY AND RETRIEVAL 
The original version of PED enabled multiple query combinations to be 

presented. Researchers could identify de-regulated genes and proteins 

common/unique to different biological conditions. For instance, researchers were 

able to define the filters and attributes to isolate unique PanIN features relative 

to PC, which, in turn, had the potential to identify genes involved in PC genesis. 

 

Combining information from multiple platforms could also be accomplished with 

ease. This cross-platform analysis could serve an exploratory and a confirmatory 

purpose. For instance, the validity and reproducibility of transcriptomic findings 

from a single platform study could be tested against results from a cross-

platform meta-analysis. 

 

 Results were presented in tabular format, with hyperlinks to related public 

resources also provided. These results could be exported in an array of pre-

defined formats, such as tab separated values (TSV), hypertext markup 

language (HTML), comma separated values (CSV), Excel (XLS) or array 

description format (ADF). In addition, eliminating redundant results from the 

summary table would isolate unique results. This proves useful when a gene is 

presented multiple times in a result because of its presence in numerous studies 

or because of multiple transcripts being assigned to a single gene. For 

occasions in which a query was selected to run in the background, provision of 

an email address would ensure that notification, with a hyperlink to the results, 

would be sent once the query had run to completion. The researcher would then 

be able either to view the results online or download all findings locally. 

 

Because PED is based on the BioMart architecture, it is compatible with all 

BioMart-compliant resources, such as Ensembl202, Reactome438 and UniProt207. 

This compliance expands the capability of any single resource by permitting 

cross-linking of data between initiatives. For instance, by interrogating PED and 

subsequently integrating with Reactome, users are able to visualise pathways 

and interactions related to their query.204,238,439,440
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Also, PED benefits from the multiple levels of access offered by its management 

platform. All BioMart-powered resources are available via web portals. Data from 

the BioMart central server can be integrated into third party software, such as 

the Bioconductor package biomaRt434, allowing for easy analysis within the open 

source R statistical environment. The data can be accessed and queried 

programmatically using third party software tools, such as Bioconductor, 

Galaxy213 and Cytoscape212.  Any queries conducted in the web-based query 

interface can subsequently be converted to an XML or Perl template and 

modified for future queries. Finally, PED is a DAS server, meaning that a PED 

DAS annotation is available at Ensembl GeneView. 

 

PED 2.0 
My contributions to PED started in its second release. Our goal was to improve 

the query capabilities of the resource and focus on the importance of data 

sharing, — reflected by the enhanced integrative capabilities of PED 2.0 with 

other resources — and expand the data content in the database.238,439 With the 

latter designed to increase not only the measurements already available in PED 

but also to include data values from additional platforms, most of my time was 

allocated to this expansion.  

 

Once the preliminary version of PED 2.0 was complete, I focussed on testing 

this resource extensively. I assessed the performance of the resource to ensure 

that it was not affected negatively by the improvements to the infrastructure, 

identified and reported bugs in the system, and tested that single platform, 

cross-platform and integrative queries could be conducted with ease. 

 

The generic infrastructure of PED 2.0 meant that this framework could be easily 

adopted for the design of novel initiatives, as was the case with the BBCTBbp. 

DATA CONTENT 
I assisted in enhancing the data collection workflow to increase the volume of 

transcriptomic and proteomic data available, and to include data from additional 

platform types, and expand on the range of biological specimens available 

(Table 7). As with the original release, the PED management team, with the 
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advice from PC scientists, pathologists and clinicians, selected all the datasets 

for inclusion into PED 2.0. I then manually curated many of the datasets for 

inclusion into PED 2.0. This involved examining each publication in depth, 

extracting data of interest and transcribing this information into a standardised 

template for upload into the database. This standardisation process permitted 

automation of the upload and querying process. 

 

A total of 62,378 measurements generated on transcriptomic, proteomic, miRNA 

and genomic platforms were added. These expression values represented 

pancreatic-associated events in more than 8,000 genes, 30,000 transcripts, 

22,000 proteins, 280 miRNA and 6,000 copy number alterations in distinct 

genomic regions.238,439 

 

Human gene annotations from a more current version of Ensembl annotations 

(Ensembl 56) were used to provide common annotation when representing the 

heterogeneous pancreatic data. This ensured that any novel findings, 

amendments or genomic corrections from previous assemblies would be 

amended in PED 2.0. The GRCh37/hg19 version of the human genome was 

used to define the chromosomal coordinates for regions of copy number 

alterations. Conversions between different versions of the genome were 

conducted using the LiftOver tool from UCSC.441,442 

 

DATA QUERY AND RETRIEVAL 
Developments that dominated this PED release included increased querying 

capabilities resulting from the enriched data content, and enhanced 

interoperability and visibility.  

 

The PED 2.0 infrastructure was subdivided into two distinct datasets. The first, 

the Pancreatic Expression Database dataset, comprised all the data from 

transcriptomic, proteomic and miRNA studies. The second dataset referred to as 

the Copy Number Aberrations (Pancreatic Cancer) dataset, provided access to 

data derived from genomic studies. On submission of a query, the data from 

both datasets could be accessed, with queries about transcriptomic and 

genomic components being returned instantly. 
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This seamless integration of gene-level and region-specific data enabled the 

complexity of queries to be elevated to a new level. Researchers were able to 

combine transcriptomic findings with genomic data and results of this multi-

dimensional integrative analysis gave researchers a summary of the impact of 

copy number alterations to transcriptomic profiles for given study populations. 

For instance, identification of differentially expressed genes within genomic 

regions of altered copy number status allowed for the quick and easy 

identification of potential oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes. 

 

Interoperability is core to PED. This is exemplified by the application of standard 

vocabularies to all data, by the multi-levels of access offered, by ensuring its 

exposure and appeal to all research groups within the PC community, and by 

the ease with which data is shared and integrated across different BioMart-

powered resources.  

 

PED 2.0 became interoperable with one of the most prominent international 

cancer initiatives to date — the ICGC.196 Compliance between these resources 

allowed for the integration of multiple ICGC experimental datasets with the 

literature datasets obtained from PED. 

 

Implementation of Ensembl 56 for the annotation also served to enhance the 

querying capacity of this PED version and augmented its BioMart interface 

capabilities for cross-linking datasets.238,439 This permitted links with other 

BioMart-compliant resources, such as Reactome, to be enhanced and 

automated, thereby further facilitating the querying process.443 

 

Finally, to increase the visibility of PED, a linkout annotation to PED 2.0 was 

implemented from NCBI EntrezGene in addition to the multiple levels of access 

provided by its predecessor.215 This provision of links to PED 2.0 to EntrezGene 

users enhanced the capacity for exposure of this system. 
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PED 3.0 
My main contribution to PED can be noted in its latest release (Table 7). In this 

third version, the resource underwent an extensive overhaul of its data structure, 

content, connectivity, querying options, visualisation capabilities and associated 

documentation.204 

 

As with PED 2.0, I continued to contribute towards increasing the quantity and 

breadth of data available (Figure 43), conduct extensive tests of the PED 3.0 

prototype and test the ease with which the data could be navigated and queried 

(Table 7). In addition, I assisted in increasing the functionality of this resource, 

from purely literature-based, by making the PC data from the multi-cohort 

analysis I conducted (detailed in Chapter 4) available to users — adding the 

conception of an analytical function to PED, a feature that could be potentially 

expanded on in future releases. PED 3.0 also provides extensive user 

documentation aimed to help researchers increase their understanding of the 

main database (PED Mart) and its data structure, as well as the querying 

process.!
!
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!

Table 7 Summary of my contributions to PED 2.0 and PED 3.0 

For the second version of PED, most of my time was allocated to increasing the 

data content of the database. This was achieved via the selection, manual 

curation and uploading of data from a multitude of studies. I then concentrated 

on preparing multiple publications dedicated to providing the PC research 

community with PED updates and to introducing PED and its functionalities to 

novel users.238,439 My contribution to PED 3.0 not only involved my continued 

dedication to increasing its data content but also to making available re-analysed 

data from my PC meta-analysis to the research community. 

!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PED 2.0 PED 3.0 

Determination of features to be included and/or improved on in 
the new release 

Determination of features to be included and/or improved on in 
the new release 

Data Selection and Curation 
•  Selected datasets for inclusion into PED 2.0 
•  Manually curated data 

Data Selection and Curation 
•  Selected datasets for inclusion into PED 3.0 
•  Manually curated data 

Data Standardisation and Upload 
•  Extracted and incorporated relevant data from publications 

into a standard template 
•  Uploaded the data to the database 

Data Standardisation and Upload 
•  Extracted and incorporated relevant data from publications 

into a standard template 
•  Uploaded the data to the database 

Testing the Functionalities of the Resource 
•  Extensively tested the querying capabilities of PED 2.0 

Testing the Functionalities of the Resource 
•  Extensively tested the querying capabilities of PED 3.0 
•  Extensively tested the graphical outputs of PED 3.0 

User Documentation 
•  Assisted in preparing the user documentation 

User Documentation 
•  Assisted in updating and expanding both the content and the 

format of the user documentation 

Publications and Presentations 
•  Contributed to writing the PED update publication238 

•  Contributed to writing a publication on request for an issue 
dedicated to BioMart resources439 

•  Lead author in a book chapter introducing PED and its 
functionalities440 

•  Teaching assistant in short courses in which PED is 
introduced and queried 

Publications and Presentations 
•  Contributed to writing the PED update publication204 

•  Teaching assistant in short courses in which PED is 
introduced and queried 

Analytical Functionality 
+ Integrated data from my multi-cohort PC analysis into the 
resource 
+ Ensured that this data could be accessed, queried and 
integrated with data from PED Mart alongside all the data 
available in PED 3.0 
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DATA CONTENT 
Mirroring the exponential growth of data being generated by high-throughput 

platforms, PED 3.0 comprises over 250,000 data values derived from traditional 

and novel technologies.204 This total consists of 22,6135 differential or 

expression measurements and 63,894 DNA copy number alterations collected 

from a broad range of specimen and experimental types. This data content is 

four times greater than the previous version and over 32 times greater than the 

original release (Figure 43). 
 

Furthermore, the data collection pipeline was also further augmented to 

incorporate methylomic and large-scale meta-analyses into its architecture, and 

to provide the capacity for researchers to upload and share their own data. 

 

Figure 43 Evolution of PED data content across the three releases (taken 

from204).  

The data content in PED has increased significantly in terms of the quantity of 

data available, with the amount of data values available having grown 

exponentially from 7,636 in PED 1.0 to over 250,000 in its latest release. There 

has also been an increase in the number of –omics platforms used to generate 

the data. While original data values were derived from transcriptomic and 

proteomic studies, PED 3.0 makes available data generated on transcriptomic, 

proteomic, miRNA, genomic and methylomic platforms. 
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The PED 3.0 data remains subdivided into a Pancreatic Gene Expression 

dataset and a Pancreatic Copy Number Alteration dataset. However, the 

underlying structures of these datasets have been significantly altered to provide 

comprehensive data about the experimental design as a part of the results. 

 

Like all previous releases, all data in PED 3.0 has been manually selected and 

reviewed by the PED management team. Data annotations in the gene 

expression dataset was again updated and mapped at the transcript level to a 

more current release of Ensembl202 gene annotations (Ensembl 63). All genomic 

data remained mapped to GRCh37/hg19, with the UCSC441!LiftOver tool being 

applied to convert between genome versions. 

 

PED 3.0 enables researchers to submit their own published datasets to the 

database. During the submission process, researchers are required to complete 

a template, providing information about the manuscript, the technology used, 

and the sample types addressed by the study. A member of the PED 

management team subsequently checks all uploaded data for compliance with 

PED criteria and, where necessary, modifications are made to the data before its 

inclusion in the database. 

 

DATA QUERY AND RETRIEVAL 
In response to the increasing amount of PC data becoming available, substantial 

improvements to the web portal have been made. These include redesigning the 

interface to facilitate data navigation and querying, and implementing integrated 

graphical tools to visualise results better. The querying process has been 

improved in a number of ways, the most prominent of which are alterations to 

the feature selection process, development of a quick search tool and the ability 

to access re-analysed data. Enhanced interoperability between PED and other 

resources also continues to advance in this release, with direct access to 

COSMIC203, UniProt207, PRIDE444, and InterPro445 being provided. By the end of 

2014, queries made using the ICGC will also provide access to PED results from 

an external resources section. 
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Data navigation 

The interface provides users with a broad range of filter and attribute options. 

Expansion and enhancement of these parameters permit researchers to conduct 

increasingly complex yet refined queries. 

 
A quick search option is available from the homepage to extract information 

rapidly about a single gene/miRNA/protein of interest, with the results being 

returned as two tables (Figure 44). The first table gives general information 

about the gene/miRNA/protein of interest, such as HGNC gene symbol, 

Ensembl identifiers and chromosomal location of the gene/protein of interest 

(Figure 44a). The second table provides an overview of all the entries in PED 

pertaining to that identifier, which includes information about the study, the 

technology used, the comparisons being investigated and the type of alteration 

observed (Figure 44b). 
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Figure 44 Use of quick search to query the behaviour of a gene of interest.  

Two tables are generated in response to using this functionality. 44a The first 

table provides a quick overview of a given entity and provides hyperlinks to 

external resources that supply additional information about specific 

characteristics of the gene/miRNA/protein of interest. 44b The second table 

provides a summary of all the entries on PED associated with the given 

gene/miRNA/protein. This includes links to the original study and information 

about the biological samples/conditions being investigated, the technology used 

and any aberrations observed.  

(a) 

(b) 
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The main findings of the multi-cohort meta-analysis of PC data, discussed in 

Chapter 4, are available for interrogation from PED 3.0 from a new Expression 

Landscape tab integrated into the PED 3.0 menu bar. This opens a web page 

giving a brief summary of the samples investigated and a link to the original 

article (Figure 45a). It is from this page that researchers are able to conduct 

either a single or combined query using gene identifiers, biological function, 

comparison and canonical pathway (Figure 45b-e). 

 

A gene-centric sample query is presented to show the querying process and to 

give sample results (Figure 46a-b). Results are initially presented in tabular 

format, with links to downloaded results as TSV files provided (Figure 46c). The 

table provides information relating to genes, the comparison in which the 

deregulation was observed and additional related statistics. Boxplots depicting 

the expression profile of the probeset for a selected comparison/sample can also 

be visualised (Figure 46d). 
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Figure 45 Researchers are able to access my re-analysed PC data and conduct 

simple and integrated queries. 

45a A new Expression Landscape tab, giving researchers access to the re-

analysed data from the meta-analysis, is available in PED 3.0. From here, 

researchers are able to conduct queries based on gene identifiers (45b), 

biological function (45c), comparison (45d) or canonical pathway (45e). 

  

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
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Figure 46 Query using re-analysed data to determine whether ITGB6 is found 

differentially expressed between PDAC and cancer-free donors. 

46a The gene identifier of interest, in this case ITGB6, is supplied. 46b The 

Comparison and significance threshold, the latter of which can be left undefined, 

are then been selected. 46c Results are presented in tabular format and links to 

expression boxplots are also supplied. 46d These will allow researchers to 

visualise the expression of the gene across all the experimental and biological 

conditions analysed.  

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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The main findings from this meta-analysis are also available for interrogation 

and integration with data from PED Mart alongside all the data available in PED 

3.0. 

 
Enhanced graphical options 

PED 3.0 not only generates results in tabulated format, supplying hyperlinks to 

associated BioMarts, but it also provides researchers with the option to display 

their results using the UCSC Genome Browser441 and CIRCOS446 software. 

Differentially expressed genes and/or regions of altered copy number status are 

plotted as individual tracks on the UCSC Genome Browser and can be 

visualised in a segmented or whole genome view. This allows researchers 

instantly to determine the direction of regulation of genes within a given region of 

copy number aberration or visualise an overview of all transcriptomic and 

genomic alterations in a specified chromosome. 

 

Alternatively, researchers can view results in the circular layout generated by the 

CIRCOS software. Although originally designed for visualising genomic data, the 

flexibility of this tool has enabled genomic and transcriptomic data to be overlaid, 

thereby allowing all results to be visualised as either a single chromosome or 

multi-chromosome view.  

 
Because of PED’s substantial restructuring, extensive accompanying 

documentation detailing how to use all the features and functionalities of the 

redesigned resource are provided. A comprehensive user guide and a short 

video presentation addressing commonly asked questions are available. This 

will ensure that researchers are able to use PED to its maximum potential with 

minimum effort. 

 

Compared to its predecessors, PED 3.0 has undergone a complete revamping 

of both its infrastructure and web portal, thus ensuring that it remains a vital 

resource to the PC community (Table 8).204 
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!

!
Table 8 Overview of the different features of the PED releases (adapted 
from204). 
With each PED release, there has been an exponential increase in data content 

and an increased focus on enhancing connectivity to external databases. The 

introduction of extensive controlled vocabulary to record specific information 

about samples, the means to query re-analysed data from large-scale meta 

analysis, visualisation options and the capacity for users to upload their own 

data to the database have served to expand the usefulness of PED, ensuring 

that it remains an invaluable resource for PC research.  

PED 1.0 PED 2.0 PED 3.0
Web portal Web portal Web portal
BioMart central server BioMart central server BioMart central server
Web service Web service Web service

+ ICGC data portal ICGC (release 13)
+ DAS server DAS server 
+ Linkout (NCBI EntrezGene) Linkout (NCBI EntrezGene)

★ICGC External Resources
Pancreatic Expression 
Database

NCBI !NCBI !ICGC
Reactome !Reactome !NCBI

+ ICGC !Reactome
+ COSMIC
+ UniProt
+ InterPro
+ PRIDE

Data Values 7,636 !62,378 !>250,000
Transcriptomics !Transcriptomics !Transcriptomics
Proteomics !Proteomics !Proteomics

+ miRNA !miRNA
+ Genomics !Genomics

+ Methylomics
+ Meta-Analysis
    + Transcriptomics
    + Proteomics

ANNOTATIONS Ensembl Mart Release 41 !Release 56 !Release 63

FEATURES

DATASETS

Internal

External

Pancreatic Copy Number Aberrations (Pancreatic Cancer)
Pancreatic Gene Expression

ACCESS Data Access

DATA 
CONTENT Type

Presentation
Download 
Archive

+ Integrated expression, methylation 
and copy number alteration view
    + UCSC genome browser
    + CIRCOS whole genome view

PED MartView
!Enhanced filters/attributes selection 
in PED MartView

!Enhanced filters/attributes selection 
in PED MartView
Quick Search
Expression Landscape

PED  team !PED  team !PED  team
+ User upload form

+ Step-by-step instructions (FAQ in 
HTML)

!Step-by-step instructions (FAQ in 
video presentation)
+ User guide (HTML)

!Updates of features relative to the previous version
+ New features relative to the previous version
★Features to appear shortly

HTML, TSV, CSV

HTML, TSV, CSV, XLS

OUTPUT
Graphical 
Visualisation

Query Interface

Data Upload
OTHER

Help Section
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EXAMPLES OF USE 
The examples provided below display the results obtained for each query. For 

researchers not familiar with PED queries, I have also provided an online step-

by-step guide for each example at 

www.pancreasexpression.org/emanuela_phd_examples. 

 

CROSS-PLATFORM QUERY 
Analysis of genes differentially expressed between PDAC and normal 

samples in a region of copy number gain on chromosome 17q21.2 detects 

potential oncogenes. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 
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(c) 
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(d) 
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Figure 47 Identification of a potential oncogene via the integrative analysis of 

transcriptomic and genomic data.  

To achieve this both the Pancreatic Gene Expression dataset and the 

(Pancreatic Expression Database) Pancreatic Copy Number Alteration dataset 

need to be queried. The user is also required to restrict the query to 

transcriptomic results obtained from comparisons made between PDAC and 

normal tissue samples. Next, a chromosome/region of interest is selected to 

refine the query to a location of interest, in this instance chromosome 7q21.2. 

47a All results are presented in tabular format by default. However, graphical 

options are also available. 47b Selection of CIRCOS enables a summary of the 

results to be viewed in a circular layout. Highlighting a genomic location of 

interest from CIRCOS will open a separate window to the UCSC Genome 

Browser. 47c Alternatively, selection of UCSC from the results page enables 

researchers to visualise results in the UCSC Genome Browser. Each track in the 

browser represents a separate data measurement. By selecting a region of 

interest, researchers can focus on that area. 47d The zoomed-in view enables 

quick and easy assessments of associations, if any, between the transcriptomic 

and genomic data in PED 3.0. Here, it appears that the genomic location in 

which JUP, KRT17, EIF1 and HAP1 reside have been reported upregulated in 

transcriptomic studies and both gained and amplified by copy number 

publications. This suggests that these genes could have an oncogenic role in 

PDAC. 
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DIAGNOSTIC BIOMARKER IDENTIFICATION 
Identification of differentially expressed miRNAs found in the blood of 

PDAC patients but not cancer-free samples. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 48 Identification of diagnostic biomarkers in blood. 

The first step of this analysis is to restrict the search to miRNA technologies. 

Subsequently, the data is limited to those derived from the biological groups of 

interest (PDAC and normal histological types). Ideally, a biomarker should be 

detectable in body fluids that can be obtained in a non-invasive manner, such as 

blood. Therefore, the final parameter specifying that the results need only return 

miRNAs found differentially expressed between the blood of PDAC samples and 

that of cancer-free samples is implemented. Additional information that can be 

obtained as a part of the tabular results include the magnitude of any alterations 

observed, miRBase IDs and information about validatory methods used. These 

facts are specified from the Attributes node. 48a The tabulated results can be 

viewed online or exported for further interrogation. 48b The table provides 

hyperlinks to related resources, such as miRBase.  
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THE FUTURE OF THE PANCREATIC EXPRESSION DATABASE 
PED will continue to strive to remain abreast of both the torrent of data being 

generated and the ongoing technological developments. Importantly, 

implementation of modules capable of managing data from next-generation 

sequencing studies is a primary goal of the PED management team. With a 

considerable amount of PC studies being dedicated to murine models, it is 

important that future versions of PED allow researchers to mine PC-related data 

from multiple organisms.  

 

For the continued utility of PED and to ensure that advances in its interface do 

not overwhelm PC researchers, the PED management team aims to provide 

user-training sessions to the PED user community, in addition to the improved 

user documentation now available. 

 

Completion of these steps will help PED achieve its ultimate goal of allowing 

researchers to mine and integrate all PC data, regardless of the platform, 

organism or institution from which the data originated.  
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BREAST CANCER CAMPAIGN TISSUE BANK BIOINFORMATICS PORTAL 
BACKGROUND 
The BCCTBbp is an integral part of the specialist BCCTB biobank. The BCCTB 

Tissue Bank aims to provide access to well-annotated BC samples and 

maximise the use of these tissues by implementing a data-return policy.222 This 

ensures that any data generated using tissues obtained from the biobank are 

returned and made available to other researchers within a two-year period. The 

publicly available bioinformatics portal will provide mutualistic support to the 

Tissue Bank in two predominant ways. Firstly, the BCCTBbp will function as an 

online literature-mining resource, permitting users to examine and collate 

published BC data from a single portal. Secondly, any data returned to the 

Tissue Bank will be incorporated into this bioinformatics repository, thus 

permitting researchers to mine the ever-increasing information associated with 

the tissues in question. 

 

For the first version of BCCTBbp, my contributions have been directed primarily 

towards increasing the data content and testing that the resource works as 

expected. I assisted in the selection of datasets to be uploaded to the database. 

I then manually curated each dataset, ensuring that all relevant data was 

extracted and presented in a standardised format, so that the querying process 

would be conducted seamlessly and consistently regardless of the dataset(s) 

being interrogated. I also assisted in attempting to devise an automated method 

by which the information from select datasets available in public repositories 

could be extracted, curated and uploaded to the database. To date, this has 

proved only partially successful because of a lack of controlled vocabulary when 

reporting clinical information and the diverse, and often incomplete, manner with 

which data is submitted to these repositories. 

 

Being a new resource, it was imperative that extensive testing was performed to 

assess the efficacy of the querying process, to identify any current or potential 

future issues, and to ensure that BC researchers could navigate the site and 

conduct queries in a simple and friendly manner. 
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After the successful release of the first version of the BCCTBbp, I assisted in the 

preparation of the manuscript that presented and described the functionalities of 

the BCCTBbp.195 

 

The key aspects of my contributions to this resource will become apparent in 

subsequent updates (Table 9). I have adapted the molecular subtyping and 

survival analysis components of my transcriptomic model (presented in Chapter 

5) so that the modules can be integrated into BCCTBbp. Integration of my 

programming modules will enhance the scope of this resource by allowing users 

to add an analytical component to their analysis. 

 

This section of the PhD will present the BCCTBbp and mention the similarities 

and differences between this resource and PED. Examples of how the 

BCCTBbp can be queried will also be provided. Finally, I shall discuss the novel 

functionalities scheduled to become available in the next release and 

demonstrate how my contributions have served to broaden the functionalities of 

this resource.  
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Table 9 Summary of my contributions to the BCCTBbp. 
Originally, my input to the BCCTBbp comprised primarily of building the data 

content of the database, assessing its querying capabilities, and assisting with 

the preparation of associated documentation and publications. My main 

contributions will become apparent before the next version of the BCCTBbp is 

released. The analytical modules I have prepared will permit researchers to 

classify samples according to molecular subgroup or molecular receptor status 

and to conduct survival analyses based on molecular subgroups or gene of 

interest.  

BCCTBbp BCCTBbp 1.5 (ongoing) 

Data Selection and Curation 
•  Selected datasets for inclusion into the BCCTBbp 
•  Manually curated data 

Data Selection and Curation 
•  Select datasets for inclusion into the BCCTBbp 
•  Manually curate data 

Data Standardisation and Upload 
•  Extracted and incorporated relevant data from publications 

into a standard template 
•  Uploaded the data to the database 

Data Standardisation and Upload 
•  Extract and incorporate relevant data from publications into a 

standard template 
•  Upload the data to the database 

Testing the Functionalities of the Resource 
•  Extensively tested the querying capabilities 

Testing the Functionalities of the Resource 
•  Extensive testing of all the analytical functions 

User Documentation 
•  Assisted in preparing the user documentation 

User Documentation 
•  Assist in preparing the user documentation 

Publications and Presentations 
•  Contributed to writing the BCCTBbp introductory publication 

Publications and Presentations 
•  Contribute to writing a BCCTBbp update publication 

Development and Integration of Analytical Modules 
+  Develop and adapt modules for the molecular classification of  
    samples. Samples can be classified based on: 

•  The main molecular subtypes − luminal A, luminal B, 
BL, Her2+ and normal breast-like160 

•  Receptor status – ER+, PR+, HER2+ 

Development and Integration of Analytical Modules 
+  Develop and adapt modules for survival analyses. These will     
    permit researchers to conduct survival analyses based on: 

•  Molecular subgroups160 
•  Gene of interest 
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BCCTBBP 1.0 
DATA CONTENT 
When conducting queries via the BCCTBbp, data content is vital. The ability to 

address data derived from multiple platforms and spanning diverse biological 

conditions and sample types allows for complex queries to be conducted and 

ensures a comprehensive and unbiased response. As such, my time was spent 

predominantly identifying, manually curating and uploading data to the database.  

 

The first BCCTBbp release provides access to data derived from 83 

transcriptomic, genomic, proteomic, methylomic and miRNA studies and 

comprises 121 distinct comparisons.195 

 

Similarly to PED, all data is manually curated and mapped to standard identifiers 

—Ensembl 58 for gene annotations and the GRCh37/hg19 version of the human 

genome for the definition of chromosomal locations — before to its integration 

into the BCCTBbp. However, the organisation of information in the BBCTBbp 

differs from that of PED in its centricity of the data. While the PED data content 

is based on transcriptomic and genomic foundations, the core infrastructure of 

the BCCTBbp is gene and study focussed.  

 

The reason for this architectural diversity lies in the study-based manner in 

which the tissue request system and the bioinformatics portal are linked. As 

such, the BCCTBbp querying process has initially been designed to reflect this 

relationship.  

 

DATA QUERY AND RETRIEVAL 
The structure of the BCCTBbp querying system remains consistent with all 

BioMarts, with pre-defined filters and attributes available to customise a query.  

 

The data in the BCCTBbp data is subdivided into two datasets — Breast Cancer 

Expression Study Data, comprising patient and study information, and Breast 

Cancer Expression Gene Data, consisting of gene-focussed data. That said, the 
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seamless connection between the two underlying structures of these datasets 

allows the clinical information to be searched from the gene dataset. 

 

It was important that the increased range of histomorphological and 

clinicopathological data available for BC, relative to PC, was reflected in the 

querying modality of the bioinformatics portal. Patient and tumour specific 

information used to determine prognosis and therapeutic management, such as 

tumour type, tumour grade, LN involvement and hormone receptor status, tends 

to be available in the BC literature. As such, the filter options available in the 

BCCTBbp allow researchers to constrain the parameters of a search to tumours 

exhibiting specific histopathological characteristics. 

 

Like PED, the BCCTBbp incorporates a quick search option in the homepage. 

This allows researchers to query all the literature data for information about a 

gene of interest. In keeping with the PED infrastructure, these results are 

returned as two tables — a gene-related table and a study-specific table. 

 

The dimensionality of a query is enhanced by the BCCTBbp’s interoperability 

with the ICGC (release 13), and its upcoming availability from future releases of 

the ICGC data portals, and its ability to integrate BC data with a growing number 

of biological resources, such as Ensembl202, UniProt207 and Reactome438. The 

exposure of the bioinformatics platform is enhanced by its data sharing 

capabilities with web services. This interoperability enables links to be generated 

between the Sample Finder, a search tool to identify the availability of tissues of 

interest from the Tissue Bank, and information contained within the 

bioinformatics portal. 

!
The BCCTBbp management team believes that providing BC researchers with 

the ability to conduct their own analyses, such as determining the tumour purity 

of samples by inferring the fraction of stromal and immune cells in tumour 

samples, conducting molecular assessments of tissues, visualising the 

expression of a given gene across different biological conditions and conducting 

survival analysis, is of paramount importance. As such, analytical functionalities 
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will be made available from an Analysis Tools tab integrated into the BCCTBbp 

menu bar before the release of its next version (Figure 49a).  

 

The molecular subtyping and survival modules that I developed (Chapter 5) are 

being integrated successfully into the BCCTBbp (Figure 49b). These will enable 

researchers to determine the molecular subtype of individual samples, thereby 

serving further to increase the amount of information available for any given 

sample (Figure 49c). Provided that survival statistics are made available in the 

original publication, the ability to conduct survival analysis on the fly, based on 

molecular subtype or gene of interest, will also be incorporated into this 

BCCTBbp 1.5 version (Figure 49d).  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 49 Demonstration of the molecular subtyping and survival modules 

available from the BCCTBbp 1.5. 

49a The analytical functionalities of the BCCTBbp are available from the 

Analysis Tools tab on the BCCTBbp homepage. 49b This analytical section 

presents BC researchers with a table of all the datasets that have been pre-

processed and that are available for re-analysis. On selection of a dataset, a list 

of analyses available is supplied. This selection is dependent on the data 

publicly available from the original study. 49c The molecular subtyping module I 

developed allows researchers to specify whether they wish the samples to be 

classified according to the standard molecular subtypes50,160 or the molecular 

receptor status397. 49d For datasets with accompanying survival data, my 

survival functionalities allow this information to be queried based on both 

molecular subtype and/or gene of interest. 
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EXAMPLES OF USE 
The examples provided below display the results obtained for each query. For 

researchers not familiar with the BCCTB querying process, I have also provided 

an online step-by-step guide for some of the examples at 

http://bioinformatics.breastcancertissuebank.org/emanuela_phd_examples. 
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IDENTIFICATION OF STUDIES RELATING TO CHARACTERISTICS OF INTEREST 
Links between the Sample Finder and the bioinformatics portal 

 
Figure 50 Interaction between the Tissue Bank and the BCCTBbp. 

The sample finder allows researchers to identify samples of interest available 

from the BCCTB Tissue Bank. These samples are defined according to clinical 

and histopathological characteristics, with the number of samples and 

publications relating to this search being displayed in separate summary 

windows. 50a In this instance, the query conducted is to identify metaplastic 

carcinoma samples from female patients. There are 14 patients in the Tissue 

(a) 

(b) 
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Bank and two publications in the BCCTBbp that fulfil these criteria. 50b 
Selecting View Details from the Bioinformatics option presents the researcher 

with all publications relating to the search. From this results table, researchers 

are provided links to the original study and, where available, the primary data in 

GEO. 
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STUDY SELECTION BASED ON PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS  
Identification of studies with information about normal tissue surrounding 
a tumour in oestrogen receptor negative patients  

 

(a) a"
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Figure 51 Use of the BCCTBbp for a tumour-specific query. 

51a The search aims to identify studies with information about patients with ER- 

BC and for whom tissue surrounding a tumour was analysed. 51b Additional 

information about the patients and the origin of the data can also be returned as 

a part of the results. 51c All results are presented in tabular format, with 

researchers able to download these results in multiple formats. 

(b) b"

(c) c"
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INTEGRATING HIGH-THROUGHPUT DATA AND PATHWAY DATA 
Visualisation of pathways disrupted in infiltrating lobular carcinoma when 
compared to normal lobular samples 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 52 Links between the BCCTBbp and Reactome. 

The data from both the BCCTB Bioinformatics Gene Data and REACTOME 

Pathway datasets will need to be queried and integrated to identify pathways 

deregulated between infiltrating lobular carcinoma (ILC) and normal lobular 

samples. The first step is to restrict the query to the comparison of interest from 

the BCCTB Bioinformatics Gene Database, which in this case would be ILC vs 

normal lobular. Secondly, from the REACTOME Pathway dataset, the user is 

able to limit pathway results to those identified in humans. As with all BioMarts, 

the query filters and attributes can be monitored from the configuration panel 

(52a). 52b The results are presented in tabular format. Selection of one of the 

pathway hyperlinks (cell cycle, mitotic) links the findings with pathway data from 

Reactome. 52c From here, the user is provided with a graphical and literary 

summary of the pathway. Selecting a component of interest from the figure will 

provide the user access to additional information about that process.  
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THE FUTURE OF THE BREAST CANCER CAMPAIGN TISSUE BANK 
BIOINFORMATICS PORTAL 
The BCCTBbp is designed to allow BC researchers to conduct queries across 

different experimental data types to look for information about relevant genes, 

transcripts, proteins, miRNA, SNPs and other biological data. This integration of 

complex data makes it possible for scientists to query and explore results, and 

find new relationships among the factors that contribute to the pathogenesis of 

BC. 

 

Modifications to the literature-based component of the current bioinformatics 

portal are currently underway. These include updating gene annotations to a 

more recent Ensembl release (Ensembl 69), increasing the volume of data and 

the range of technologies available. In addition to these data content 

expansions, future releases will also have enhanced querying options analytical 

and data-return functionalities incorporated into the core infrastructure of this 

resource.  

 

A key strength of the BCCTBbp lies in its relationship with the Tissue Bank. The 

data-return functionality, with data returned to the Tissue Bank being 

incorporated with existing information and made available from the 

bioinformatics portal, will ensure that the amount of information available for 

each sample is enhanced, with these tissue samples gaining greater value. 

 

While the literature and analytical components of the bioinformatics portal are 

undoubtedly fantastic stand-alone resources, the full potential of the unique 

relationship between BCCTB and the bioinformatics portal will become apparent 

only in the upcoming years as the volume of valuable data about the samples 

available from the Tissue Bank accumulates. 
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O-MINER 
BACKGROUND 
Originally implemented by the Cancer Bioinformatics Group at the BCI, O-miner 

was developed in response to the unmet requirement for a comprehensive, 

robust, user-friendly tool for the analysis of transcriptomic and genomic data.224  

 

Unlike the previous resources designed by the Group, O-miner represented the 

first tool dedicated to the automated analysis of high-throughput data, 

encompassing all stages of the analysis from pre-processing of primary data to 

biological interpretation. Although many analytical suites are available for the 

analysis of high-throughput data, they vary greatly in the amount of 

programming and algorithm knowledge required, the range of analytical 

processes offered and the input formats accepted.224,225,229-231,236 The flexibility 

and simplicity of the O-miner architecture circumvents these issues by permitting 

analyses to commence at almost any stage of the workflow, by providing 

comprehensive user guides in which the functions of any algorithms are detailed 

and by presenting examples for the user to repeat. 

 

The bulk of my contribution to the development and implementation of O-miner 

is not visible from the user portal but is instead associated with the underlying 

analytical structure that runs behind the scenes. The programmatic infrastructure 

of the transcriptomic component of O-miner, O-miner:Transcriptomics, was 

based on the workflow I developed for the analysis of pancreatic transcriptional 

space described in Chapter 4. As such, the analysis has been designed to run 

entirely in the R statistical environment and implements multiple R packages. 

The designs and functions of these packages are discussed and evaluated in 

Chapter 3. With the main constituent of the thesis addressing transcriptomics 

analyses, this section will focus on describing the O-miner:Transcriptomics 

(hence forth referred to as O-miner) pipeline and providing examples of outputs 

available at various stages of an analysis. 

 

The effective integration and interoperability of the analytical code with the web 

portal was achieved via close collaboration between members of the O-miner 
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team. Unlike the workflow that I developed previously (Chapter 4), it was 

important that O-miner provided users with greater flexibility to their analysis. 

The provision of a number of algorithms and analytical options for an analysis 

ensures that researchers can adapt and optimises the O-miner workflow to the 

data being supplied. As such, we determined the selection of functionalities to 

be made available to users by dedicating ourselves to researching and testing 

multiple R packages and algorithms. 

 

Once completed, I tested every step of both the genomic and transcriptomic 

workflows extensively to identify and resolve any bugs in the program, to 

optimise the code to increase the computational speeds and to decrease the 

computational load of every analysis submitted, to ensure that it would be able 

to analyse large datasets and be able to accept inputs at multiple stages of the 

pipeline. I subsequently also provided a template of the user guide for both data 

types of this analytical suite. 

 

In this section, I shall introduce O-miner from a user-perspective and present 

examples of the inputs required and outputs generated for each stage of the 

analysis. 

 

OVERVIEW OF THE ANALYTICAL PIPELINE 
Once the type of analysis to be conducted is selected from the O-miner portal, 

the user is presented with a comprehensive form comprising four main sections 

— User Details, Upload Data, Analysis Parameters, Output Options. 

The O-miner workflow comprises multiple analytical stages consisting of: quality 

control assessments, application of normalisation algorithms, filtering, statistical 

analyses and GO analyses (Figure 53). However, the extent of analytical 

processing implemented to the data is dependent on the input type supplied by 

the user. The resulting files can be viewed either online or downloaded locally. 

These results are provided in tabular format as text and excel files, with figures 

generated as portable document formats (pdf). 
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Figure 53 The analytical workflow implemented by O-miner.  
The number of analytical stages applied to the data is dependent on the input 

type, with raw image files being subjected to the greatest amount of processing 

stages. 

 

UPLOAD DATA 
After provision of an email address and a project name, which is subsequently 

used to create a unique project identifier for the analysis, the user is required to 

supply the input files and specify the analysis parameters. 

Raw data 

The input files can be uploaded as primary image files or as pre-processed 

normalised or filtered data matrices. Raw intensity files generated on a wide 

variety of Affymetrix platforms, including the widely used GeneChip® Human 

Data$Input:$Raw$data$

Data$analysis$
Differen'al*expression*analysis*using*limma*

Biological$interpreta)on$
Venn*diagrams,*GO*analysis$

Quality$control$
arrayMvout*

Normalisa)on,
rma,*gcrma,*trma*

Filtering$
IQR,*sd,*intensity*

Remove,poor,quality,arrays,

Exploratory$analysis$
HCL*

Data$Input:$Normalised$data$

Data$Input:$Filtered$data$
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Genome Arrays U95 Set (U95A, U95Av2, U95B, U95C, U95D, U95E), U133 Set 

(U133A and U133B), U133A 2.0 and U133 Plus 2.0, can be submitted for 

analysis. 

 

A compressed folder containing all the image files is submitted to O-miner. 

Alternatively, if re-analysing data publicly available from GEO, then provision of 

the GEO GSE series number will suffice as an input. 

 

Processed data 

Processed data, such as data that has been normalised or filtered using external 

software, can also be submitted. These must be submitted in a data structure 

recognised by O-miner. The first column must represent the probe identifier, with 

the remaining columns comprising the expression values for a given probe for a 

given patient. 

 

DEFINING BIOLOGICAL GROUPS 
Regardless of the format of the input, the biological groups being investigated 

need to be defined. Once the input is uploaded successfully onto the O-miner 

server, with names of the array files extracted from this input, the user is 

presented with a File Organiser window. In this window, an empty column is 

displayed next to the name of every sample (Figure 54). It is in this column that 

the biological group/origin of the samples must be supplied. This annotation 

stage is required to define the comparative groups to be used throughout the 

analysis. 
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Figure 54 Example of the sample allocation process. 

After extracting the uploaded archive of array files, O-miner displays the 

available files list in the File Organiser window. Each sample must subsequently 

be attributed to a biological source/state to allow additional analyses to be 

performed. 
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ANALYSIS PARAMETERS 
Pre-processing 

If image files are supplied as the initial input, multiple quality control metrics are 

applied to the data. These are conducted using the quality assessment options 

available in either the arrayMvout246, as implemented by the original workflow 

described in Chapter 4, or ArrayQualityMetrics248!R packages. While these are 

both designed to detect outlier samples, implementation of arrayMvout will result 

in the automatic removal of any samples that do not comply with the quality 

control criteria. Quality control metrics conducted using ArrayQualityMetrics will 

allow the user to determine whether samples reported as outliers are to be 

removed from additional analyses. 

The three normalisation methods offered by O-miner are RMA, GCRMA and 

tRMA, with the summarisation process of the latter being based on the RMA 

algorithm but corrected to provide more accurate results when applied to small 

sample sizes.447 

Filtering options are provided for both the raw data and the normalised data 

inputs. Three popular filtering options, IQR, intensity-based and sd are available 

to reduce the dimensionality of the data by removing probes with little intergroup 

variability. 

 
Differential expression analysis 

Differential expression analysis is available for all data, regardless of the format 

of the original uploaded data. Differential analysis is applied to the filtered matrix 

using limma283. The biological groups, designated in File Organiser, are used to 

define the contrast and design matrices required by the linear model.  

 

OUTPUT OPTIONS 
Significance thresholds 

A number of statistics for differential expression are provided to refine the de-

regulated genes list according to user-defined cut-offs based on log2 fold 

change values and p-values, adjusted using the Holm294, BH290 or BY291 multiple 

testing correction methods. Users can either select the default significance 
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thresholds of p ≤0.05 and a logged fold change of ≥2 or modify the threshold so 

that greater or lesser stringency parameters are applied to the data. 

 

Additional output 

The format of the output files supplied by O-miner could easily be adapted to 

serve as inputs for pathway software, such as Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. 

 
O-miner offers the capability to assess the overrepresentation of GO terms 

among the GO annotations for the differentially expressed genes. To this end, 

O-miner employs the GOstats401 package and the hypergeometric test available 

in this package to assign GO terms and associated significance levels to each 

probe. Because GOstats requires probes to be assigned to an Entrez Gene 

identifier, any probes that do not map to an identifier are removed. Similarly, 

probes that cannot be allocated to known GO terms are also removed from this 

interpretational step.  

 

Finally, in this Additional Output section, users can select to visualise overlaps in 

differential expression analysis between two or more comparative groups as a 

venn diagram. 

 

VISUALISATION OF RESULTS 
Online results are presented as a series of tables and figures within tabbed 

options, with each tab representing the results of a component of the analysis 

(Figure 55). These results have also been collated and are available to be 

downloaded locally as a single compressed file. 
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Figure 55 The tabbed format of O-miner results. 

Selection of any of the four tabs, Clustering, Differential Expression, Gene 

Ontology and Expression Plots, will immediately present the user with an 

overview of the results. In this instance, the default Clustering tab displays the 

HCL of the transcriptomic profiles of the six samples being analysed. These 

cluster clearly into two groups, with all the cancer-free (control) samples being 

assigned to one cluster and all the cancer samples being assigned to another. 

PRE-PROCESSING 
Selection of the Quality Control tab provides access to the results of all the 

quality control assessments conducted on the data. A summary report, 

highlighting any outlier samples, is provided. Furthermore, summary plots for 

each of the metrics being assessed are also generated. These include an image 

displaying an overview of chip quality, comprising information about ABG, SF, 

PP and housekeeping ratios, RLE and NUSE plots, and RNA degradation plots. 

 

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of samples based on the Euclidean 

distance matrix and the average linkage algorithm is performed on the data. This 
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allows the user to visualise clustering of the samples, labelled according to the 

predefined biological groups. 

 

Boxplots presenting the expression intensities of genes(s)/probe(s) from 

normalised and filtered matrix can be produced. This permits researchers not 

only to visualise the expression of a gene(s)/probe(s) of interest across all the 

biological groups being tested but also to determine the expression values of the 

individual probes targetting each gene.  

 

DIFFERENTIAL EXPRESSION ANALYSIS 
A summary of the user-defined significance thresholds in conjunction with the 

gene lists and associated statistics from the differential expression analysis 

conducted are provided in tabular format (Figure 56a). Box plots displaying the 

expression value of a selected probe of interest across the comparative groups 

are available from the table (Figure 56b). Additional information about 

genes/probes of interest can be accessed via the hyperlinks to GeneCards448 

and Ensembl (Figure 56c, Figure 56d). 

 

Furthermore, venn diagrams, providing an overview of both the total number of 

differentially expressed in the biological groups and a breakdown of the 

upregulated and downregulated components can also be visualised in this 

section. This could prove useful in the determination of genes unique to a given 

biological condition.  
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Figure 56 Results generated by differential expression analyses. 

56a An overview of probes identified as differentially expressed between the 

defined biological groups are presented in tabular format. 56b The differences 

between the expression values between the comparative can be visualised 

easily from boxplots. 56c The table also provides links to external online 

resources, which provides the users access to more information about a 

probe/gene of interest. 

 

GENE ONTOLOGY ASSESSMENTS 
Finally, the results from the GO calculations are presented in tabular format. 

This provides information comprising the GO domain, GO process and the 

various statistics associated with each. Hyperlinks to AmiGO449, an online 

resource that provides the user with additional information about a selected GO 

process, are also provided. 

 

THE FUTURE OF O-MINER 
Access to the O-miner R code will increase the appeal of this tool to 

computational biologists and biologists with programming experience. However, 

the main benefits to having access to the O-miner package lies in the ability of 

researchers to run larger analyses than currently possible via the website and to 

customise the code to meet specific requirements. 

 

The next O-miner release (O-miner 2.0) will be significantly enhanced relative to 

this version (Table 10). The data capacity of O-miner 2.0 will be significantly 

expanded. Currently limited to the analysis of transcriptomic and genomic 

Affymetrix data, O-miner 2.0 will accept normalised data generated on Illumina 

and Agilent technologies. The analytical workflow will also be expanded to allow 

for the analysis of methylation and sequencing data. Finally, O-miner 2.0 will no 

longer be limited to Homo sapiens, with murine model data being accepted for 

analysis 

 

The graphical tools in O-miner 2.0 will also be augmented. The incorporation of 

PCA plots will allow researchers to visualise the structure of the data better. 

Similarly, the generation of heatmaps will assist in the visualisation of the 
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expression values of genes differentially expressed across different biological 

conditions. 

 

Relative to O-miner 1.0, my contribution to O-miner 2.0 is more focussed — 

towards the implementation of a survival module and testing the analytical 

capabilities of the suite (Table 11). 

 

The genericness of the survival analysis module developed in Chapter 5 allows 

for the R script to be modified and incorporated into O-miner 2.0. I am 

concentrating on adapting this module for integration into the O-miner 2.0 

workflow. This will allow users to conduct survival analyses based on the gene 

of interest and the user-defined biological groups supplied in the File Organiser 

window. 

 

I have been testing the analytical capabilities of O-miner 2.0 by conducting 

identical analyses using the web interface and the R workflow. This process aids 

in determining the efficacy of the workflow and determines whether any bugs 

identified are attributable to problems with the underlying script or the link 

between the script and the interface. 

 

Similarly to O-miner:Transcriptomics, the current R code and graphical tools in 

O-miner:Genomics will also be enhanced to increase the functionality, viability 

and comprehensiveness of the tool.  
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Table 10 Overview of the different features of the O-miner releases. 
The two most significant improvements to O-miner 2.0, relative to the previous 

version, are the ability to analyse data from a broader range of data types and 

increases in visualisation outputs. Researchers will have the ability to analyse 

both human and murine data generated on a wider selection of platforms 

manufactured by multiple technologies. The enhanced visualisation options will 

allow researchers to visualise their data more easily and will provide figures of 

publishable quality.!  

O-miner 1.0 O-miner 2.0
Web portal !Web portal

+ R package
Transcriptomics !Transcriptomics
Genomics !Genomics

+ Methylation
+ Sequencing

User upload !User upload
GEO !GEO
Transcriptomics (Affymetrix) !Transcriptomics (Affymetrix)
Genomics + Transcriptomics (Illumina)

+ Transcriptomics (Agilent)
!Genomics
+ Methylation
+ Sequencing

Homo sapiens !Homo sapiens
+ Mus musculus

ANNOTATIONS Ensembl Release 58 !Release 74
Web portal
Download

Venn !Venn diagrams
HCL !HCL
Frequency plots !Frequency plots
UCSC genome browser !UCSC genome browser

+ PCA
+ Kaplan-Meier plots
+ CIRCOS whole genome view

FEATURES

Dynamic HTML reports
HTML, XLS, BED, PDF

OUTPUT
Graphical Visualisation

DATASETS
Internal (examples)

External

ACCESS Analysis

Platforms
DATA TYPES

Species

!Improved and facilitated data navigation
!Enhanced Upload Data section

User guide describing algorithms and use (PDF) !User guide (HTML)
+ Step-by-step instructions (FAQ in HTML)

!Updates of features relative to the previous version
+ New features relative to the previous version

OTHER
Help Section

Web Interface
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Table 11 Summary of my contributions to O-miner 1.0 and O-miner 2.0. 
My contributions to O-miner 1.0 spanned all areas of its development and 

installation. However, my contributions to O-miner 2.0 will be more localised to 

developing and implementing new survival functionalities and testing this new 

version as both an R package and from the web portal.  

O-miner 1.0 O-miner 2.0 

Determination of options to be provided 
•  Investigated and tested diverse R packages and algorithms 

Determination of options to be provided 
•  Helped to identify features to be included and/or improved 

upon in the new release 

Testing of the underlying R script 
•  Tested the interaction between the analytical infrastructure 

and the web portal 
•  Identified and resolved bugs in the program 
•  Optimised the code 

•  Increase computational speed of an analysis 
•  Decrease computational load of an analysis 

Testing of the underlying R script 
•  Test the fluidity of the analytical infrastructure 
•  Identify bugs in the program 

Testing the Operability Suite from the Web Portal 
•  Extensively tested O-miner using the web portal 

•  Input: large datasets and applied every combination of 
analysis options available 

•  Input: multiple input types and applied every 
combination of analysis options available 

Testing the Operability Suite from the Web Portal 
•  Assist in testing O-miner using the web portal 

User Documentation 
•  Generated a template for the final user documentation 

User Documentation 
•  Read through and discuss suggestions for the improvement of 

user documentation 

Publications and Presentations 
•  Contribute to writing the O-miner introductory publication 

Publications and Presentations 
•  Contribute to writing an O-miner update publication 

Analytical Functionality 
+ Develop and adapt modules for survival analyses. These will 
permit users to conduct survival analyses based on: 

•  User-defined biological groups 
•  Gene of interest 
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CONCLUSION 
The requirement for interoperable integrative resources, capable of managing 

and analysing the ever-increasing influx of data generated by high-throughput 

technologies, has driven the cancer research community to the precipice of a 

bioinformatics revolution.  

 

All the bioinformatic structures presented in this chapter have been designed to 

provide the means to access, manage, integrate and analyse disparate 

published and experimental data obtained from an array of technologies. These 

have all been developed to help cancer researchers exploit cancer data to 

highlight systems and pathways, and the biological mechanisms of associated 

with these malignancies. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 

 

 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS  
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CONCLUSION 
Cancer is a highly heterogeneous disease comprising highly complex molecular 

and biological processes. Advances in technology have permitted researchers to 

make colossal headway in deepening our understanding of cancer evolution, 

progression and response to treatment. However, a fundamental issue with 

applying these novel methods to cancer research lies in determining how to 

manage the volume of data generated in their wake effectively. The result is an 

unmet requirement for initiatives dedicated to the storage, access, management, 

integration and analysis of data generated using high-throughput and 

sequencing technologies. 

 

In the six chapters comprising this thesis, I attempt to address this bioinformatic 

and analytical void by developing, implementing and expanding upon a new 

generic analytical pipeline capable of analysing and integrating complex cancer 

data. Platforms such as this have the potential to transform our understanding of 

both the basic mechanisms underlying cancer and the complex interactions 

between types of data, and the ability to help enhance current classification, 

prognostic, diagnostic and therapeutic management methods. 

 

As discussed in Chapter 1, PC and BC are two very diverse diseases not only 

from a biological and clinical perspective but also in terms of the amount of data 

available for each. Both of these malignancies are classified using 

histopathological criteria but there is an increasing propensity to apply molecular 

techniques to help stratify these cancers into meaningful subtypes. That said, 

there is a lack of robust and reproducible molecular models capable of this feat.  

 

Chapters 2 and 3 shift the focus of the thesis from the biological to the technical. 

The first of these chapters introduces current bioinformatic and analytical suites 

available for the integration and analysis of PC and BC data. Chapter 3 then 

proceeds to examine and compare computational principles underlying the 

different stages of transcriptomic analyses and presents those implemented in 

my own approach. 
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The stark contrast between the quantity and quality of data, and the resources 

available for BC and PC made these ideal candidates on which to model and 

test my transcriptomics platform. The following chapters expand upon and link 

the computational transcriptomics platform to PC and BC biological data. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the largest integrative analysis of PC data generated on a 

high-resolution platform to date. In this chapter, the re-analysis of primary data 

allowed us to circumvent the barriers associated with dubious data quality, 

obscure analytical workflows and distinctions in computational methodologies. 

Similarly, implementation of a multi-cohort analysis increased the robustness 

and accuracy of the analysis, relative to disparate studies using small sample 

sizes to represent the analysis population. As a result, my research was able to 

provide novel insights into the global structure of the PC transcriptional space 

across different samples and models. At the time, survival modelling was not 

performed because of incomplete or absent clinical documentation. 

 

However, the analytical workflow was expanded to incorporate cross-platform, 

survival and machine learning functionalities and subsequently applied to TN 

and BL BC data in Chapter 5. For both the TN and BL subtypes unique gene 

signatures representative of subgroups were identified and prognostic classifiers 

developed. Identification of distinct gene signatures and classifiers has the 

potential to help identify novel diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutics targets 

most effective for a given subgroup. 

 

While conducting this BC analysis, novel published and in-house PDAC data 

became available. The main analytical stages of the transcriptomics model were 

applied for the simultaneous analysis of this PC transcriptomics data to identify a 

predictive signature capable of stratifying patients into prognostically relevant 

subgroups. 

 

The successful application of the analytical modules presented in this thesis to 

multiple cancer types and platforms serves to demonstrate the generality and 

flexibility of the analytical model developed. 
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The importance of data sharing and implementation of a systems approach has 

never been more keenly felt than it is today. Both the results generated by my 

thesis and the analytical modules developed for this pipeline will be freely 

available and integrated into publicly available resources ! PED, the BCCTBbp 

and O-miner. This promotes data sharing, enhances the capabilities of these 

initiatives and allows for uniformity of analyses, increasing the reproducibility and 

repeatability of results. 

 

The flexibility of this platform means that it can be used to analyse not only 

transcriptomic data from any disease but also additional transcriptomic 

platforms. For instance, modules of this pipeline are being applied to the 

preliminary analysis of microRNA (miRNA) BC data obtained from Lebanese 

women, with future plans including identifying ethnic disparities between 

Lebanese women and women in Western populations. 

 

The underlying architecture of the platform also allows for the expansion of this 

prototype to analyse additional data types, such as genomic and methylomic 

data. A prototype of this expansion is already in development by our Group and 

will be eventually unveiled as increased functionalities in future versions of PED, 

the BCCTBbp and O-miner. 

 

It is vital that both novel and existing bioinformatic and analytical resources keep 

up with the rapid pace with which technology is advancing to manage the large 

volumes of data being generated and continually integrate them with existing 

data. 

 

The future of cancer research will inevitably involve the integration of data 

generated on high-throughput technologies, with studies encompassing multiple 

“omics” fields quickly becoming the norm. The real test lies in using these data 

to bridge the gap between molecular data integration and clinical applications. 

The development and applications of the computational platform developed in 

this thesis represent the preliminary steps towards providing a data analysis and 

integrative solution capable of addressing this challenge.  
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Supplementary Figure 1 Dataset-specific heatmaps of the comparative groups 

being investigated using differentially expressed genes (padj<0.01, absolute 

value of fold change ≥1.5). 

1a-l The heatmaps generated for each dataset display the expression profiles of 

samples based on genes differentially expressed between the TN and BL 

comparative groups (padj<0.01, absolute value of fold change ≥1.5). The 

covariate bar represents sample allocation to one of the biological groups, with 

TNBL and TNnonBL, and BLTN and BLnonTN being displayed as black and red, 

respectively. These heatmaps suggest that TN and BL biological groups being 

investigated have distinct transcriptomic signatures.  
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Supplementary Figure 2 Heatmaps of the comparative groups being 

investigated using the top 200 ranked genes. 

2a-l The general trend observed in Supplementary Figure 1 continues. Both TN 

and BL comparative groups exhibit specific transcriptomic profiles.  
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Supplementary Figure 3 KM plots showing differences in survival between 

phenotypically-defined risk groups. 

3a-l Risk groups defined by supervised feature selection did not return 

significant results for the majority of datasets.  

Pawitan (validation) samples Sabatier (training) samples 
(i)( (j)(

Schmidt (training) samples Wang (validation) samples 
(k)( (l)(
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Supplementary Figure 4 Heatmaps displaying the gene expression values of 

genes comprising the prognostic classifiers. 

4a-b The heatmaps display the gene expression associated with the genes 

comprising the TN and BL signatures. The subtype covariate represents patients 

allocated to the high (red) and low (black) risk groups. Based on this information, 

there is not a clear separation of risk groups based on the transcriptomic profiles 

of these signatures. This is attributable to the principles underlying the pamr 

algorithm used to develop the training model.  
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(a)( Desmedt (training) - triple negative samples Desmedt (training) – basal-like samples 

(b)( Desmedt (validation) - triple negative samples Desmedt (validation) – basal-like samples 
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(c)( Hatzis (training) - triple negative samples Hatzis (training) – basal-like samples 

(d)( Hatzis (validation) - triple negative samples Hatzis (validation) – basal-like samples 
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(e)( Ivshina (validation) - triple negative samples Ivshina (validation) – basal-like samples 

(f)( Metabric (training) - triple negative samples Metabric (training) – basal-like samples 
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(g)( Metabric (validation) - triple negative samples Metabric (validation) – basal-like samples 

(h)( Miller (training) - triple negative samples Miller (training) – basal-like samples 
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(i)( Pawitan (validation) - triple negative samples Pawitan (validation) – basal-like samples 

(j)( Sabatier (training) - triple negative samples Sabatier (training) – basal-like samples 
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Supplementary Figure 5 Integrated heatmaps of the expression values of 

candidate genes used in the modelling process. 

5a-l Integrated heatmaps based on the top 100 candidate genes used to 

develop the TN classifier do not indicate a relationship between subtype, which 

represents the high (red) and low (black) riskgroups and IHC status of samples. 

Similarly, the integrated heatmaps based on the top 75 candidate genes used to 

develop the BL classifier also do not suggest a relationship between risk group 

(subtype covariate) and IHC status of samples.  

(k)( Schmidt (training) - triple negative samples Schmidt (training) – basal-like samples 

(l)( Wang (validation) - triple negative samples Wang (validation) – basal-like samples 
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Supplementary Table 1 Table displaying an overview of the subtype calls.  

Many samples were classified as both TN and BL (TNBL or BLTN). However, 

there were also a number of samples that were assigned to only one molecular 

BC subtype. 

  

TN# TNnonBL# TNBL#/BLTN## BL# BLnonTN#

Metabric( 139( 30( 109( 155( 46(

Desmedt( 48( 9( 39( 44( 5(

Hatzis( 147( 44( 103( 109( 6(

Miller( 85( 58( 27( 32( 5(

SabaKer( 75( 18( 57( 69( 12(

Schmidt( 60( 37( 23( 27( 4(

Desmedt( 78( 25( 53( 60( 7(

Hatzis( 96( 36( 60( 62( 2(

Ivshina( 93( 64( 29( 39( 10(

Metabric( 182( 36( 146( 177( 31(

Pawitan( 59( 39( 20( 20( 0(

Wang( 132( 76( 56( 57( 1(

TOTAL# 1194# 472# 722# 581# 129#
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Supplementary Table 2 Table summarising GO information associated with at 

least two genes in the TN signature.  

Ion binding and membrane-associated processes feature quite heavily in the GO 

terms in the biological processes domain. 

  

GO#domain# GO#term# Genes#
Biological process Membrane HLA-DMB, MACF1, TGFBR2 
Biological process Lipid metabolic process PLCL2, TPP1 
Biological process Microtubule cytoskeleton MACF1, WAPAL 
Biological process Intracellular signal transduction LAT2, PLCL2 
Biological process Cellular protein metabolic process MAN2A1, TPP1 
Biological process Membrane raft LAT2, TGFBR2 
Biological process Zinc ion binding CA9, MAN2A1 
Biological process Metal ion binding TGFBR2, TPP1 
Biological process Calcium ion binding MACF1, PLCL2 
Biological process Golgi apparatus MACF1, MAN2A1 
Molecular function Protein binding DOCK10, HLA-DMB, IFNGR2, LAT2, MACF1, PLCL2, TGFBR2, TPP1, WAPAL 
Molecular function Phospholipid binding DOCK10, PLCL2 
Cellular component Integral to membrane CA9, HLA-DMB, LAT2, MAN2A1, TGFBR2 
Cellular component Plasma membrane CA9, IFNGR2, LAT2, MACF1, TGFBR2 
Cellular component Cytoplasm MACF1, PLCL2, TGFBR2, WAPAL 
Cellular component Integral to plasma membrane IFNGR2, TGFB2 
Cellular component Binding DOCK10, WAPAL 
Cellular component Cytosol TGFBR2, WAPAL 
Cellular component Wound healing MACF1, TGBR2 
Cellular component in utero embryonic development TGFBR2, MAN2A1 
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Supplementary Table 3 Table summarising GO information associated with at 

least two genes in the BL signature.  

Comparisons of the BL GO terms within the biological processes domain to 

those from the TN results show greater emphasis on apoptotic and DNA repair 

processes. 

  

GO#domain# GO#term# Genes#
Biological process Apoptotic process GZMA, GADD45G, GZMH 
Biological process Biological process TMEM50B, P2RY13, TMEM50B 
Biological process Negative regulation of apoptotic process BTG2, ARNT2 
Biological process DNA repair GADD45G, BTG2 
Biological process Positive regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter BTG2, ARNT2 
Biological process Proteolysis GZMA, GZMH, CTSS 
Biological process Immune response GZMA, CTSS 
Biological process Signal transduction ZDHHC17, ARTN2 
Biological process Protein transport NECAP1, UBAP1 
Biological process Cytolysis GZMA, GZMH 

Molecular function Protein binding GZMA, SLAMF7, NECAP1, PPL, GADD45G, CARD8, BTG2, 
UBAP1, ZDHHC17, ARNT2 

Molecular function Catalytic activity GZMA, GZMH 
Molecular function Serine-type endopeptidase activity GZMA, GZMH 
Molecular function Signal transducer activity ZDHHC17, ARNT2 
Molecular function Protein homodimerisation activity GZMA, CARD8 
Cellular component Cytoplasm GZMH, CARD8, UBAP1, ZDHHC17, ARNT2 
Cellular component Plasma membrane SLAMF7, NECAP1, TMEM50B, P2RY13, PPL 
Cellular component Nucleus GZMA, PPL, GADD45G, CARD8, ARNT2 
Cellular component Extracellular region GZMA, CTSS 
Cellular component Integral to membrane SLAMF7, TMEM50B, P2RY13, ZDHHC17 
Cellular component Endoplasmic reticulum TMEM50B, P2RY13, TMEM50B 
Cellular component Membrane SLAMF7, NECAP1, CTSS 
Cellular component Mitochondrion PPL, COX6A2 
Cellular component Intracellular membrane-bounded organelle CTSS, ZDHHC17 
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